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A b s t r a c t

This work traces the development of ragalak$a$a 
as prescribed and described in the Nafryasastra (jati- 
1ak§a$a), Bphaddesi, Sangitaratnakara, Svaramelakala- 
nidhi, Ragavibodha, CaturdangLlprakasika, Bangita- 
parijata, Sangltasaramyta, and Samgrahacu&amani ,

The structural and functional aspects of thirteen 
ragalak^aija are analyzed, namely, graha, amsa and nyasa; 
tara and mandra; bahutva and alpatva; apanyasa, saipnyasa 
and vinyasa; antaramarga; §a<Java and au<Java,

The analysis traces the growth and decline of the 
theory of these lak^apa between 500 A,D, and the 19th 
century. As comparisons of nominally and/or modally 
related ragas are made in terms of their lak$a$a, a 
new criterion for the proper identification of ragas 
emerges.

In the process an attempt is made to solve the 
unsettled question of the identification of the BD 
basic ragas and the SR ragangas*



E r r a t a

Page
25 "bhava" in llieu of "rasa": line 4.
58 Add to footnote: "For statistical purpose, thesuddha jatis* note is also indicated underneath 

their names"
59 Add the footnote: "A dash between notes indicatesa three-sruti interval"
71 "above" for "below": footnote 4, line 5*
101 "to" for "the"; paragraph 5? line 4.
106 "SR" for "SD": " 1, " 1 .
122 Insert "by" between "step step": para.2, line 5®
124 Add s to "present": paragraph 2, line 1.
" "step" in lieu of "beat": " ", " 15*

158 Add "59" in footnote.
166 Add s to "show"; paragraph 1, line 1.
208 "realisation" in lieu of "translation"; para.2, line 2.
241 Insert "Ni" after "kakali" in second heading,
251 Add "57" in footnote.
255 Insert "as airisa" after "Ni": para. 1, line 6.
256 Bhatka^e misspelled in footnote 1.
275 "melodic" for "tonal" in last line of footnote.
286 Retroflex d in Samgrahacu<Jama$i which should also

be underlined: paragraph 1, line 2.
512 "give" in lieu of "call": paragraph 1, line 2.
554 "raga" in lieu of "mode" and insert at this point,"in the Ayyar edition": penultimate line.
" Edu^anilacite misspelled in footnote 2.

544 Manasuloni misspelled in the first example.
558 Add to footnote: "While Turks is the literal

translation of Turu^ka, the reference here is 
perhaps to Muslims".
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P r e f a c e

The music treatises on which this work is based 
are printed editions of Sanskrit manuscripts* Like 
the manuscripts of music treatises found in various 
monasteries of Europe, these manuscripts are hand copies 
of the originals in various state and private libraries 
in India* In their printed form, the treatises have 
undergone much needed emendations and format revision.
As other MSS of a treatise come to light, the work of 
collation and revision remains a continuing one* As a 
result, the latest printed edition of a work is usually, 
although not necessarily, an improvement over the earlier 
one. Where a text has had only one printed version, 
comparison can be made only with its manuscript*

The most important of early music treatises on 
Indian music is the Natyasastra(NS), attributed to

iBharata* As a compendium of the ancient writings on 
the art and science of the drama, the NS contains six 
chapters (chaps. 28-55) on music which serve as the 
model of subsequent treatises on Indian music.

1This could be either a proper name or a title conferred 
upon one proficient in the art and science of drama.
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The NS explains the structure and nature of the 
jatis by means of ten features or characteristics, the 
lak$a:g.a, namely, graha, aqisa, nyasa, apanyasa, mandra, 
tara, alpatva, bahutva, §a£ava and au^ava. These jati- 
lak§a$a become ragalak^ana when the raga supersedes the 
jati as India's model of classical music* The jati or 
raga is at once a scale and a mode, the former consist
ing of seven notes tuned to various pitch levels, the 
latter being the effect produced by the traditional and 
imaginative use of at least five of these notes*

In its present form the date of the NS has been 
fixed at possibly the 5th century A.D.1 There have been 
four editions of the NS: the Gaekwad Oriental Series, 
Baroda edition with commentary by Abhinavagupta, in four 
volumes, as follows, vol*I, chaps* 1-7 (Series 36) 1926, 
a second edition, 1956; vol*II, chaps. 8-18 (Series 68) 
1934; vol.Ill, chaps. 19-27 (Series 124) 1954; vol.IV, 
chaps. 28-37 (Series 145) 1964; the Kavyamala Sanskrit 
Series 42, Bombay, 1894, a second edition, 1943; the 
Kashi (Chowkhamba) Sanskrit Series 60, Banares, 1929;

*̂ By comparing it with the Naradasikga and the Prati- 
sakhyas. S. Varma sets tKe NS*s lower limit at this 
date. In Critical studies in the phonetic observation 
of Indian grammarians. (The So.yal Asiatic" Societv. * 
1929;, 49.
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and the Bibliotheca Indica Series, Calcutta, in two 
volumes of which only the second volume has appeared, 
vol.II, chaps. 28-36 (Issue no.1570) 1956• Each succeed
ing edition usually includes variant readings from 
previous NS editions. We have used the 194-5 Kavyamala, 
the Bibliotheca Indica (vol.II), and the Gaekwad (vol.IV) 
editions in this paper. An English translation of the 
NS by M. Ghosh appears as Bibliotheca Indica Series, 
vol.I, chaps.1-27 (Issue no.1559) 1951 and vol.II, 
chpps. 28-36 (Issue no.1581) 1961.

Our next source is Matanga's BphaddesI(BP). The
title has been translated as the "great collection of

,  1 formalised desi, or regional songs with tunes." On
the basis of Matanga*s references in the text to his
predecessors, a probable date of the BP is about the

p10th century. To date only one edition of the BP has 

^Gangoly, O.C. Ragas and raginis. . . (Bombay, 1948),16.
pV. Raghavan believes that Rudra^a, one of the predecessors Matanga mentions in his BP, flourished in the 9th century and that the BP is therefore later than that century. In "Some names in early sanglta literature", 

JMAM, Ill, nos.l-2,19;25-6. But Gangoly reasons that 
'tKe'’"archaic nature of the BP ragas makes this date 
difficult to accept (op. cit.,18).
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been undertaken, the Trivandrum Sanskrit Series 94,
Trivandrum, 1928. The edition is "based on two palm
leaf manuscripts in Malayalam characters obtained from
the Poonjar Raja, North Travancore.11 One of these
manuscripts is described as being "exceedingly worn out;

1it is about four centuries old. . ." This is perhaps
why the edition leaves much to be desired. Evidence of

2gaps in the text, of interpolations and corrupt read
ings is found in the printed text. In view of its 
historical importance it is hoped that other MSS of the 
BP will be found and a better edition made. For it is 
the BD, apparently, that first defines the raga formally 
and explains the modal system of parent ragas and their 
derivatives.

In the mediaeval period of the history of India, 
the most comprehensive work on Indian music was written, 
the Sangltaratnakara(SR). Its author, Sarngadeva, was 
employed by a Deccan king of the Yadava dynasty, who 
ruled from 1210 to 1247. It is these two dates that are 
usually given with reference to the SR. The text borrows

*̂ BD preface, p.2
pE.g., the description of Madhyama and Pancaml jatis is 

missing.
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quite a bit of its basic jati and raga material from 
the BD. Three more lakfiaiia are formally defined in 
the SR, namely, antaramarga, samnyasa and vinyasa.

The SR has had three printed versions. The first 
edition with the commentary of Simhabhupala appeared in 
1879 in Calcutta but it is said only the svara chapter 
was published. In 1896 the SR appeared in two volumes 
with commentary by Kallinptha in the £nandasrama Sanskrit 
Series 55 edition of which a second one was published in 
1920 in Calcutta. Between 194-5 and 1953 an edition in 
four volumes with the commentaries of Kallinatha and 
Siinhabhupala was undertaken by the Adyar Library, Madras, 
as follows: vol.I (Series 50) 194-3; vol.II (Series 4*5) 
194-4-; vol.Ill (Series 78) 1951; vol.IV (Series 86) 1953. 
Since then a second edition of vol.II which contains the 
chapter on the raga was published in 1959. Our references 
are made to vols. I and II (194-4- and 1959) of the Adyar 
Library Series. An annotated English translation of vol.I 
by C. Kunhan Raja was published by the Adyar Library 
(Series 51) in 194-5.

After the SR, discussion of ragalak$a$a in the 
treatises dwindles and their mention is confined to a 
brief listing of the raga's features. For instance, 
in Ramamatya’s Svaramelakalanidhi(SMK), our next source-,
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only one sloka is devoted to the definition of ragalakjgana. 
Post-SR writers, it would seem, leave the more detailed 
theory of ragalak^apa to earlier treatises such as the 
NS, BD and SR. Instead, they concentrate their attention 
to the task of developing a mela system that makes use 
of the svaras, now codified into twelve tones (excluding 
the enharmonic tones), by which the ragas may be classified.

Printed editions of the SMK have been made from 
manuscripts found in Tanjore, Madras, Baroda and Bikaner.
A first edition appeared at Kumbakonam in 1906 and another 
in 1910 at Bombay. In 1952 the Annamalai University 
published M.S. Ramaswami Aiyar*s edition and translation 
into English of this treatise. Paperbacks of the SMK 
have also been issued in 1950 an& in 19&3 a"k Hathras.
It is the Annamalai University edition that we have used.
The colophon at the end of the treatise gives the date 
1472 of the Saka era, that is, 1550, as the year the 
work was completed.

Somanatha, author of Ragavibodha(RV), 1609 (according 
to its colophon), follows very much the same pattern set 
by the SMK. He introduces for the first time, however, 
a system of notating gamakas (ornamentation) by means of 
symbols of his own design, placed above or below the svara 
syllable. Based on fifty ragas, the RV raga-rupas for the
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vT$a illustrate Somanatha's gamakas as well as his 
laksa^a.

To our knowledge the RV has had three editions:
the Poona, 1895 edition which includes the ahthor's
commentary and comes in four fascicles; the edition
(with no commentary) and English translation by M.S.
Ramaswami Aiyar, Triplicane, Madras, 1933; and the
Adyar Library Series 4-8 edition, 194-5 which includes
Somanatha's commentary* It was possible to get all
three editions for our study*

Caturdagidlpnakasika(CDP) refers to the four branches
of instruction on the raga, namely, alapa, £haya, gita
and prabandha, or roughly, modal delineation, note-
patterns in ascent and descent, melody and composition.

1The date of the work is estimated to be 1620. It is in 
the CLP that the idea of a classificatory system for 
ragas based on seventy-two melas is first propounded.
Of these Venka^amakhin, the CLP author, considers only 
nineteen to be the bases of the ragas current in his day. 
He defines ten ragalaksa^a; of the three left undefined, 
§a<Java and au<Java are embodied in the description of the 
ragas and antaramarga is ignored.

■jAccording to the editors of the 193^ edition but Gangoly 
(op* cit.) gives the year 1660 (p.62 and 209)#
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The text is available in two editions: the 1918 >
Poona edition, and the Music Academy Series 3 edition, 
Madras, 1934. We have only the latter.

Ahobala's Sangitaparijata(SF) is said to have been 
translated into Persian by the scholar, Dlnanath, in 
17.24* and that the work must have therefore been written 
sometime in the 17th century,'*" A system of determining 
the pitches of twelve svaras by means of their descrip
tion in terms of the length of the string of the vxpa 
is given in the SP, Ahobala1s basic scale is akin to 
the D mode. Other scales arise as the component parts 
of this basic scale are altered. The author describes 
122 ragas and illustrates them by examples of their 
svara prastara or alapa. Musical illustration and the 
theoretical laksap.a of the raga from here on reduced to 
graha, aijisa, nyasa and its scale size may now be said to 
constitute the means for determining a raga's character
istics.

The first printed publication of the SP was the 
Calcutta edition of 1884. Other editions have been 
issued in Hathras in 1941 and 1958 with a commentary in

"**Bhatkha$<Je, V.N. A comparative study . . , (1930-51) >31* 
Gangoly cites 1665 as a probable date (op. cit.,p,63).
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Hindi. Our copy is the 195$ Hathras edition.
The Sangltasarampta(SS) is one of several works

written by Tulaja of the Marathas who was king of
Tanjore between 1729-1735* The SS quotes a great deal
from the SR and the GDP. Tulaja's 112 ragas, based on
twenty-one melas, are illustrated by various types of
prayogas, that is, set phrases or formulae. These
musical illustrations either confirm or conflict with
the ragas1 theoretical lak^a^a.

All the manuscripts of the SS available in the
Sarasvatl Mahal Library, Tanjore, have been declared 

1incomplete. The first printed version of the work
appeared in Bombay in 1911* Our copy is the Music
Academy Series 5 edition, Madras, published in 194-2.

Finally, our last Sanskrit text for the study of
ragalaksana is the Saisigrahacuflama$i(SC). From the
condition of the cadjan-leaf manuscripts of the work
and from the theories advanced in the text, it has been

2surmised that its author, Govinda, probably lived in 

1Music Academy edition, vii of the introduction.
2 _ _Also known as Govindacarya to distinguish him from

Govinda Dlkshita who is said to be the father of 
Venka^amakhin.
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the second half of the 18th century.1
A greater part of the SC is taken up by the notation 

of lak^a^agitas, vocal pieces that illustrate the raga's 
characteristic phrases and other features, for each of 
the text's J66 ragas. These and the SP and SS illustra
tions set the example that later theorists are to follow 
in developing practical and valid criteria for the 
identification of ragas.

So far as we know, the only edition of the SC is 
the 193^ Adyar Library edition of S. Subrahmanya Sastri.

In preparing this short account of our sources, 
we have had to trace the chronology of the various 
editions of the nine Sanskrit music treatises from bits 
and pieces of information everywhere (introductory or 
prefatory remarks by the editors have not always proved 
helpful in this respect). It is hoped that gaps, if any, 
in this bibliographical survey will be filled in by the 
expert, errors corrected and further data added whenever 
new editions of these works appear.

1SC introduction,xxxiii. Harold Powers, however, believes 
that the treatise was written in the 19th century*
The background of the South Indian raga system (Princeton 
University, unpubl. Ph.D. thesis, 1958), 1,22.
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I n t r o d u c t i o n

The ancient music system of India is based on a 
series of seven svaras (notes), Sa, Ri, Ga, Ma, Pa,
Dha, and Ni, constituting what in effect are two 
conjunct tetrgichords, Sa-Ma and Ma-Ni, of nine srutis 
(microtonal units) each. There are three tone sizes 
in this svara series of twenty-two srutis: a four-sruti 
tone comparable to the major tone, a three-sruti or

pminor tone, and a two-sruti or semitone. The archetype 
svara-series called the §a<Jjagrama (shortened to Sa-grama) 
allocates the twenty-two srutis as follows:

Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni^ 4 J 2 4 - 4 3  2

1 _ _Short for §a<Jja, ggabha, Gandhara, Madhyama, Pahcama,Dhaivata and Ni^ada, comparable to the Western vocables, ut (or do), re, mi, ga, sol, la, and si. Popley explains how the svaras come by their names. The music 
of India (London, 1921), 32-3.

OA.A. Bake traces the different tone sizes to the tones used in Samavedic chanting. "Indische Musik", MGG,
VI,1157-63.

One of the first to make a stugly of this subject was K.B. Deval who used a diachord to investigate the 
different sizes of tones. The Hindu musical scale 
and the 22 shrutees (Poona,’T910).

^The interval is reckoned from the upper note and the 
sruti-level precedes the svara.
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A second archetype of svara-series, the Madhyama- 
grama (Ma-grama) differs from the Sa-grama in its sruti- 
level for Pa;

Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni4 3 2 4 5 4 2

Although presented in this manner initially, the Ma-grama
in fact begins its svara series on Ma^ so that its fifth
degree is Sa* The difference between the two gramas is
thus more readily understood when it is seen that the

2lowering of Pa results in a "major third" in the Ma- 
grama as against a "minor third" in the Sa-grama;

Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni4 3 2 4 4 3 2
Ma Pa Dha Ni Sa Ri Ga4 3 4 2 4 3 2

A third grama, the Gandharagrama (Ga-grama) which 
apparently consisted of three successive minor tones in 
the first tetrachord appears never to have had any

"4lS, 28:28-9
p It is this lowering of^Pa by one sruti, called the 

pramana or standard sruti, that serves to demonstrate 
the actuality of the three sizes of tones* See,
Bake, A*A* "Bharatafs experiment with the two vinas", 
BSOAS, XX (1957), 61-7.



practical application.
Intervals of nine srutis and thirteen srutis 

constitute a samvadl (consonant) relationship of 
perfect fourths and fifths; intervals of two srutis 
and/or twenty srutis, a vivadl (dissonant) relationship 
of the minor second and its inversion; all other inter
vals being anuvadl (assonant) relationships of thirds, 
sixths, augmented fourths and diminished fifths,

Ga and Ni in the two gramas effect a change of 
pitch by the so-called principle of sadharana.'1' This 
is the principle of sharing, by which Sa and Ma each 
share two of their four srutis with Ni and Ga, so that 
the latter assume the nature of a leading note, the 
distance between Ni-Sa and Ga-Ma having been reduced to 
a semitone.

Seven ascending svara progressions (murcchanas) 
are obtained from each grama. While their svaras are 
given in an ascending series, the seven murcchanas 
themselves are arranged in descending order. Thus, in 
the Sa-grama, the Sa-murcchana is followed by the Ni- 
murcchana, thence by the Dha-murcchana, and so on.

1 — —See, Jairazbhoy, N.A. "Bharata's concept of sadharaija",BSOAS, XXI (1958), 54-60.
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In the Ma-grama the system starts with the Ma-murcchana, 
followed by the Ga-murcchana, the Ri-murcchana, and so 
forth. All fourteen murcchanas*** are given proper names 
and are quite often referred to in the texts by these 
names.

Murcchanas form the bases of the jatis which, in
turn, are endowed with structural and functional features.
There are seven suddha (basic) jatis from which subsequent
developments in Indian classical music may be traced.
These basic modes or jatis assume the names of the initial
svara of their murcchanas, four of which belong to the
Sa-grama (the murcchanas, Sa, Ri, Dha and Ni) and three
to the Ma-grama (the murcchanas, Ga, Ma and Pa).

With the exception of Dhaivatx, the jatis have a
conjunct pentachord-tetrachord structure which may be
likened to the structure of the Western church authentic
modes. Dhaivatx, Arsabhx's plagal, has the tetrachord-

2pentachord structure of the plagal mode. Three of the 
modes may also be constructed as consisting of two dis
junct tetrachords each, separated by a major tone: Sa<Jjx,

*^Twenty-one murcchanas if the Ga-grama murcchanas are 
considered.

oStrictly speaking, §a$jx cannot be Madhyama^s plagal 
because these two belong to different gramas. The 
same is true of Ni^adx in relation to Gandharx.
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—  1Madhyama and Ni§adi. In Western terms the modes may 
be said to represent the D, E, E, G, A, B, and 0 modes, 
D and G being the two principal modes.

Jati Intervallic structure
I -   1 1 =§a&jl S R G M P D N4 3 2 4 4 3 2 (4)
i--------------- 1 rArsabhl R G M P D N S3 2 4 4 3 2 4 (3)
I —------u--------- —Gandharl G M P D N S R2 4 3 4 2 4 3 (2)

IFMadhyama M P I) N S R G4 3 4 2 4 3 2 (4)

Pane ami P I) N S R G M
3 4 2 4 3 2 4 (3)

Dhaivatl £ 5T B R G M~ P ‘3 2 4 3 2 4 4 (3)
p=======£=^=. |(=

NisadI W S R G M P D2 4 3 2 4 4 3 (2)

As such, they may be said to have two tonics each, or, two sets of tonic consonants, viz., §a<jjl: Sa-Ma and Sa-Pa; Madhyama: Ma-Ni and Ma-Sa; Ni§adl: Ni-Ga and Ni-Ma, Of the three disjunct structures, §a<JjT and NisadI possess perfect symmetry.
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The intervallic relationship between svaras shown 
above is the basis of much of the principles governing 
the jati's characteristics* To a large extent consonance 
determines the jati's dominant svaras or amsas, and, 
lack of it, the jati's weak or transitory svaras. In 
addition, lack of consonance appears to be responsible 
for gaps in hexatonic or pentatonic <jatis. The choice 
of subsidiary finals also depends on the relationship 
between airisas and nyasas (finals).

There are three registers in the Indian system: 
mandra, low; madhya, middle; and tara, high; each register 
comprising seven notes, hence, called saptaka. (In 
current practice, however, saptaka is usually thought of 
as an octave.) The initial (graha) and final (nyasa) of 
a jati make the concept of saptaka a relative one.

Only three scale sizes are considered suitable for 
1classical music: heptatonic, hexatonic and pentatonic,

all three being hemitonic and the latter anhemitonic as 
well.

pLak§a$a may be defined as essential functional and

■^Although there are terms for a one-note, two-note,
three-note and four-note series in the early treatises.

p The word is used in both the plural and singular sense.
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structural features that, collectively and in various 
combinations, establish the jati's, and subsequently 
the raga's, formal size and shape and the "internal 
relationship" that produce the rasa (mood or ethos) 
associated with it* When a jati acquires specific 
features or lak§a$a (without which it is a mere murcchana), 
it becomes a formal entity comparable to other musical 
art-forms* Finally, lak§a$a are criteria that serve to 
identify one jati or raga from another*

The lak$a$a include the graha (initial), aipsa 
(predominant), final (nyasa), apanyasa (cofinal), 
sainnyasa (initial cadence note), vinyasa (textual cadence 
note), tara and mandra (upper and lower limits), bahutva 
and alpatva (prominence and transitoriness of notes), 
antaramarga (state of imbalance), §a$ava (hexatonic), 
and au<Java (pentatonic)*

While these features arexmentioned in various 
articles and books on Indian music, much remains to be
analyzed or clarified, for at best much of what has been 

1A. A. Bake writes: "As in all true modal music it is the 
difference in internal relationship^ not the difference 
in pitch, which distinguishes one raga from another . . (Ibid., p.64).
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written in English on the lak^a^a has been more 
descriptive than analytic* When one considers how 
well established in theory these structural and 
functional lak^a^a were to the Indian mode at a time 
when Western music theory was in "an inchoate stage 
of development", one marvels at the extent to which 
Indian music theory had already developed fifteen 
hundred years ago. With the aid of the music terminology 
of the West it is hoped that this volume on the raga- 
lak§a$a may stimulate critical analysis of the ragas 
themselves*
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Graha, Amsa and Nyasa 

in the Jati

A study of the characteristics of the raga, if it is 
to be comprehensive, will need to start at the raga's 
immediate forbear, the jati, from which its present-day 
basic features have been acquired. By tracing the role 
of the jati-laksa$a as described in the Nat;yasastra (NS) , 
Brhaddesi (BD), and Sangltaratnakara (SR), some correlation 
between the various functional constituents in the jati 
and the raga may arise, at the same time retaining a sense 
of historical continuity, The three laksa:na, Graha, Amsa 
and Nyasa, to be considered in this section are usually 
grouped in this manner, as later Sanskrit texts will show.

It seems evident that Graha refers to a single initial 
note "from which [something] develops".^ That this note 
might include a group of notes or be the opening note of 
an initial melodic phrase or formula, the definition in 
the NS gives no hint. In Byzantine hymns the word Initium 
may refer to a specific beginning note but it is the

2opening melodic formula that is usually meant by that term.

■̂grahas tu sarvajatinam amsavat pariklrtita^L / 
ya3i pravrttau bhaved amsah so 'mso grahavikalpitala // 75

NS,28
2Wellesz, E. A history of Byzantine music and hymnography 

(2d ed.; Oxford, 1961),J27.
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Intonation is another term used in the Gregorian chant as
well. In psalms, canticles, introits, responsories,
tracts, and communions, Intonation refers to a group of
notes which constitute the opening recitative formula.***
Graha, on the other hand, literally means 'laying hold of,
seizing', and in this sense might apply to the initial
effort, that is, the initial note, that establishes the
modality of a jati. Thus, the suddha jatis derive their
names from the initial or name-note (namasvara or namakrt-
svara) of the murcchanas from which they were formed. The
suddha jati's name-note, which is its graha, indicates,
therefore, the degree of the parent scale (grama) on which
the jati begins and the intervallic arrangement of its
svaras. Somewhat parallel to this is the correlation
found between the signature and intonation of a Byzantine

2mode which Strunk has shown to exist.
That Graha is very closely linked with Amsa is 

understood from the Graha definition above, which equates
Graha with Aijisa: amsavat, like the amsa; and, so hnso
grahavikalpitah, the amsa as an alternative for graha.

1Apel, W. Gregorian chant (London, 1958)# See his 
examples of Intonation on pp.210, 227, 257, 4-89.

2 Strunk, 0. "Intonations and signatures of the Byzantine
modes," Musical Quarterly, XXXI (19^5), 559-555*
The correlation in notation appears on pp.551-2.
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Graha having been declared synonymous with Amsa, then
1never becomes separated from it. This leads us to

surmise that besides being the beginning note and/or the
-  2 'tonic degree of the jati, the Graha, as graha-amsa, may

also occur in the beginning of sections of the jati.
Whereas an Amsa as a principal note has greater freedom
of movement throughout the musical piece, the amsa-graha
or graha-amsa is confined to beginnings.

Specific grahas and amsas are assigned to jatis in
the NS, numbering 63 in all. The sloka reads, "The airisas
are known always to be 63 [in number] in all the jatis

- 3of the two gramas, and even so are the grahas."^ This
inseparableness of the graha and amsa makes one wonder

nWhen naming the amsas of the jatis, the grahas areinvariably included. This section is introduced thus:
amsagrahan idanim vyakhyasyamah - (We shall now
explain in detail the amsas and grahas.)

NS,28:before 87.
QThe tonic degree of the suddha jatis would be the graha svara that is also the nyasa svara. While a suddha jati may have several beginning notes, it might be safe to assume that its tonic is the same note as its final. That is to say, its scale may take several forms according to its starting point but its "authentic" 

form will have the graha (tonic) and nyasa (final) on 
one and the same note.

^dvaigramiklnam jatlnam sarvasam api nityasah / 
trifas^ir amsa vijneyas tasam caiva tatha grahah // 86

(Loc. cit.)
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whether in an earlier tradition the graha was not the more 
important of the two, and that by the sixth century its 
significance was being overshadowed by the growing 
prominence of the amsa whose paramount position was by 
then becoming more fully recognized. Thus in the BrhaddesI 
(BD) , several centuries later, Matafiga writes in his 
chapter on the jatis almost depreciatingly of the graha.
He recognizes 65 [grahas which act as] amsas, and asks what 
is the difference between graha and amsa. The difference,
he says, is that "the amsa is henceforth the vadi but the

-  1graha is of four-fold difference from the vadi and others11,
that is, the graha is neither vadi, samvadi, anuvadi, nor
vivadi. He then sums up the matter by the statement: "The
difference lies on its prevalence and non-prevalence. Bor

2the graha has become non-prevalent.11 His objective becomes
apparent in the next sentence: "the superiority of the amsa
comes from [the fact] that it creates the raga and that

*it is all-pervasive". Thus, even while Matanga writes on

1 * * amsavartiga§£i [sic; it should read, amsavat tri§a§£ir] -
bhedabhinno boddhavyah/ nanv evam grahamsayo ko bhedah/
ucyate/ amso vady eva param grahas tu vadyadibhedabhinnas
caturvidhah/ BD, after si.196.

2 —yad va pradhanapradhanakrto bhedah/ graho hy apradhana- 
bhutah/ Ibid.
^ragajanakatvad vyapakatvac camsasyaiva pradhanyam/ Ibid.
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-  1the jatis he has his mind, on the raga. To return to the
four-fold, difference of the graha, this passage has been
interpreted as follows: ". . . by amsa the vadi alone is
meant, but by graha is meant the four kinds of notes called
vadi, etc." This is attributed to Siijhabhupala as a

2commentary on the Sangxtasudhakara. This interpretation, 
however, is open to question. It is somehow difficult to 
see how a note which is synonymous with amsa which, in 
turn, is vadi, can be its own sonant, consonant, assonant 
and dissonant. It appears that to be all four kinds 
results in a loss of status. On the other hand, to maintain 
the vaditva, sonance, wholly to the amsa (albeit somewhat 
usurped by the graha) is to acquire a kind of superiority 
over all the other notes. For the vadi, in relation to 
the rest of the svaras, may also be a samvadi, anuvadi, 
and vivadi. This would be true of all the notes depending 
on the note-frame of reference. By relieving the graha of 
all vadi concept, the implication is that the graha is not

1 _It could, however, be argued here that "ragajanaka" might mean "bearer of charm", instead. But see further below.
2Ramachandran, U.S. The ragas of Karnatic music (University 

of Madras, 1938)> 75*The Sangitasudhakara is a 14th century treatise. It 
seems apparent that Simhabhupala had got his ideas from the BD but wrongly interprets Matanga.
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to be thought of as a determinant note, although it is an 
amsa-svara. That function is left to the vadi alone, the 
aijisa, which Matanga aptly calls the Mna grahas svarita£", 
the non-initial-sounded [note]• It might help to clear 
the air to add that the amsa as vadi may be its own graha, 
but a graha cannot determine its amsa. The grahafs role, 
therefore, is completely secondary, hence, Matangafs, not 
Siiphabhupala' s, verdict, ngraho hy apradhanabhutah."

In the Sangltaratnakara (SR), the grahafs dual 
nature, i.e., as graha and aipsa, is also declared from

p _the start. Its commentator, Kallinatha, makes a play on 
the word graha^, and in three different ways explains grahafs 
duality but adds little more* Having made it clear that 
wherever the graha or amsa is mentioned, both are meant, 
the SR never again refers to the graha in its description 
of the jatis.

It is from the Aijisa as vadi that the concept of 
intervallic harmony in the NS is evolved. From the sounded 
amsa four harmonic relationships are established, namely, 
the sonant, vadi; consonant, samvadi; assonant, anuvadi;

1BD,p.57 in his discussion of the amsa.
pgltadinihitas tatra svaro graha itlritah / 
tatraijisagrahayor anyataroktav ubhayagrahah // 31

SR,I,7
^gifhTta iti yena gitam grhyata iti va grahah/ SR,I,7>P*181*
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-1and dissonant, vivadi* Without an amsa or sounded note 
of reference, as. it were, no harmonic structure would be 
possible. It is this harmonic relationship in the jati, 
and later, the raga, that has made possible the development 
of its other features and from which the evolutionary 
process of the raga may be traced.

Ten characteristics are ascribed to the Amsa by the
PNS, all ten showing the power of the amsa as a determining 

factor in the jatisT features. Besides establishing 
harmonic relationships with other notes and being the most 
prominent note of the jati, the amsa determines the compass 
or ambitus of the jati, and regulates the choice of 
cadential pauses as well as beginning and ending notes.
It might serve a purpose to translate this passage in the 
NS here:

"The amsa [is that note] in which beauty dwells and from which beauty emanates;
It is [the note from which] a movement of five notes away from it [fixes its] mandra and tara register;

caturvidhatvam etesam vijneyam srutiyogatah / 
vadi caivatha samvadl hy anuvadl vivady api // 23 
tatra yo yatramsah sa tatra vadi/ NS,28
p —ragas ca yasmin vasati yasmac caiva pravartate /
[tena vai taramandra^ani yo ftyartham upalabhyate /] 
mandrataravisaya ca pancasvarapara gatih // 76

(Cont'd)
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It is the most prominent note in a combination of 
several notes;

Whose consonant(s) and assonant(s) are other strong notes;
And is related to the graha, apanyasa, vinyasa, nyasa, and samnyasa;!
As well as to be found all over [the musical piece]."

2 5Both the BD and the SR"̂  echo the exposition of the
amsa in the NS, with one difference. For the first time
-Cont.
anekasvarasamyoge yo *tyartham upalabhyate / 
anyas ca balino yasya saijivadx canuvady api // 77 
grahapanyasavinyasanyasasamnyasagocarah / 
paricarya sthito yas tu so fmsah syad dasalaksaiiah // 78

NS, 28
1 rEach of these relationships is counted as one amsa feature.
2 f rathaipsah kathyate/ amsavibhagah sa dasavidho boddhavyah/ 
yasminn amse kriyamaiae ragabhivyaktir bhavati so 'msah/
yasmad varabhya gxtah pravartate/ ....................

yas ca bahuprayogatarah so *py amsah/ yo ragasya visaya-
tvenavasthitah svarah so ' py amsah/ . . . . .  ........

tena ca taramandranam yo 1tyartham upalabhyate // 197 
grahapanyasavinyasasamnyasanyasagocarah / 
anuvrttas ca yas ceha so 'ijisah syad dasalak^anah //

BD,pp.57-8

^yo raktivyanjako geye yat samvadyanuva&inau / 
vidaryam bahulau yasmat taramandravyavysthitah // 32 
yah svayam yasya saipvadx canuvadx svaro 'parah / 
nyasapanyasavinyasasamnyasagrahatam gatah // 33 
prayoge bahulah sa syad vady amso yogyatavasat / 
bahulatvam pragogesu vyapakam tv aiiisalaksâ am // 34

SR, 1,7
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in extant literature, presumably starting with Matanga, 
the existence of the vidarl as a music or verse section

1in connection with the other types of endings is mentioned.
As the most important note in the ecclesiastical modes, 

the tenor or reciting tone might be said to correspond to 
the amsa. The tenor is said to be characteristic not of 
the mode itself but of "the recitation tones associated 
with the mode and of a number of melodies derived from or

2 rrelated to these recitation tones.1' Similarly, the amsa 
by itself can hardly be said to characterize the jati.
The amsa might be better thought of in terms of its repeated 
presence in melodic turns or phrases that tradition has 
associated with a particular jati.

Besides being bound to a liturgical text which the 
amsa is not, the reciting tone is confined in theory to a 
single tone in any given mode: a fifth above the final 
(except the Phrygian) in the authentic modes, and a third 
below these (except the Hypomixolydian)^ in the plagal 
modes. On the other hand, the amsa may be as many as seven

1 - - -The vidan is discussed under the heading, Apanyasa,Samnyasa, and Vinyasa.
2Apel, W. Gregorian chant, 130.
^The variance in the exceptions is caused by the avoidance 

of b.
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in number, as in the jati, §adjamadhyama. It is not clear, 
however, whether when a jati has more than one amsa, all 
its amsas are utilized in one setting, or whether, and this 
is perhaps more likely, a jati may have several facets to 
its nature depending on the amsa or, perhaps at most, ah 
pair of amsas used to achieve the desired effect#

Another principal note comparable to the amsa might 
gamniaz of the Arab mode. Generally the fifth note 

from the tonic, the gammaz is described as Mle point
culminant du mouvement melodique, le degre le plus saillant

^ 1  — de la melodie." When the gammaz is the fourth or third
from the tonic, the modal scale is said to begin, not at

2the true tonic, but at the note one or two degrees lower.
Thus, the change in the modal framework rests not so much
on the gammaz as on the beginning note.

Probably in no other type of modal music is there a
principal or central note as powerful as the amsa, in that 
no other seems to have been assigned ten different functions. 
In theory, at least, this might be true, but in practice 
the power of a principal note in any kind of music is 
incalculable.

1D ’Erlanger, R. La musique arabe (Paris, 194-9)* V, 106. 

^Ibid.
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A table showing the graha-amsas and nyasas of the 
suddha and vikrta jatis according to the NS now follows. 
It will be seen that Gandharl is the most popular suddha 
jati ingredient in the composition of the vikrta jatis* 
Pa emerges as the most frequent graha-amsa, followed by 
Sa and Ni*
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Jati ! Graha - Amsa ! Nyasa
S R G M P D N1 ! S R G M P D N ! S R G M P D N

Nandayanti R G P •
! P!•

! Gj
Gandharapancamx G P ! P

t*

! Gi
Madhyamodxcyava 

G M P D
! Pt•

! Mj
Gandharodxcyava 

S G M D
! S Mi*

* ni
Paneami P I R Pi• ! Pj
Dhaivatx D ! R D

i*

! D
i*■XJ * *

gaijjakaisiki ! S G P ! G
 S G___________ !___________________ !_______
Naisadx ! R G NN ! N
Arsabhl ! R D N * R ! R
§a<JjodIcyava ! S M D N 
S G ! M

Indhrx ! R G P N R G ! G
Karmaravx ! R P D N R P N !

P
Madhyama ! S R M P 3) M ! M
Sadjx ! S G M P DS ! S
Gandharl ! S G M P N 

G !
G

Raktagandharx ! S G M P N 
G M P N !

G
Kaisikx ! S G M P D N 

S G M P N !
G P N

§adjamadhyama ! S R G M P D N 
S M !

S M
S R G M P D N  ! S R G M P D N  
6 4 10 6 7 4 4 ! 9 8 8 8  13 8 9

S R G H P D K  
2 1 7 5 3 1 2

"I Suddha Jati composition
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Like the graha, the Nyasa, or final, is determined 
by or is related to the amsa. 11 Such is the nyasa: of 
twenty-onefold, it is at the end of the limb [i.e., piece]." 
The‘three texts agree to the total number of nyasas in the 
jatis as a whole. The twenty-one nyasas are made up of 
the seven svaras, a specified one for each of the eighteen 
jatis, except Sadjamadhyama which has an additional one, 
and Kaisikl which has two more. The suddha jatis take 
their nama-svara or tonic as their nyasa. Among the vikrta 
jatis, the three "udicyava" ones, i.e., gadjodlcyava, 
Gandharodicyava, and Madhyamodicyava, have a common final, 
Ma. More than half of the vikrta jatis take Ga as nyasa. 
These have an anuvadi relationship with their corresponding 
graha-amsas but three of them are samvadis as well. The 
table shows that fourteen of the eighteen jatis have 
consonant endings, the rest being assonant to their graha- 
amsas, with the exception of Madhyamodlcyava whose Pa 
graha-amsa might be considered a supertonal approach to 
its nyasa-tonic, Ma, or the point of disjunction in its 
tetrachordal system.

1 —atha nyasah - ekavimsatividho hy angasamaptau/
NS,28:after 80.
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The choice of more than one nyasa, such as in the 
jatis, gadjamadhyama and Kaisikl, is comparable to the 
medieval Byzantine system of echoi in which the four
authentic echoi have their finalis on one of two tones

1 -that are a fifth or a fourth apart. In Sa^Ljamadhyama
its nyasas Sa and Ma are also a fourth apart and are the 
finals of the jati's component modes, SadjI and Madhyama, 
respectively. Kaisikl!s nyasas are Ga and Ni normally,
but when Dha and Ni are its main notes or amsas, then Pa

-  2as nyasa is deemed preferablev In this instance the
finals are a fifth apart.

The question now arises as to whether nyasa is to be 
considered both tonic and final. In the Roman authentic 
modes, tonic and final coincide. Similarly, the tonic, 
qarar, of the Arab mode is "invariablement la premiere 
note de son octave fundamentals (son diwan asasi). ...
C fest toujours sur la tonique que s'effectue le repos 
final, la fin de la melodie ou de ses parties principales.n

■̂Reese, G. Music in the Middle Ages (London, 1941), 89.
2 , __kaisikyamsas tu vijneyah svarah sarve 'rsabham vina / 
eta eva hy apanyasa nyasau gandharasaptamau // 156 
dhaivate 'mse nisade ca nyasah pancama isyate /

NS,28
■^D'Erlanger, R. La musique arabe, V, 107.
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The church plagal modes, on the other hand, have their 
tonic a fourth below the final* Is nyasa to be thought 
of as the base of the jati with its grahas as multiple
tonics? Or do the grahas merely act as "points de depart"

-  1as does the mabda of the Arab mode? It seems reasonable
to consider the nyasa as the jati's base, base being 
understood as tonic and final* In such a scalar structure, 
the graha-amsas would act as initial and pivotal dentres 
but their final resolution lies on the tonic-final.
Mention might also be made of the Indonesian slendro patet 
system in which the gong tone has been likened to the tonic, 
and the dasar» "a slendro fifthfpart" from the gong tone, 
to the central or dominant tone. Though each has a 
distinctive role in the pa^et, the two do not function 
separately, and are considered to be the "melodic foci

pof all patet". Usually, either one of these two tones 
may be the final note of a slendro gen^Ling but analysis 
has shown the first gong tone "to be the preferred finalis, 
and the dasar, the next choice for a final tone v . * .

1Ibid., 105.
2Hood, M* The nuclear theme as a determinant of pa^et in 

Javanese music~TGroningen, 195^)7" 237* ©t passim.
^Ibid*, 121.
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The question of nyasa leads us to consider the drone*
Why this matter of drone is not found in the NS, or in the
SR, the most comprehensively written book on music theory,
is indeed curious* And it is equally difficult to fathom
how Captain Day determined the early drone to be the
"Dha drone" , or how Clements arrived at the conclusion
that "it was the existence of the drone in Indian music

_ pwhich led to the evolution of the Jatis"* As has been 
pointedly stated, "If there had been a development 
comparable to the present use of the drone, to have failed 
to mention the very foundation of the subject would have 
been an incredible omission in a text [NS] dealing with 
the theory of m u s i c * I f  we accept the proposition that 
there was no drone, or that its use was very limited, 
when the NS, BD, and SR were written, then when did the 
drone come to be associated with India*s classical music?

1Day, C.R• The music and musical instruments of Southern India and The Deccan (London, 1891), 109.

PClements, E* Introduction to the study of Indian music 
(London, 1913)? 4-7*

^Jairazbhoy, N*A. The relevance to present day theory and 
practice of Bharata^s musical theory~CIJnpuBl. typescript), 2 ^  _  _  -
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gadjamadhyama (Prastara) 
1 2.

BD, after si.254

I-> U-• a ■NJ

T Ois

Gandharodlcyava (Prastara)





BD, after si*261
1 .5 4

Raktagandharl (Prastara)
\ v | ,f) ̂  i )))) '\n
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Nandayantr (Prastara) BD, after si.276
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Graha, Amsa, and Nyasa 
in the Raga

In his treatise, the BD, Matanga quotes his
predecessors, Kasyapa, Yas^ika, Durgasakti and others,
on various aspects of the raga* This attests the steady
development of other modal forms into ragas before his
time. It is in the BD, however, that the raga assumes a
definite form. As Matanga declares: "Since the shape of
the raga's structure has not been stated by Bharata and 

1others, it will now be investigated and defined by us,
2together with its practice and theory.”

Matanga groups his genera of ragas which he calls 
gltis into seven types, namely, cok^a or suddha, bhinna,
gautja, ragaglti (afterwards called vesara^) , sadhara:na,

_ _ 4bhasa, and vibhasa, each of these containing a number of
1Matanga applies some of Bharata's rules concerning the jatis to the raga, and by this sloka acknowledges Bharata1s contribution.
2 —  —ragamargasya yad rupam yan noktam bharatadibhih /
nirupyate tad asmabhir laksyalaksa^asamyutam // 279

BD
term Matanga borrows from Durgasakti. BD:288 and p.94-*

^idanim sampravak^yami sapta gitlr manoharah / 
prathama suddhagitih syad dvitlya bhinnaka bhavet // 285 
trtlya gaudika caiva ragagltis caturthika / 
sadharani tu vijneya gltijnai£ pahcaml tatha // 286 
bha^agltis tu sagtl syad vibhasa caiva saptamx / 
saptagityo raaya prokta idanlm bheda ucyate // 287 Ibid.
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ragas* However, Matanga's gltis are structurally of four
categories only: suddha, with its modified variant, bhinna,
and its stylistic form, gaucja; vesara; sadharapa; bhasa
and vibhasa, the last group of two being derivatives of
the first three categories.

”Suddhas are defined as those which conform only to
their own particular brand of jatis, one or more of which
are represented [in the raga], all other jatis being 

2disregarded.” It seems apparent from this definition 
that Matanga's suddha raga has come a long way from the 
suddha jati of Bharata's time. Although, as in Bharata, 
Matanga denotes which murcchana or modal position each 
raga is to take, it is this selectivity of jati composition 
which points to the sophisticated level the jati-originated 
raga has now attained. Of the five suddha ragas, only

1 •*-Matanga's use of the generic term ”giti” when enumeratinghis ragas has led Gangoly in his Ragas and raginis(pp.16-9) to believe that only the ragagiti “with its”eight varieties” (p.18) may properly be called raga. After listing his gltis and those of other writers, Matanga continues with:
idanim samprak^yami ragalaksanam uttamam / (291)
(Now I will describe the superior characteristics of the raga.)

and proceeds to do so starting with the suddha ragas.
2 - - ^ m— S \ -nirapek^yanyajatir ye svaja(?) svajatim anuvartakah // 317 
svajatyanyatamas caiva te suddhah parikirtitah /

Ibid.
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Suddhasadava originates from a single suddha jati and even
1this is in a modified form. All the others arise from a 

combination of vikrta or of suddha and vikrta jatis. An 
analysis of the jati content of Matanga*s suddha ragas 
indicates that all the suddha jatis are represented except 
Dhaivati (roughly B mode with its diminished fifth), and 
that the main jati ingredients, §a<Jji and Madhyama, in 
various combinations with other jatis, are found in four 
of the five suddha ragas*

A table of Matanga1s scales now follows* Antara Ga 
and kakali Ni as prescribed in the text are indicated by 
a sharp sign*

nvikaramadhyamajateh sambhutah suddhasadabah // 318
Ibid.
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Graha, amsa and nyasa as explained in the BD in
connection with the section on the jati apply also to the
ragas. By means of their position in the raga we arrive
at some idea of the scale-types. The BD scale table shows
that Suddhasadava and Suddhapancama are "authentic” modes.
And from the position of the nyasa it appears that Suddha-
sadharita and Suddhakaisikamadhyama are "plagal” modes of
the former, and Suddhakaisika a plagal form of Suddha- 

1pancama.

The description of Suddhapancama is missing but two places in the text provide some facts. Line 5 on p.86 is a sentence which is out of place in the description of Suddhagatjava. The sentence appears to disclose the origin of Suddhapancama as being gadjodlcyava:
suddhapancamah sadjodicyavatloatih smrta£ / (BD)

And BD;525 reads:
suddhapancamavat proktah svarajhair bhinnapahcamah //
(By a scrutiny of its svaras Bhinnapancama is declared to be like Suddhapancama#)

It is being assumed that Suddhapancama as reconstructed in the table above is valid enough. Sarngadeva whose 
description of early ragas coincides in almost every respect with the BD, gives Pa as graha, amsa and nyasa of Suddhapancama, with the murcchana, Hr^yaka (Pa), as its 
modal position (SR,11,2;149)#
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As to the modifiable svaras, Ga and Ni, it is not 
clear whether in the BD sadharana system there is fluctua
tion in the use of normal Ga and Ni and their sadhara$.as,
or whether the antara Ga and kakali Ni prescribed are fixed 

1notes. There is no evidence that a dichotomy, that is, a 
system of two scales, one with the normal Ga and Ni, and 
the other with their sadhara;nas instead, exists in the BD 
but it is strongly suspected that even when sadharana 
svaras are prescribed, some fluctuation between these and 
their normal svaras actually occurs. It is not surprising, 
therefore, that the plagal modes, Suddhakaisikamadhyama 
and Suddhakaisika do not include antara Ga in their scales 
if they are to represent exact plagals of their authentic 
modes.

Generally speaking, the suddha or coksa ragas are
characterised as being heptatonic and as having their notes
used in a straightforward and even manner with regard to

otheir grace notes (lalita) in all three registers.

1For a thorough explanation of this phenomenon,_see, Jairazbhoy, N.A. "Bharatafs concept of sadharana”, BSOAS, XXI (1958), 5^-60.
^mandramandrais ca tarais ca rjubhir lalitaih samaih // 291 
svarais ca srutibhi^ purna cok^a gltir udahrta /

BD
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Another characteristic is the high position in the ambitus 
of graha and amsa. This tara position of graha and amsa 
may be explained by the avarohl varna (descending phrases)
that are still another feature of the suddha ragas.

'  —  2 Bhinnaragas are modified suddha ragas which differ
according to: svara (tonic shift), jati (prototype variancy),
suddha (purity of traditional ornamentation), and sruti
(microtonal distribution).^

By shifting the graha-amsa from Ma of Suddha§a<Java
to Dha in Bhinna^adja, and from Pa in Suddhapancama to Dha
in Bhinnapancama, the result is a svarabhinna, the purpose
of the modification being to stress an assonant or dissonant
relationship rather than a consonant one. The shift of
graha-amsa Ma to Dha in Bhinnasa<Jja stresses the assonant
relationship (a major third) between Dha and Sa, since Ri,
its consonant svara, has been omitted in this pentatonic

1The only exception being in the description of Suddhakaisika where the text reads, 'arohl varna' (ascending 
phrases),p.87, but this might be a scholiast's error.SR gives 'avarohl', 11,2:52*

2 ' —  fbhinno 'tra vikpta ucyate/ vikptatvain ca purvoktasruti- 
bhinnety adilaksanat/ BD, after:522.

^srutibhinno jatibhinnah suddhabhinna^L svarais tatha // 5 2 2  
caturbhir bhidyate yasmat tasmad bhinnaka ucyate / Ibid.

4 _ _ „ _ _yada vadi gphitah syad samvadl ca vimoksyate // 525 
vivadl vanuvadi va svarabhinnah sa ucyate / Ibid.
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1raga. In the BD vivadi table (man<Jala) , vivadi occurs
between Ni and Dha, and between Ri and Ga. In Bhinna-
pancama the reference is to the vivadi relationship between
Dha (now graha-amsa) and Ni. By occasionally omitting Ri,
thereby depriving the modified raga of its only consonant
interval, Dha and Ri, the dissonant quality between Dha

2and Ni is emphasized. That svarabhinna applies only to 
the authentic modes and not to the plagal ones suggests 
that the addition of another tonal centre introduces 
interest and variety, the two tonal centres being graha- 
amsa on a note other than nyasa, and the nyasa svara itself. 
We shall see this principle applied again and again in 
succeeding ragas* The plagal modes with their inherent 
dual tonality, on the other hand, are modified by other 
means*

In a jatibhinna, it is the paucity or frequency of 
the raga’s jati-amsa by the use of subtle devices and 
oblique [svara] movements that distinguishes Bhinna- from

^BD,p,17*
2 — •*-pancamasya sthane sthane vivaditvena grhito bhavati/
pahcamasyas ca samvaditvena(?) varjyate kadacid asau 
bhinnapancamah svarabhinno 'bhidhiyate/

Ibid.,p*89*
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Suddhakaisikamadhyama. Suddhakaisikamadhyama is bound to 
two Jatis, Sa<Jjamadhyama and KaisikT. This means that the 
raga has inherited a .background rich in aijisa since the 
combined jatis use all seven svaras as amsas* A way of 
modification would be to reduce the number of parent-jatis 
and to lessen the role of the remaining jati's amsas# 
Bhinnakaisikamadhyama then is seen to originate from only 
one parent-jati, ga^jamadhyama# By itself, this jati 
utilizes all seven svaras as amsa and has therefore that 
many tonal centres# By dodging these active notes and 
placing more emphasis on only two tonal centres, Sa and Ma, 
by means of sthayi varna (plateau position of phrases, i.e., 
no rise or fall), the modified raga distinguishes itself

f 2from its suddha counterpart# A transcription of vocal 
pieces in these two ragas as found in the SR is given below.

^jatlnam amsakam sthaya(?) svalpakas tu bahus tatha // J26 
alpatvam ca bahutvam ca prayogalpabahutvatah / 
suksmatisuksmair vakrais ca jatibhinnah sa ucyate // 327

Ibid.
suddhakaisikamadhyo hi kaisikisadjamadhyamajatyor 
jata(ya?)h/ bhinnakaisikamadhyas tu âcLj amadhyamaj ater 
jatatvat tad amsagrahitvena masthayivarnagrahitvena ca 
suksmatisuksmaih prayogais ca jatibhinno bhave(d i)ty 
artha^./

Ibid.,before:328#
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Suddhapaneama (Iksiptika)
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The distinction between Suddha- and Bhinna-kaisika
which is called suddhabhinna seems to be one of cleavage
in traditional practice. MSuddhabhinna is defined as that
[condition] which, having taken hold of the traditional
ornamentations of its <jatis, now dispenses with [the
ornamentations of] one of them." Both Suddha- and Bhinna-
kaisika are bound to the jatis, Kaisiki and Karmaravi.
Matahga states that although Bhinnakaisika has all the
characteristics of its suddha counterpart, it is still

%considered a variant. In what way? He points out that 
Suddhakaisika*s extension of notes aims at mandra (low 
register) and that the notes prescribed for its alapa 
would have to concentrate on that register. On the other
hand, Bhinnakaisika1s alapa is performed on the tara (high)

- 4-svaras, because of which the raga becomes a variant*

1 _ _parityajann anyajatiiii svajatikulabhu^a^ah /
svakam kulam tu samgrhnan suddhabhinnah prakirtitah // 529

Ibid.
2 -Which of these two oatis is dispensed with in Bhinna

kaisika is not stated*
^suddhasya laksaiiam samagram bhinnakaisikasyapi vidyate/ 
tarhi ko bhedah/ Ibid.,after;529.

^suddhakaisika udayam (?) yady api ragah tathapi bhedo 'sti/ 
mandrabahulo *yam/ yena samsthane(na) suddhakaisike svara- 
lapah kriyate tatsamsthanam viha(ya) tair eva svarair 
alapah kartavyah/ vibhinnakaisike hi tarasvarair alapah 
iti/ rupanyatvenayam bhidyate/ Ibid.,p.91.
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Suddhakaisika's initial graha-amsa in the tara register 
might explain the descending note-extension of its alapa. 
However, the ultimate criterion in this type of bhinna is 
one of adherence to tradition, exemplified by Suddhakaisika, 
and of non-adherence by Bhinnakaisika.

The fourth type of bhinna, the srutibhinna, is a 
change in the distribution of sruti values in a mode that 
has the same plagal position as Suddhasadharita. Although 
it is never once called Bhinnasadharita, the implication 
is that Bhinnatana is a variant of Suddhasadharita since 
the latter is the only suddha raga that still remains to 
be modified. In our BD scale table, It will be seen that 
Tana is made up of two unequal conjunct tetrachords, while 
Suddhasadharita has two equal disjunct tetrachords, within 
their respective grama system of srutis. "When Ni adds
two more srutis [to it in a grama system] in which Pa has

*■ 2 four srutis, this change results in a srutibhinna." Ni
which has been raised to kakali in Tana redistributes the
number of srutis within its tetrachord; a change of grama
further rearranges the sruti values. Tana is also an

1 - - Sometimes simply Tana or even Bhinnanasika, BD,p*92*
^catussruteh pancamasya yada srutidvayam grhnati nisadah 
tadasau srutibhinno ’bhidhiyate/

Ibid.,after:331*
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example of svarabhinna, its suddha's graha-amsa having
shifted from Sa to Pa; moreover, its jati lineage differs

— — 1 —entirely from Suddhasadharita. It is only its nyasa that
ties it to the mode of the latter. This might explain why 
Tana is not called Bhinnasadharita, since it is a variant 
of all sorts.

In summing up, it might be said that the change from 
suddha to bhinna generally involves a change in lak^a$a: 
in svarabhinna, a change of tonic (graha-amsa) to bring 
about the less usual assonant or dissonant relationship 
between tonic and final (nyasa); in jatibhinna, the lack 
of stress (alpatva) on hitherto important (bahutva) notes 
of the raga's parent jatis; a change of register or 
tessitura (mandra or tara) in suddhabhinna; and finally, 
a change in pitch level and of grama, resulting in a 
recollocation of srutis, or srutibhinna*

Three of the suddha ragas appear to be fitted for 
the Gau<Ja type, the florid version of the more sedate 
suddha style. As the gau<Ja variance is one of style 
highly characterized "in all three registers by fast

1 „Suddhasadharita1 s parent jati is §a<Jjamadhyama which isin the Sa-grama. Bhinnatana's parent jatis, Madhyama and Paneami, on the other hand, belong to the Ma-grama.
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1shakes and other [musical] devices” rather than one of 
basic laksana, it will not be analyzed in detail here.
There is, however, one puzzling phenomenon in it. Pancama 
in its gauda form now has its nyasa on Ma. When compared 
to Bhinna;sadja, the only difference is that Gaudapancama 
is hexatonic whereas Bhinnasatjja is pentatonic. Gau$a- 
pancama's nyasa apparently brings the series of ragas back 
to the first authentic mode, thus suggesting a cycle. In 
this context it might be said that while the murcchana 
determines the raga’s modal position, the graha-amsa the 
raga’s starting and central points, in the final analysis 
it is the nyasa that gives the raga its stability and 
consequence.

Matanga’s five suddha ragas may be considered the five 
basic modes* The next step would be permutations in the 
use or non-use of the variable Ga and Ni, in further jati 
combinations, in continued shifts of the graha-amsa, in 
alpatva or bahutva of various svaras, in transiliency of 
scale, and in the creation of other authentic modes when 
in any given murcchana graha-amsa also becomes nyasa.
Where these permutations are not evident, it will be

oha$I mantraja(?) ♦ . * tu prayogair drutakampitaih // [333] 
avisramena tristhane gaudagltir udahrta /

BD
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remembered that the two types of modification, jati- and
suddha-bhinna, are not apparent on paper. This might
explain why some ragas in the BD are very much like others,
such as, Pahcama^ad.ava versus Revagupta, or Saka versus

1Takkasamdhava. Most of these coincidences occur among
the Sadharana ragas which are so called, Matahga explains,
because they have many things in common with the other 

2ragas.
The following table is a summary of the ragas in the 

BD, with nyasa as the basic svara of the modes, together 
with their plagal and quasi-plagal forms. All the modes 
are represented except the E mode, that is to say, no mode 
ends on Ri.

1Of these four ragas, only Saka appears in Matahgafs original list (BD:316). The other_three appear in the section which describes each raga more fully (these three are described on pp.101-3). On the other hand, Sadjakaisika, which is in the original list, is missing in the raga description.

^purvoktanam sarvesam raganam ya gltayas tabhir jayamana- 
tvat te§am sadharanatvam/ etat sadharanagltya glyamanatvat/

BD, after:351*
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Matahga's Bhasa ragas are of four types according to
root, mula;'country of origin, desaja; mixture, sahklrnaj1

- „ „ _ 2 - - 5̂and hue, chayamatra. These Bhasas  ̂derive from one
suddha raga, Suddhapancama; from three bhinnas, Bhinnaga^ja,
Tana, and Bhinnapancama* from all the Vesaras; and from two

— — « 4.of the Sadharanas, Gandharapancama and Pancamasadava.
In the description of the bha^a ragas, no mention is

made of graha, only of amsa and nyasa (Anta being the word
used more often for nyasa). This omission of graha might

1 —The extent to which the bha^a raga employs features ofits parent and other ragas.
p  „The degree to which the derivative raga takes on the 

musical colouration of its parent raga.
^There are two separate sets of bhasa ragas in the BD: the 

set credited to Yastika, pp.l05“33> an  ̂a second smaller group of ragas according to Sardula, pp.l33“40.

^'Evidence of interpolation in the BD text is seen in the summing up of the Sadharana ragas. These ragas number seven, according to the summary quoted below, yet their total comes to nine. The interpolated line which we , have underlined, contains the ragas, Revagupta and Pancama^adava, names not in the original list, BD:316.
idaniiri sadharananam gramavibhagah pradarsyate --
bhammanapahcamo jheyo madhyamagramasambhavah /
gandharapahcamo nartah sadjakaisika eva ca // 362
rupasadharito ragah sakah kakubha eva ca /
revaguptas tu sadjakhye jheyah pahca(ma)§adavah // 363
sapta sadhara$ah prokta gramadvayasa(m asra)ya]i /

BD
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indicate either that the opening note in a bha^a raga is 
not of much importance or that it is inferred in the airisa 
svara. In the short musical illustration reserved for 
each bhasa raga, more often than not, the opening note 
coincides with aipsa.

Here follow our findings regarding amsa and nyasa in 
the bhasa ragas grouped according to their parent ragas.

'fakka's derivatives amply illustrate the use of 
svarabhinna, tonic shift. The tonic aipsa is seen on every 
degree, except Ri, of the parent scale. Takka whose base 
(nyasa) is Sa, has the largest number of bhasa ragas, a 
total of sixteen, in the BD. To illustrate the tonic shift:

Lalita Verahjika2 Saindhavl

N  A N

Pancamakhya Gandharapancaml Malavesarl

(How much antara Ga and kakali Ni of Takka are used in its 
bhasa ragas is a matter of conjecture; hence, we have left 
the mode "bare11.)
1 -The description of the ragas used as examples of the tonicshift is found in BD^pp*108-13.
2 Vegaranji in the SR but with Sa as amsa (11,2:118).
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The plagal shift to Ma is found in five of the bhagas; Sa, 
the original tonic, in four; Dha in only one.

Suddhapahcama has ten derivative ragas to its name. 
These also cover the whole range of tonic foci except Ni. 
Like Takka, Ni is kakali in Suddhapahcama*s scale but 
unlike Jakka, Ni is not used as tonic in Suddhapahcama.

Dak^inatya Mahgall Trapani1 
^ a „ oe-°---------- --- g-0-°-r----- ------ e_Q_X---------

4 * .° — = — i r ^ 2--------- -ir®-0------

Andhali^
A ... D O _

N A
Gurjarl

Q O'

M A
KaisikI

o o ̂
4 ----Jb-O a ----- ----- B-0-g— ------ ---- ------------------
A .a.— = : o o --Q------------

N A M A N A
(BD,pp.121-5)

It is in Bhinnasadja's bhasa ragas that we find the 
greatest number of them beginning and ending on the same 
note. But the curious thing is that the terminal note of 
these derivative ragas is not the parent raga's nyasa of

1 fTrapani’s amsa is not given in the text but according to 
its description, Sa and Ma are plentiful and Pa is 
weak; moreover, Sa is the opening note thrice in succession.

p _ ^ _Andhali1s Ni is said to be kakali always:
nisadakakallrupa kartavya sa tu nityasah // (p.123)

The raga's name also appears as Amall*
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Ma but rather on its tonic amsa of Dha. All nine bhasas 
end on Dha and five of these also have their tonic amsa 
on Dha, This appears to be a case where a shifted tonic 
generates so much power that it shifts the mode, as it 
were, a major third away from the old base of Ma, The 
Dha mode once confined to only two parent ragas (see 
summary table of BD scale-types) now begins to have more 
adherents#

Bhinnasadja
X

/ L *
f  <n &
s i r <? ... ............... .

parent raga

Daksinatya

Oo
GA

Pulindl

M

Kalindi Saindhavx
f ---------------------------1... r> ..0  o  ° ....... _________  a  O  ° r O  °ty . . o  °  ° ---------- .  » o  p ° ---------- ------- , - # - * - 5 --------- 1 . . „ o  p  0 ------- ^

N h AJ

(BD,pp.125-8)

It is quite possible that the fifth degree in these bhasa 
scales is always raised, that is, to Ga antara, and that 
it is this consonant relationship between tonic Dha and 
antara Ga that has led to the modal shift*

1A distance of seven srutis which Matanga considers a 
samvadl interval (BD,p#16) but why he should restrict 
the seven-sruti consonant interval to the Ma-grama is 
not clear since Ma to Dha is seven srutis in either the Sa- or Ma-grama.
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In Malavakaisika whose base is Sa, three of its bhasas 
take the plagal position of Ma for tonic, another three 
remain on the Sa tonic, one on the next plagal position 
of Pa, and one on Ni.

As to Kakubha, Yagtika’s system of bhasa classifica- 
tion as incorporated in the BD seems to waver. None of 
Kakubha’s seven bhasas end on its nyasa, Pa. Instead, 
like Bhinnasa<Jja' s derivatives, they end on Dha (but only 
one takes the tonic Dha), thus suggesting another example 
of modal shift, but unlike Bhinnasadja's bhasas, they also 
end on Ni and perhaps on Sa, too (the text at this point 
is corrupt). This inconsistency and great variance between 
parent and bhasa ragas might mean that Kakubhafs so-called 
bhasas may have presented some difficulty to the classifier. 
We might mention, however, that the lone bha^a whose amsa 
and nyasa are Dha is Kambhoja, a desi raga.^

Hindola1s bhasas remain true to their parent’s penta- 
tonic form. Only a sprinkling of Hi and Dha, Hindola's 
omitted notes, is found in the musical examples given. 
However, one of its derivatives end on Ma, instead of on 
Hindolafs Sa; fittingly enough, this bhasa * s name is 
gad j amadhyama.̂

1 —BD,p.ll7. Yastika's verses are not numbered.
2 . - Ibid.,pp.120-1. This recalls the jati by the same name

whose finals are Sa and Ma.
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Another instance of a plagal ending, rather than the 
more usual plagal beginning, is seen in one of Sauvira's 
bhasas, which ends on Ma. Otherwise, all the other deriv
ative ragas end on their parent's Sa but with their tonic 
on either Sa, Ma or Ni.

As expected, Bhinnapahcama's bhasas, like Bhinna^adja1s, 
(both ragas being the product of a shift in tonic, svara
bhinna) end on the tonic amsa Dha instead of on the final 
of Pa of their parent. But when one of them has its tonic 
on Pa and ends as stated above on Dha, it might do well to 
ponder at this point on whether Yas*£ika' s parent ragas 
agreed in every respect with those of Matanga.

Of the remaining parent ragas, the bha^a ragas follow 
more or less the pattern described above.

It might be said then, regarding the amsa and nyasa 
of bhasa ragas, that their derivation is not unlike that 
of the early suddha ragas in which a plagal tonic replaces 
the original tonic-final. This occurs most usually in 
Sa-based ragas and it is Ma, not Pa, that is the derived 
plagal tonic. Conversely, Ma may also act as a plagal 
final to a Sa tonic. This alternating feature between Sa 
and Ma is not found in any other pair of samvadl svaras.
On the other hand, a puissant tonic may cause a shift from
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the mode of the parent raga to another mode that is one 
or two degrees removed from it* In this manner, less 
used modes are put into greater circulation by ragas 
that continue to retain within their melodic structure 
the characteristic patterns of their parent.

The raga volume of the Sangltaratnakara (SR) opens 
with several listings of ragas. These lists which include 
purvaprasiddha and other obsolescent ragas are meant to 
introduce some kind of historical perspective to the 
ragas that are eventually described in the book. The basis 
of all these ragas are the five genera of ragas (gramaragas) 
that correspond to Matanga1s basic ragas in the BD.

The description in the SR of the general character
istics of the Suddha, Bhinna, Gau<Ji, Vesara, and Sadharana 
ragas follow very much the same line of thought as that in 
the BD. Two more suddha ragas, however, are added to the 
BD's five. These two are Sa<J^agrama and Madhyamagrama, 
evidently named after the gramas themselves. They are 
found mentioned in other sources prior to the SR and 
possibly during or after Matanga*s time, such as the
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n pNaradlyasiksa and the Kutumiyamalai Inscription.
Matahga is believed by many to have come from North India, 
which may account for his not having mentioned these two 
suddha ragas. Sarngadeva, on the other hand, came from 
a family that emigrated from Kashmir to the south of 
India and in his SR evidence can be found of his knowledge 
of both North and South Indian ragas. This is one explana
tion for the exclusion of §a<Jjagrama and Madhyamagrama ragas 
from the BD. Another explanation might be that Matahga 
never considered these two as ragas on account of their 
names. He might have considered the characteristics 
attributed to these ragas as applying to the ragas in the 
Sa-grama and Ma-grama in general, if we assume he had seen 
or heard of the inscription at Kutumiyamalai. As described 
in the SR, Sa^jagrama appears to duplicate Suddhasadharita, 
and Madhyamagrama*s principal difference from Suddhakaisika- 
madhyama is one of grama, the latter being in the Sa-grama. 
The fact that the latter has a tara graha-aiiisa does not 
alter the similarity.
*1 ^   ̂ ^The date of the Naradlyasiksa has never been satisfactorily established. Some writers place it at between the 10th and 12th century.
pThis Inscription which was discovered in 1904 at Ku^umiya- 

malai in Putukkottai State, South India, is written in "characters that*seem to belong to the 7th century". Bhandarkar, R.B. "Kudimiyamalai inscription on music" Epigraphia Indica. XII, no.28,226-57.
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Suddhasadharita Sa<Jjagrama
BD:319 et seq. SR,II,2:27-30

* # & *__________________

A  -^*-0 0  ̂ ....  -, * 8 ............—--------  ° 0-0------Gft N

Suddhakai sikamadhyama
BD:321 et seq. 

n * ....

Gft N ° 0

Madhyamagrama
SR,11,2:67-70

■jfr— Q—B---------- ------- ------------ F5— q----------
(j) ----P o b — ----- — ----- h o ^ - g.... -... —
J Gf\ N ° 0 1 0 0 p----------------------------OA N

In scalar structure, therefore, neither §a<Jjagrama nor 
Madhyamagrama raga appears to extend the modal scope of 
the basic ragas in the BD,

The SR follows the BD very closely in the matter of 
graha, amsa and nyasa in the grama ragas. Differences 
between the two texts lie for the most part in such 
particulars as the jati origin of the various parent ragas, 
their varna movement, their notes of infrequent occurrence 
(alpatva) regarding which Matahga often prescribes two 
such notes, Sarngadeva only one of the two, their ornamen
tation, and grama base (the SR assigns to ^akkakaisika, 
Hindola, and Kakubha the Sa-grama and Ma-grama both).

We might point out some apparent inconsistencies 
between text and musical illustration. Perhaps these 
differences may not have been real at the time, or perhaps
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practice already belied theory when these songs were 
written*

Suddhapahcama in the SR is prescribed a madhya (middle 
register) Pa as the opening note of a sancari movement.1 
This is in contrast to our reconstruction of the raga 
in the BD, which we have given a tara Pa graha in keeping 
with the rest of the BD suddha ragas and their avarohi 
movement#

Suddhapahcama (Xksiptika) SR,II,2,before:151

k ■ j i •' j n j i1 j" ^
(The initial figure shows no Pa)

Two Vesara ragas begin on a note other than their 
graha-amsa:

Botta (£k;siptika) SR,II,2,before :53
r  r  —

(The raga*s graha-amsa is Pa but the opening figure 
does not show it)

^pahcamamsagrahanyaso madhyasaptakapahcamah / 
hrsyakamurchanopeto geyâ L kamadidaivata^ // 149 
carusamcarivar^as ca grlsme 'hnah prahare 'grime /

SR,11,2
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Malavapancama (Kksiptika) SR,II,2,before:55

i
(The initial figure shows the raga's graha-aipsa, Pa, 

in the last "beat")

In four of the Sadhara^a ragas, the following 
inconsistencies appear:

■%
Rupasadhara (Sk^iptika) SR,II,2,before:58

2
3 J4L

(The raga's graha-amsa, Sa, appears at the end of 
the figure)

Bhammanapancama (Eksiptika) SR,II,2,before:62

(The raga's graha-amsa, Sa, is introduced by three 
notes)

Revagupta (Iksiptika) SR,II,2,before:102
2.

(The opening figure shows no Ri, the raga's graha-
amsa)
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Gandharapancama (Xlcsiptika) SR,II,2,before:105i
(Ga, the raga's graha-amsa, is approached from a 

third below)

Out of the ordinary among ragas is §a<Jjakaisika; the 
raga is prescribed a pair of graha-amsas, Sa and Ri, and 
a pair of nyasas, Ni and Ga. The verse describing the
raga may also be interpreted to mean Sa is amsa, Ri is

1 -graha, but the commentator, Simhabhupala, suggests that
Sa and Ri be used "in this order", kramena, with Ni and

2 *Ga "alternately", vikalpena. The Sad«jakaisika song
notated (aksiptika) begins on Sa and ends on Ni.

This poses the question as to whether in this Sa-based

SR,II,2,before:67

^sadjar;sabhaijisagrahah syat kaisikljatisaipbhavah // 65 
rsabho *lpo niganyaso . . .

Ibid.

vikalpena nyasau yasya/ Ibid.,after:66
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—  1raga, the ending on Ni may be considered a suspension as 
against a Sa-drone (if there was a drone), or whether 
there is a modal shift from the Sa to the Ni mode intended. 
That Ga, a samvadx to Ni, is the second terminal point 
seems to support the second hypothesis. On the other 
hand, against a Sa-drone, Ni would have to be raised 
(kakali) if it were to act as a proper suspension.^ That 
no mention is made of kakali Ni (por of antara Ga) in the 
text might disprove this argument.

We have seen how a modal shift may be made by a 
strong amsa, itself the product of a tonic shift, in the 
bha$a ragas in the BD. In §a<Jjakaisika we see an earlier 
type of modal shift akin to that of Gaudapancama-^ in which 
the modal shift is a degree below the original base.

As to the raga's two-note graha, to consider Sa-Ri 
Sadjakaisika1s opening figure, as Simhabhupala and the 
aksiptika above seem to suggest, rather than Sa or Ri

1 — — H. —»prasannady avarohibhyam yuktah sadjadimurchana^. // 66 
viraraudrad bhutarasah sambhava^i sadjakaisikah /

Ibid.
0 ,̂The North Indian raga, Tillakkamod (Khamaj ĥa-J:) has this 

type of ending; occasionally it may also end on Ga.
See Bhatkhangle 1 s Kramika pustaka malika, III, 297-333 *

^SR,II,2:42-3 and BD:334 et seq. It will be recalled 
that Gaudapahcama's base of Ma is a shift from Pa of 
Suddhapancama.
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singly, would open the way to a fresh concept of graha#

At this point we shall leave the SR and continue with 
our discussion of the other jati and raga laksaija# We 
shall return to the SR as we examine the possible relation 
between the scales in the SR and those in the second group 
of treatises to be considered#
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Tara and Mandra

Studies of Vedic chanting made in this century show,
among other things, that Vedic recitation tones cover a

1 2range of from a minor or major third to a fifth. Since 
the manner of Vedic chanting has been zealously preserved 
and strictly adhered to throughout the centuries, there 
is no reason to believe that the mode of Vedic incantation 
today is far removed from that of ancient times* As to 
whether these reciting tones may be considered tones in 
the musical sense remains a matter of controversy. Be 
that as it may, at a certain stage of India's musical

1Bake, A.A. "The music of India," New Oxford History of 
Music, ed. E. Wellesz, I (1957),200.

Excerpts of Kauthuma Vedic recitations are included.
pGray, J.E.B* "An analysis of ggvedxc recitation," BSOAS, XXII (1959)? 87. The author analyzes recitations from " recordings made in Rajasthan, Bombay and Maharas^ra.See also his, "An analysis of Nambudiri ^gvedic’recitation and the nature of the Vedic chant," Ibid.,499-550.
^Dr. J.R. Marr suggests that there was no attempt initially 

to reproduce musically defined intervals but that influences from concomitant (in the society, that is) musical practice may have made themselves felt in medieval times, leading to a greater sense of 
"definition", musically speaking.
See also, Haug, M* Ueber das Wesen und den Wert des 

vedischen Akzent, (MuncEen, 1H731 —  ~
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development a system of seven tones was formalized by
theoreticians and, eventually, in the recensions of the
ggveda and other Vedic literature, mention is made of
three vocal registers. These are the Mandra, low,
Madhyama, middle, and Uttama or Tara, high. These
registers are described as saptaka, octaves of seven 

2notes each or a total of twenty-one notes for the whole 
compass of the musical scale.

_____________________   n o ^
___________________________ ...  ̂o 0 — .

o
Q- -o P—

Mandra Madhyama Tara

In the NS, the vocal registers are related to 
distances and to the parts of the body from which a sound 
emanates to reach these distances, thus: tara, a far 
distance, in the head; madhya, a not-so-far distance, 
in the throat; and mandra, nearby, in the chest.^ The

1 fggvedapratisakhya, ed. Max Muller (1870), XIII, 17$ and 
Vajasaneyipratisakhya, (Benares Sanskrit Series, 1883-8),~T7iu: ~2 —  * —Taittirlyapratisakhya, (Bibliotheca Sanskritica, 1907),XXIII,11.3 - - - _ , _-'tatra durasthabhasane taram siraso natidure madhyam
kan^hena parsvato mandram urasa prayojayet pafhyam iti/

NS,17,after:118.
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subject-matter first appears in the NS chapter on music 
when the statement is made that "in the suddha [jatis],
nyasa as a rule is mandra, in the vikrta [jatis] there

1 -is no rule." As only the mandra and tara registers are
defined in the NS, it is presumed that the middle register
is the normal position of reference*

It should be said at the outset that the purpose of 
tara and mandra is to establish the jati's ambitus.
These laksana serve further to differentiate jatis that 
might be said to belong to the same modal scale but whose 
amsas differ, such as, e.g., the udicyava jatis.

This discussion will attempt to show that tara and 
mandra refer to upper and lower limits, respectively, of 
the jatis; that these limits do not necessarily coincide 
with their respective octave-registersj and that the 
terms, tara and mandra, are relative to the position of 
atnsa and nyasa in the tetrachords of the middle register.

According to the NS:
"The tara range is five notes away. Therefore, from 

the amsa, the tara range is understood to be up to four

1 — ,nyasavidhav apy asam mandro niyamad bhavati suddhasu
vikptasv aniyamat/

NS,28,before:46.
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notes, or up to five [notes] from Pa, but preferably no 
further*

The question arises as to whether tara is that note 
four or five degrees above the amsa, or whether this four- 
or five-note distance constitutes the tara range* The 
answer to the question would necessarily depend upon the 
position of the ainsa in the middle register which, as 
noted above, is to be considered the saptaka-point of 
departure. An affirmative anwer to the question if applied 
to the raipsas in the lower tetrachord of the middle register 
would invalidate the concept of a seven-note register. If 
applied to the upper tetrachord starting with Pa from which 
the ruling allows a five-note ascent, we arrive at tara Ri; 
from Dha, at tara Ga; and from Ni, at tara Ma. To carry 
this argument farther, at this point in the vocal range, 
the amsas in the lower tetrachord of the tara register 
will now be considered to make the following tara ranges: 
tara Sa to tara Ma (the four-note ruling now applicable), 
tara Ri to tara Pa, tara Ga to tara Dha, and finally, tara 
Ma to tara Ni.

^pahcasvarapara taragatih/ yatha —
amsat taragatim vindyad [sic] acaturthasvarad iha / 
apancamat pahcamad va natah param ihesyate // 79

Ibid
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&
-----P5------— e --- Q p-----------------ib o p o g- r-— p- -- ~r—-

Theoretical tara ranges

If we may judge by 17th century notated vina pieces1 
and even by present-day raga standards, it is doubtful 
that the jatis1 range ever reached tara Ni* To our mind, 
the ruling is intended to establish two things: initial 
tara, and the tara range possible for all jatis, subject 
to the position of their amsas in the register. The 
first is arrived at by the five-note ascent from Pa, 
making tara Ri the initial tara* the second by the four- 
note ascent from tara Ri, thus, to tara Pa, that is, from 
initial tara up four degrees. This interpretation divides 
the gamut into three disjunct tetrachords and, later* it 
will be seen that the same disjunct structure occurs in 
mandra.

O 0 P~
_ a- -e- O" —

J L

1 -In the Ragavibodha, some of which we have notated.
The ak^iptikas in the SR cannot be considered reliable sources for determining a jati's or a raga's range 
because the octave markings in the text appear to us questionable.
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In the BD we have an explanation of the NS tara 
ruling. According to Matanga, initial tara may be 
determined in three ways: by a four-, a five-, or a 
seven-note ascent from a specified point or aijisa (except 
in the seven-note ascent) in the upper tetrachord of the 
middle register. There also now appears to be some need 
to qualify the amsa for its role as tara-determinant.
The text in the BD is as follows:

"Now the properties of tara are to be discussed.
The tara range is five notes beyond, beginning from the 
amsa [of the kind that is] strong in sruti [rather than] 
the weak. What is meant by this? Tara is the ascent of 
four notes, or, tara is the ascent from the fifth note, 
as in Nandayanti:

> r i m
A

Thus, on account of Pa being [Nandayanti*s] amsa, its 
tara is Sa. This therefore is the path from Pa. After 
the eighth vidari this is made known.

"The tara rule [applies also] to a distance of five 
notes, as in Gandhari:
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'’Prom the word va (in the NS text), [tara] is also
[applicable] to seven notes. Thus, the tara range is of
four kinds according to Bharata who says:"1-

amsat taragatim vidyad acaturthasvaradibhih / 
apancamat saptamad va natah param ihesyate // "

We have here a variant reading of the NS text on
tara.

The first tara ruling of a four-note ascent as 
exemplified by Nandayanti, seems clear enough. The second 
tara of a five-note ascent as shown by the jati, Gandhari, 
has been deduced by us to have been made from the amsa, Ma, 
That is, from the final Sa in the example, which we under
stand to be tara, counting back five notes, we arrive at 
Ma, Ma is one of Gandharifs five amsas, the others being 
Sa, Ga, Pa, and Ni, And according to the Ghosh edition

l — —idanlm taralaksanam ucyate — - balavati ca srutike fmse 
durberbalesamse[sic] amsasvaraprayogad arabhya pancasvara- 
para taragatili/ kirn uktam bhavati/ pancamasvaram arohapa 
tara iti catussvaram arohanam tara iti/ nandayanti yatha - 
sasarigasa/ iti pancamamsatvat sadjas tarâ ./ apahcamad 
iti yojana/ astabhya[sic] vidarya boddhavyah/ pahcasvarain 
yavat taravidhim yatha gandharyam - nidhanisa/ iti/ 
vasabdat saptasvarasyapi tarata bhavati/ caturdha tara- 
gatih tatha caha bharatah -

BD,after:197.
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-  1of the NS, Ma and Sa are the jati’s strong notes* Here
then is the first indication of a qualified amsa such as 
we do not find mentioned in the NS with regard to tara*
As to the third type of tara, there is some reason to 
believe that Matahga might have erred in his interpreta
tion of the NS text* We might rule out the possibility
of copyist error regarding the NS quote because this

2reading also appears in the Ghosh recension. According
to Matanga's interpretation, the word saptamat should have
read asaptamat if it is to convey the same directional
movement as acaturthasvarat and apancamat* As it is, the
second line of the sloka might better be translated thus:

"Or up to the fifth [note] from the seventh [note] 
and preferably no further."

Here again we seem to see two aspects of tara, namely,
as initial tara: the fourth note in ascent from a given
amsa} and the tara range: from the seventh note, i.e., Ni,
up to the fifth note, i.e., Ma. It might be asked why
the seventh note has to be understood as Ni since saptama
might also mean the seventh degree of any given scale.

^satjjamadhyamayor atra bahulyani samvidhxyate // 123
NS,28 (Ghosh)

2Ibid.:94.
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This might be so but saptama in the NS is usually found 
to refer to Ni in the chapter on music. At any rate, Ni 
to tara Ma is at least one tara range possible, if the 
translation of the line in question is accepted.

So far the NS and the BD seem to agree in at least 
two ways of arriving at tara. Matanga's third way we are 
inclined to discount. As to the fourth way, this might 
have to remain a mystery.

In the SR the matter of tara is further elucidated. 
Here it is categorically stated that the amsa from which 
tara is determined is found in the middle register. We 
learn also that omitted notes in pentatonic or hexatonic 
jatis are to be counted when determining tara. And in 
Kallinatha's commentary to the SR text, another type of 
qualification is made regarding the tara-determinant 
amsa. The SR text follows:

"The amsa is in the middle octave and for that 
reason the place of tara is [determined] from there, the 
tara limit being four notes upwards [from the amsa]. 
Within this [framework] there is free movement (i.e., no 
restriction) and any omitted [note in the progression] to 
tara is also counted. [Thus] in Nandayanti the ascent
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-  1is said to be up to tara Sa.M
Nandayanti omits Sa in its hexatonic form but tara 

Sa is still considered its upper limit*
Kallinatha points out that Sa and Ma being the only 

immutable four-sruti notes in both the Sa- and Ma-gramas, 
these notes as well as the gramas should be considered 
when determining tara. The position of tara is determined 
in two ways, thus: four notes from Sa, or four notes from 
Ma. When starting from tara Ma in the Ma-grama, the fifth 
[step] is to be avoided. This four-note ascent is there
fore Ma-Pa-bha-Ni. But in the Sa-grama when starting from 
tara Sa, the fifth [step] is the limit. Thus, four notes 
beyond would be Ri-Ga-Ma-Pa (not counting Sa, it seems). 
This, Kallinatha claims, is the upper limit (taravadhi), 
and this is the method by which tara is determined. . • . 
Within these limits tara movement is unrestricted. In 
the Ma-grama, to ascend to tara Ni is improper but in the 
Sa-grama it is proper to ascend from tara Pa to bha and

1 /■ — — —madhyame saptake fmsah syat tasmat tarasthitat paran /
svarams catura arohed esa taravadhih parah // 35 
arvak tu kamacarah syat tare lupto ‘pi ganyate / 
atarasadjam aroho nandayantyaiB praklrtita^ // 36

SR,1,7
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lNi, the reward of this effort being pleasure.

jf----f i r 1 * --- ---- -y-------- ---------------- —
- 4 --- ----------------- t h ---------------------------
“̂ I  ... ..................  ..-

Kallinatha also quotes the NS text on tara and his 
version is similar to that in the BD* In addition he 
draws attention to the fact that in former times, accord
ing to Bharata, Rudrata and others, the range was an 
ascent of from tara Sa to tara Sa (atitara Sa presumably),

1... amsah syat sad jamadhyamagrarnayoh pradhanyat prabalyac 
ca yasmin grame yas catuhsrutiko ’irisah sa<Jjo va madhyamo 
va bhavet/ tarasthitad dvigunat tasmat sadjad va madhyamad 
va params caturah svaran/ madhyamagrame tavat tasmad iti 
taramadhyamaparamarse tasmad iti lyablope pancami/ tarn 
arabhyety arthah/ tena saha params caturo mapadhanin 
arohed ity arthah/ j=sadjagrame tu tasmad iti tara§a<Jja- 
paramarse tasmad ity avadhau pahcami/ tatah params 
caturah svaran rigamapan arohed iti/ e^a taravadhih esa 
uktaprakaras taravadhih/ ..*
*.. madhyamagrame taranisadat parasya svarasyasambhavad 
evaj sadjagrame tu tarapahcamat parayor dhaivatani^adayoh 
sambhave, saktau ca satyam api tatra prayoge rakter 
abhavad iti/

SR,I,7,after:36
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the highest Sa being equally reached by the application 
of the principle of the four-note ascent.

But this height is to be avoided not only because it is 
undesirable but on account of consonant consideration 
wherever tara Ma is concerned so that no harm is done to

Sarngadeva, Kallinatha and Siijihabhupala single out 
Nandayanti as the exception to the rule of determining 
tara from the top register, or, as an example of how 
initial tara may be fixed. From an acceptable musical 
point of view, it would seem that the upper limit should 
not exceed tara Pa at the very most, and the implication 
is that a range higher than this should only be attempted 
by an extraordinary singer.

^"paravadhitva a taraisadjat tarasadjaparyantam arohah 
praklrtito bharatadibhir ity arthah/ ... 
yatha yavat sadjam eva taragatir madhyamasyapy atra 
samvaditvad anasitvac ca taragatl rudra^ena krta madhya- 
masyeti na dojsa iti matangoktara/

r

♦

1Ma, so Matanga says.

Ibid
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While tara depends on the amsa for its determination,
Mandra is said to have three determinants, namely, the
amsa, nyasa, and apanyasa. Of these three, however, nyasa
will be seen to exert the most influence in shaping mandra.

We have seen that Pa is made the typical aipsa from
which the pattern of determining tara comes. And the
implication is that at no degree lower than Pa in the
middle register may this be done. Correspondingly, Ga
appears to be the model from which mandra may be determined.
However, it is as nyasa, not amsa, that the reference to
Ga is made. Prom this it might again be inferred that at
no point higher than Ga may the determination of mandra be
initiated. It will seem then that the Ma degree in the
octave is either too low to lead to initial tara or too
high to place initial mandra. In terms of a four-note
ascent or descent from Ma, the resulting Ni and Sa as

1end-notes of a saptaka would rule out Ma as the focal 
note from which tara or mandra may be determined.

The NS text on mandra follows:
MThe mandra range is three-fold: as being away from

1It will be recalled that Sa is the first degree of each 
of the three registers, and while pitch would be 
relative to these ranges, there is no evidence of transposition in the NS.
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amsa, from nyasa, and from apanyasa. There is no mandra
away from amsa but from nyasa, [mandra] is at two places,

— 1as when Ga is nyasa, Ri-Dha is seen [to be mandra].'1
With regard to amsa, the NS ruling appears to say 

that the amsa is its own mandra. The aijisa to be its own 
mandra is to say it is its lower octave. If this is so, 
the amsa ruling seems to apply to the amsas in the upper 
tetrachord, this tetrachord beginning with Ma apparently. 
Thus, the amsas in the upper tetrachord determine the initial 
and/or lower limits at mandra Ni, mandra Dha, mandra Pa, 
and mandra Ma. From Ga, however, it is the nyasa that 
now assumes the function of setting the <jatifs lower range.
At this point, both the initial mandra and lower limit of 
a jati are given as Ri and Dha, Ri being the initial mandra, 
or one note below the nyasa, and Dha (mandra) the lower 
limit, or a descent of four notes from the initial mandra.
How apanyasa determines mandra is not clarified but the 
connection might be explained when it is seen that a jati's 
amsas are generally also its apanyasas.

*i trividha mandragatih — ■ amsapara nyasaparapanyasapara 
ceti/
mandras tv aipsaparo nasti nyase tu dvau vyavasthitau / 
gandhare nyasalihge tu drs£am r^abhadhaivatam // 80

NS,28
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The following mandra ranges may he made from Ga:

The BD describes mandra as a low note* To mark its 
position in the register in relation to amsa, Matahga

bahuvrlhi's first component part. In other words, mandra 
is lower than amsa. Three determinants are also given 
to mandra, the third being apanyasa presumably. The text 
follows:

"Now mandra will be discussed. Mandra is the low 
note. And the mandra range is three-fold: away from amsa, 
away from nyasa, and away from that (apanyasa?)* That 
which is said to be away from the amsa and which when 
[compared] to a bahuvrlhi is the first [part], that note 
is mandra. Such as in Dhaivatx:

— 1compares it to a bahuvrlhi in which mandra is the

relative or adjective compound*
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Thus is the nyasa note said to be here also* In like 
manner is the nyasa note also [a determinant].'1

Dhaivatx1s amsas are Dha and Ri; its nyasa is Dha, 
The illustration above shows Ma to be the jati's mandra, 
presumably, but the BD does not say how this mandra Ma 
is arrived at from Dha in the latter's capacity either 
as amsa or as nyasa. If Ma is mandra and we assume that 
Dha, the determinant, is itself also in mandra, does this 
suggest that svaras in the upper tetrachord of the middle 
register acquire mandra simply by a descent to an octave, 
and that the lowest limit possible for any jati is mandra 
Ma? If, on the other hand, Dha is thought to be in the 
middle register, would this not make its "mandra" Ma 
higher than Ri, the jati's other aipsa? And since Matanga 
states by means of an analogy that mandra is lower than 
amsa, it might perhaps be concluded from this that the 
svara Ma in the illustration is in the lower register.

1 _idanxm mandram ucyate —  mrdu svax’o mandra^/ sa ca
mandragasCsic; perhaps, mandragatis] tridha —  amsapara 
nyasapara tatpara ceti/ amsasvarasya paro yah syad iti 
bahuvrxhau tasmat purvo ya£ svara£ sa mandrah/ yatha 
dhaivatyam —  dhadha nidhama padhama/ mamama/ evam 
atrapi nyasasvara iti/ nyasasvaro 'py evam eva/

BD,p*58
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Mandra in the SR is described as "proceeding from
the middle-register-amsa to the amsa or nyasa in the
lower register, or to Ri and Dha below that [nyasa],
this [latter] being the limit of the mandra range within

1which there is unrestricted movement*"
There are four points to consider in this definition: 

that mandra is determined from the middle register; that 
the amsa's lower octave is mandra; that nyasafs lower 
octave is mandra; and that when these do not or cannot 
apply, then Ri-Dha is the mandra range*

That not all the amsas or nyasas in the lower register 
can be considered lower limits of the jatis is implied by 
the inclusion of the Ri-Dha proviso the apparent purpose 
of which is the restrict the number of svaras that may act 
as lower limits.

As to "that [nyasa]" in the Ri-Dha clause in the 
translation above, this may or may not be the nyasa Ga 
referred to in the NS text. Concerning this, Kallinatha 
has an explanation to offer*

madhyasthanasthitad aiiisad amandrasthainsam avrajet / 
amandranyasam atha va tadadhahstharidhav api // 37 
esa mandragateji slma tato 'rvak kamacarita /

SR, 1,7
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The word "nyasa", he explains, does not refer to the 
jati's final but to the last note of its grama, Ga and Ni 
being the two gramas' last notes. The Sa-grama's last 
note being Ga, therefore Ga is the mandra note of the 
jatis in the Sa-grama. Ni being Ma-grama1s last note, Ni 
is the mandra note of the Ma-grama jatis. He cites the 
jati, gadjakaisiki. Ga is this jati's nyasa but Ga has 
also a second aspect: it is the last note of this Sa-grama 
jati. Then there is the third consideration: the "Hi-Dha 
below" ruling* Here the term is meant to be taken in the 
alternative sense. To Ga and Ni, the intended ends of 
the gramas, Ri and Dha are seen as the degrees below them 
respectively .**"

"**... atra nyasasabdena gramayor antimau gandharani^adau 
vivaksitau, na tu jatyadigltasamapakah/ tau ca vyatyasena 
sadjagramike prayoge mandragandharo nyasah, madhyama- 
gramike prayoge mandranisado nyasa iti gramayor mandra- 
vadhl bhavatah/ atra lingain $adjagramxnaya 'pi §adja- 
kaisikya mandragandharasya nyasatvadarsanam iti dvitiyah 
pak^ah/ tadadhahstharidhav aprti trtiya£ paksah/ atrapi- 
sabdo vikalpartho ridhau ceti/ tacchabdena gramanyasataya 
vivaksitau gandharanisadau param^syete/ tayor adhahsthau 
ridhav ity anena kramena gramavivak^aya nyasayor vyatyasa 
eva darsitah/ ...

SR,I,7 jafter:38.
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Kallinatha*s main criterion of the jati's mandra, 
therefore, is its grama, not its airisa nor its nyasa.
Ga is the mandra note of all the jatis belonging to the 
Sa-grama, with Hi as an alternative mandra. Correspond
ingly, Ni and Dha are the mandra notes possible for jatis 
in the Ma-grama*

Thus is the "Ri-Dha below" phrase explained but the 
statement completely ignores the role of the amsa as a 
determinant of mandra. Although it is not stated specific
ally, we must assume that Kallinatha*s Ga mandra is in the 
lower register. In any other register, Ga would hardly 
be mandra to the Sa-grama*s first jati, §a$jl, with its 
first degree on Sa.

Kallinatha*s hypothesis might be shown as follows:

SG mandra ranees

s t-6 L
7 L

MG mandra ranges

z t-s *-4 *•
___I

1. Dha mode2. Ni mode
3. Sa mode4. Ri mode

5. Ga mode6. Ma mode
7. Pa mode
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As shown above, the ranges of the modes in the Ma- 
grama appear quite acceptable in relation to their position 
in the two registers* But there might be reason to doubt 
the practicability of the mandra recommended for the 
Sa-grama jatis* It must be remembered that tara Pa is the 
upper limit set by Kallinatha for the Sa-grama jatis. For 
this reason, the Dha and Ni modes need to be placed within 
the lower and middle registers. Also on this account must 
mandra Ga and the alternative mandra Ri be considered to 
be in the lower register.

To summarise tara and mandra in the jati:
Tara is established in the NS by a four-note ascent 

from the amsa or by a five-note ascent from Pa. We have 
interpreted this to mean that the five-note ascent from 
Pa sets initial tara at tara Ri, and a four-note ascent 
from this sets the upper limit at tara Pa.

The BD reconciles the NS* system with the octave- 
registers by determining initial tara to be a four-note 
ascent from Pa or a five-note ascent from Ma, thus 
arriving at tara Sa. Only amsas that are considered 
dominant, it appears, might qualify to act as tara 
determinants.

The SR categorically places the amsa determinant to



be in the middle register. It also sets tara as being 
four notes above the amsa but does not state from what 
note* In making this four-note ascent, notes omitted in 
hexa- or penta-tonic modes are counted.

In his Commentary, Kallinatha considers that the 
tara of a jati is determined by its grama. Thus, he sets 
the upper limit of jatis in the Sa-grama at tara Pa, and 
those of the Sa-grama at tara Ni. However, only extra
ordinary singers should attempt the latter range. Accord
ing to Kallinatha, strong amsas, or those with four srutis 
always in either grama, are the principal tara determinants 
in other words, Sa and Ma*

Maqdra is determined from the amsa, nyasa and apanyasa 
according to the NS. No mandra is lower than the amsa*
This seems to mean that the amsa1s lower octave is its 
mandra. Prom Ga, however, the range is set at Ri and Dha 
(mandra). This indicates that amsas lower than Ga are con
fined to a four-note descent from the initial mandra which 
is one note below the nyasa* By deduction, the lowest 
limit allowable is mandra Ma.

That mandra Ma is the lowest limit allowable appears 
to be corroborated in the BD in its illustration of 
Dhaivatlfs mandra. Normally, this jati's lower limit is 
mandra Dha, that is, its amsa's lower octave, but in the 
illustration, the jati ends on (mandra) Ma.
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The SD again places the determinant amsa in the 
middle register and, by implication, the amsa's or nyasafs 
lower octave is its mandra* That not all amsas or nyasas 
may act as mandra is seen in the "Ri-Dha below" proviso, 
a ruling almost certainly taken from the NS*

Ri and Dha, however, are interpreted by Kallinatha 
to mean the degrees below Ga and Ni, these in turn being 
Sa-grama*s and Ma-grama*s last note respectively* To 
Kallinatha, these so-called last notes of the gramas,
Ga and Ni, are the jatis* mandra notes depending upon 
their grama, with Ri and Dha, respectively, as the 
alternative mandra notes*

From this summary, certain conclusions might possibly 
be made.

That the ancient theorists thought in terms of the
tetrachord and pentachord seems evident in the ascent and
descent of four or five notes from a point in the middle
register to tara and mandra* This seems to indicate that
the octave division was a relatively late concept in the

1Indian musical system. What was more significant was the

1Although the word "saptaka" has been translated as "octave", 
per se, it carries no melodic or intervallic connotation* 
Perhaps Sarngadeva*s expression "dvigupas cottarottarah" (double in value, higher and higher) when describing the 
vocal registers (SR,1,3:7), is the closest to the octave concept.
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concept of consonant relation, a concept that remains today 
as vital as ever. Thus, it might seem more to the point 
to think of the three registers in terms of six tetrachords, 
as follows:

I

& S3l &Q O ___A * A ®  y— ^ '\a ...... a
Viu 11----  Q 0 v ......... ’— ...J------------o v—  —  —
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1

By placing a dividing line between the six tetrachords at 
middle Ma, the resulting ranges might give some idea of the 
relative position the middle register (tetrachords 3 and 4) 
sometimes holds. Thus, jatis (and subsequently, ragas) 
based in the second tetrachord will reach tara in tetrachord 
4, theoretically, a madhya tetrachord. Conversely, those 
based in the fourth tetrachord will find their mandra in 
tetrachord 3, still within the middle register. In this 
context tara and mandra may be said to be relative concepts 
within the framework of a theoretical three-octave gamut. 
Furthermore, the terms, tara and mandra, may mean any or 
all of three things: the beginning of the upper and lower 
limit respectively; the ranges they encompass; and the 
upper and lower limits respectively of a jati's ambitus.
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The relativity of the mandra concept, in particular,
is demonstrated by the NS ruling on the nyasa of the
suddha jatis. The ruling states that the nyasa in
suddha jatis is always mandra but not necessarily so with 

- 1the vikrta jatis. This may mean one of two things: that 
suddha jatis may not end in the upper octave or tara, 
mandra in the ruling implying the opposite of tara; or, 
that suddha jatis end an octave below their madhya posi
tion, thus, mandra. If the former, then suddha jatis 
based on the notes of the upper tetrachord of the theo
retical middle register would end in the middle of this 
register, that is, not mandra itself; if the latter, 
then suddha jatis based on the notes of the lower tetra
chord of this theoretical register would have a very low 
tessitura indeed. For a practicable meaning of the term, 
mandra, in the N8 ruling, it would seem that the converse 
interpretation of the ruling, i#e., that suddha jatis 
may not end in tara, is preferable.

^nyasavidhav apy asam mandro niyamad bhavati suddhasu 
vikrtasv aniyamat /

NS.28, prose after 
si. 45
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In attempting to construct the jati's ambitus, 
certain problems arise.

In jatis that have more than one aiiisa, which of 
its aipsas is to determine tara or mandra? It is perhaps 
this question that led Mataftga to qualify the aqisa when 
determining tara, and brought about Kallinatha's sugges
tion regarding four-sruti aijisas.

Does the presence of several aijisas in a jati suggest 
the possibility of a changing or flexible tara and mandra 
range? Thus, in KarmaravT, if Pa is adjudged the strong 
aiiisa, the jati's ambitus reaches up to tara Ri only, If, 
on the other hand, its other amsas, Dha and Ni, are also 
considered, then the upper limit of the jati extends to 
tara Ma. Similarly, in §a<Jjod!cyava, if Sa is the mandra 
determinant, then Sa is its own mandra (since Sa is below 
the jati!s base) but if Ma assumes this function, then 
the jati's lower limit may be as low as mandra Ma.

Quite aware of these problems, we have nevertheless 
attempted to construct the jatis1 ranges. In the 
following tables, the tara and mandra notes are blackened.
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We shall now consider tara and mandra wherever they
are mentioned in the BD and SR ragas. In general, the
information given in these two texts consists of the ragas*
upper and lower limits, the register that features their
ornamentation or alapa, or their possible tessitura.

As noted in the previous chapter, the suddha ragas
-  1in the BD begin on a tara note. As a consequence, the 

raga's movement takes a descending (avarohl) pattern.
Of the bhinna ragas, Bhinnakaisikamadhyama1s ornamentation

2 -is concentrated in the lower range. With its nyasa on
Ma, it is possible that this might extend down to mandra 
Ma. Bhinnakaisika, on the other hand, is distinguished 
by having its alapa in tara, while its suddha counterpart 
develops its alapa in mandra after a tara opening. Among 
the bhasa ragas, Dhaivatabhu^ita includes tara and mandra 
among its laksana. Ri is given as the raga's mandra, and, 
as its name indicates, Dha is the raga*s focal note.
From Dha the movement follows an upward and downward pattern

This high initial pitch is even now evident in bhajans and other devotional songs.
P. . . madhyamo nyasah/ mandragamakas ca/ . . .

BD,after:J28
Mandragamaka may also be translated, mandra is prominent.
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to tara and mandra in fast, medium and slow tempi*'1" The 
accompanying illustration notated here gives some idea 
of the raga*s ambitus*

Dhaivatabhu^ita or

BD,p*130

It is the SR that gives the ranges or tessituras of 
about sixty of the ragas current in its day. After the 
SR, no other text again mentions the raga's tara and 
mandra except in a few instances.

That tara and mandra also mark one raga from another 
is proved in the SR. This is specially seen among ragas 
that have similar amsa and nyasa and, furthermore, are

"̂rnandre 1 tra rsabhah karyo . . . .  muhur muhuh / 
sphuritam tatra kartavyam drutam madhyaviIambitarn // 
taramandragatim kuryat tatharohavarohanam / 
tatha bhasa ca vijneya bhinnapancamasambhava //

BD,p .129
J.E.B. Gray suggests that the missing four syllables 
in the sloka might be ,!dhaivatas ca,f.
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derived from the same parent. For instance, the ragas,
Raganti, Savarl, BhogavardhanI, and Velavall, all derive
from the parent raga, Kakubha. All are based in Dha,
and all, except Savarl, have Dha as amsa, too. Of the
four, only Raganti has no mandra range but it will be
seen that it has the highest tara. BhogavardhanI and
Velavall have similar lower ranges but while the formerfs
upper range reaches up to tara Ga, the latter extends

1only to its octave Dha.
Raganti SR,11,2:110 Savarl SR,II,2:111

BhogavardhanI SR,II,2:112 Velavall SR,II,2:114

■©• o

The two Kamoda ragas in the SR have similar mandra 
ranges and bases but it is the first variety that has a 
higher range*

Kamoda 1 SR,11^2:166 Kamoda 2 SR,11,2:167TJ
■9_£L -£>-e-_ —  -£W O  -A- OO ̂  a/a •e- o o A/A

1Velavall*s ambitus might perhaps be read an octave higher than it is shown here.
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Of the two types of Lalita ragas, the second type 
is characterized by grace notes in the upper and "lower11

used in a relative sense, its range being actually in 
the madhya register* This is a good example of the use 
of the term, mandra, to indicate a position below that 
of tara but not necessarily in the theoretical mandra 
regsiter. That the raga's lower limit is given as mandra 
Dha proves this.

information can only be guessed at, it at least conveys 
the idea that the raga's lower range requires special 
handling*

rigamair lalitais taramandrair yukta dhamandrabhak // 176 
prayojya lalite snehe matahgamunisainmata /

SR,11,2

1registers on the notes Ri, Ga and Ma, " Here mandra is

Lalita 1 SR,11,2:1?5 Lalita 2 SR,II,2:176

In the raga, Turuskagauda, we are told that its
2mandra is "struck". While the real significance of this

bhinna§a<J«je 'pi lalita grahamsanyasadhaivata /

2 _  _gandharabahulo mandratadito ripavarjitah /
nisadamsagrahanyasas turusko gauda ucyate // 157

Ibid.
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The six regional Vara-fl ragas, Kauntalx, Dravidx, 
Saindhavx, Apasthana, Hatasvara, and Pratapa, appear to 
have in common either a low tessitura or an unlimited 
top range. This brings us to the question of whether 
there is no restriction in the raga's range when no 
mention of tara or mandra is made, or, whether when the 
limit of one or the other is given, this indicates the 
raga's tessitura, The answer might be found in the 
information given in at least three ragas in the SR.
It is said that in Bangala 1 and in Megharaga, mandra is

1 - left out. This suggests that Megharaga whose upper limit
is set at tara Sa is confined to an ambitus of ten notes,
while Bangala 1 with no tara specified may extend its
range upwards indefinitely. On the other hand, Travanx

2xs saxd to be without an upper register. With mandra Ga 
as its lower limit, the raga's ambitus, like Megharaga, 
consists of ten notes*

1 **• —sa^jagrame mandrahxnah sadjamadhyamaya krta£ // 160
bahgalo 'msagrahanyasa^adjas tulyakhilasvarah /

sadje dhaivatikodbhutah sadjatarasamasvarah // 164 
megharago mandrahlno grahamsanyasadhaivatah /

Ibid.
^e^a bhasangam anyê aiji dhagrahamsa nipojjhita / 
atara prarthane mandradhagavyaptorumadhyama // 187

Ibid.
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Megharaga Bangala 1 TravanT
^ .....

A. n Q o *__r o Q .. o °. g 0----------- 0o ^ ° NA

Where both tara and mandra of a raga are stated, the 
widest range seems to be one of sixteen notes. This is 
seen in Srlraga* Mandra Ga and tara Ma are the limits of 
this Sa-based raga.'*' The extreme limit of any given range
appears to be mandra Ga on the one hand, tara Dha on the

2 _other. In a few instances, the notes of tara or mandra,
not simply its limit, are given* As in the tara-less raga, 
Travanl, mentioned above: its mandra is stated to be Dha 
to Ga [downwards]^ while Daksinatya's tara is given as

Ll _Ni^Pa-Ma-Dha, In general, the length of a raga's ambitus 
varies from thirteen to fifteen notes. Some correlation 
might possibly be made between the extent of a raga's 
range and the development of musical instruments, and, 
pari passu, of instrumental music, at this stage of India's 
nrusic history.

1sadje sadjlsamudbhutarn srlragam svalpapancamam / 
sanyasamsagraham mandragahdharam taramandhyamam // 159

Ibid,
>*As noted above, mandra Ga may in some cases be in the middle register*
Loc. cit. 4 SR,II,2:151*
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In the modern Arab mode, the fundamental octave, 
al-dlwan al-asasl, might correspond to the madhya register 
of a raga mode. A note or notes added below this basic 
octave from the qarar, tonic, and thus called the qararat, 
might be equivalent to mandra; notes added above the 
jawab, octave, thereby called the jawabat, would perhaps 
correspond to tara. The ambitus of the modern Arab mode 
consists of a combination of tetra- and penta-chords, 
al~acjnas, (cf. the 4-note or 5-note formation in the NS), 
aptly described as "formules de division des parcours de 
quarts ou de quinte1’̂ , covering a range of from ten to 
sixteen notes* The lowest note in the Arab gamut appears
to be what would correspond to mandra Pa, in, e.g., the

2 —mode Yak-gah, the highest to atitara Sa, as in the mode,
Rast

The concept of a range above or below a fundamental 
or middle one also appears in Indonesian music. Thus, 
""the melodic center may move to an 1 auxiliary scale1 
lying a pelog fifth above or below the principal scale,

^D'Erlanger, op. cit., 99*
^Ibid., fig.46, p.118.
^Ibid., fig.72, p.178.



retaining, however the three gong tones (dasar, first
gong tone and second gong tone) of the principal scale
and thus remaining in the same pa^et."^ These auxiliary
scales which do not seem to carry a special nomenclature
of their own might be comparable to tara and mandra,

2provided no change of tonality is involved.

1Hood, op. cit., p.143.
2According to Kunst, these auxiliary scales are the 

result of modulation of which there are three kinds* 
One kind retains the patet but changes the tonality of the melody. (Music in Java, 1,91-7)
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ALPATVA and BAHUTVA 
ANTARAMARGA 

SSDAVA and AUDAVA
•  •  | | ■MIIMMMMI.

The structure of the jati, although steeped in 
tradition, was never a rigid one. The flexibility 
inherent in the jati is due to the laksana, Alpatva 
and Bahutva. As a result of these properties, the jati 
develops a transilient character not often found in other 
modal systems. Today this ancient feature of the jati 
remains as valid in the raga system as it ever did.

Alpatva denotes the infrequent use of certain notes; 
Bahutva, the emphasis of certain other notes. When applied 
to a Jati's scale, the logical outcome is a reformation of 
its svara composition to any one of three shapes: a seven- 
degree scale, Sampurna, a six-degree scale, gadava, or a 
five-degree scale, Audava. A jati, therefore, may assume 
three shapes as a result of the role that Alpatva and 
Bahutva play in its structure.

As in the discussion of Tara and Mandra in which the 
middle register, Madhya, is considered the norm, early 
Sanskrit texts make the seven-degree scale, Sampurpa, the 
point of departure. This does not mean, however, that in



Sampurna, the seven degrees of a scale are all stressed.
As a general characteristic of the jati, alpatva and 
bahutva are present in the three scale sizes mentioned 
above. But it does mean that all the seven degrees of

_ — ithe Indian scale are present in a sampurna jati.
It is perhaps almost futile to deduce when the 

various stages of the development of the Indian scale 
occurred. Although in early Sanskrit music treatises 
there are terms for a one-note, two-note, three-note,

1That the seven-degree scale is considered the norm is 
also shown in the description of the six- and five-degree 
Tanas (roughly, note series or formulae) which seem to 
have developed along side the Murcchanas. To form these 
tanas in the two gramas, the NS indicates which one or 
two of the seven svaras are to be omitted. (NS,28, prose 
before si.36.) Thus, the six-note Sa-grama tanas omit Sa 
or Ri or Pa or Ni while those in the Ma-grama omit Sa or 
Ri or Ga. These number forty-nine in all. In the five- 
note series, the intervallic combinations, Sa-Pa, Ri-Pa, 
and Ga-Ni in the Sa-grama are dropped, and Ri-Dha and 
Ga-Ni in the Ma-grama, resulting in thirty-five permutations. 
(Some of these tanas of either the five- or six-note variety 
are duplicates, however.) It appears, then, that in the 
six-note tana Ma and its major third, Dha, are always 
present, while In the five-note series Ma in consonance 
to either Sa or Ni is the mainstay of this type of tana.
These tana configurations, although of no apparent modal 
significance, may have played some part in the jatis* 
scalar compositions.
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1and up to the seven-note series, it does not follow that
the Indian scale, or perhaps most other scale-systems,

2developed step step in this fashion. It would appear, 
however, that the Sampurna is the basis for deriving the

1 _Matahga quotes Narada regarding the seven "scale" sizes.The quotation includes the definition of the first four:
"arciko gadikas caiva samikas ca svarantarati / 
audavam sadavas caiva sampurnas ceti saptamah // 
ekasvaraprayogo(bhi? hi) arcikah so'bhidhiyate / 
gadiko dvisvaro jheyas trisvaras caiva samikah // 
catuhsvaraprayogo' hi kathitas tu svarantarah //"

BD,p.l7.
Translation:

"Srcika, Gadika, Samika, Svarantara,
Aud.ava, Sadava and Sampurna are said to be the seven

[scale-types]Srcika is so-called because of its use of one note,
Gadika is known for its two svaras {just as Samika is

for its three svaras, Whereas Svarantara is said to use four svaras."
In the examples of Syrian modes given by J* C. Jeannin in his article entitled "L'Octoechos syrien" (in Qriens 

Christianus, New Series, III (1915), 82, 277)> Mode II uses only”Tour notes, Mode VI only three (pp.279-81)•

2kor instance, the heptatonic genus of Western music is 
said to have developed as an outgrowth of an earlier 
pentatonic one. See Yasser, J.: A theory of evolving tonality, New York, 1932. —  —
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Sadava and Au<Java, through the influence of Alpatva and 
Bahutva. As to which note or notes are to be stressed 
or unstressed, this appears to be a matter of tradition 
or evolution in the final scalar character of a Jati, 
subject, however, to the laws of consonance.

According to the NS, "alpatva [is achieved in] two 
ways: by langhana," that is, by leaping over or skipping 
a note, thus avoiding its sound, "and by anabhyasa," the 
non-repetition of a note once sounded, "By means of
langhana and anabhyasa which cause the glta's amsas to

-  1 -  _move into a state of antaramarga, a jati's sadava and
audava are attained. Bahutva, the opposite of alpatva, 
is a combination (in the sense of a stirring up) of 
strong as well as of other various [notes]. Therefore, 
according to traditional practice where alpatva and 
bahutva [are applied to] a Jati's svaras, a Jati’s reduced 
form is arrived at in two ways: by the use of strong amsas 
and by the avoidance of weak [notes] so that the

1 Literally, an intermediate course.
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-  1transiliency of the jatis reveals itself as two-fold11
(i.e,, as sadava or autjava) *

Langhana is a term that present certain problems in 
the study of alpatva# Literally, it means a skipping or 
a leaping over and, when applied to the jati, it means 
skipping a note. The question arises as to whether once 
a note is skipped it stays unsounded or whether it is 
reverted to and sounded in an altered progression of 
notes. This technique, called Vakra, of sounding a note 
in an oblique manner, that is, e.g., in a manner such as, 
1-3-2-4, instead of a straight progression, 1-2-3-4, so 
that the sounding of the second degree is postponed until 
the succeeding "beat", is not apparent in the NS, BD or 
SR with regards to the jatis, Vakra which appears early 
in the description of the raga does not seem implied in

1 * — — —dvividham alpatvam —  langhanad anabhyasac ca/ tatra
sadavaudavitakaranatvam amsanaiji gitanam an tar am ar gam upa- 
gatanam svaranam langhanad anabhyasac ca sakrd uccaranam 
yathajatih/ tad vad bahutvam alpatvaviparyayad vividham 
evanyesam api balinam samcarah/
alpatve ca bahutve ca tatha purvaviniscayat / 
jatisvarais tu nityam syaj jatyalpatvam dvidha ca tat // 82 
samcaro•msabalasthanam alpatvam durbalasu ca / 
dvividhantaramargas tu jatlnam vyaktikarakah // 83

NS,28.
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the jatis and the word itself never appears in any of the 
description of the jatis even as late as the ljth century.
In the case of anabhyasa, it seems clear from the
definition that it means the non-repetition of a note 
once sounded. This is not to say, however, that the note 
will remain mute. It might appear again In other passages
or sections of the music. Alpatva and bahutva do not
refer to a single instance where these devices are apparent 
in the rendition of a jati but to their use at various 
sections throughout the piece* Possibly, it is this 
combined technique of avoidance and emphasis that might 
have led to Vakra whereby the old idea of avoidance now 
evolves into one of postponement or suspense. By postpon
ing the resolution of a phrase, a pause in the raga piece

. . 1acquires greater desrrabrlxty.
If langhana's definition above is accepted, that is, 

the avoidance of a note, then it is this aspect of alpatva 
rather more than anabhyasa that encourages the development 
of transiliency in a jati's scale.

1 Here, however, the note of suspension would be the oft- 
repeated and therefore the strong note.
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Matanga in the BD adds nothing further to the NS 
description of alpatva and bahutva. We shall, however, 
refer to these laksa^a in the BD in our discussion of 
Antaramarga.

Sarngadeva is somewhat more precise in his definition 
of bahutva and alpatva:

"Bahutva is considered two-fold on account of its 
[aspect of] abhyasa (repetition) and of alanghana (non
avoidance) with regards to the [note] situated in (i.e., 
assigned as) the recurring amsa and to the vadi and 
samvadi (consonant pair).

"Alpatva is also two-fold: through langhana and 
anabhyasa. Anabhyasa is generally preferred among non- 
amsas as well as among those [svaras] to be omitted.
As for langhana which chiefly affects that area in which 
[notes] are to be omitted, a little contact with the
non-amsa is also possible, [a practice] which music

1experts are wont to do from time to time."

1 —  —  —alanghanat tatha 'bhyasad bahutvam dvividham matam /
paryayamse sthitam tac ca vadisamvadinor api // 4-9 
alpatvain ca dvidha proktam anabhyasac ca langhanat / 
anabhyasas tv anamsesu prayo lopye^v apx^yate // 50 
isatsparso lafighanam syat pray as tallopyagocaram / 
usanti tad anamse 'pi kvacid gitavisaradah // 51

SR,I,7.
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This definition makes clear what was previously 
only apparent or implied: bahutva is concerned with 
emphasizing the consonancy between amsa svaras; alpatva, 
with non-amsa svaras or with those that are ultimately 
dropped. And on bahutva Simhabhupala is even more 
explicit: he prescribes alahghana (non-avoidance) to
the vadi (sonant), and abhyasa (repetion) to its

—  1 samvadi (consonant).

An interesting development in jatilaksana now
appears. In the BD Matanga explains: "Since alpatva
and bahutva are two-fold, then it is said there is
movement among the nyasa and other [laksana] on
account of antaramarga. Therefore, the mark of
antaramarga in some jatis is [due to] the lack of

' 2paucity with respect to the non-amsa."

1 — _alahghanad yasya bahutvam sa vadi; tad yasyabhyasat
sa samvadity arthah/ SR,I,7>P*190.
p « _ __. , * tathalpatvaiji bahutvam ca dvividhaiji sanyasadigato
bhavet tadantaramargeneti/ antaramargasya laksanam 
yatha Jatisu kvacid va anamso vinamlpah [sic] / 

(vinamlpah should read, vinalpah) BD,p.59.
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Bharata uses the word, antaramarga, to describe 
that transitory stage between Sampurna and ,Sa<Java or 
Audava when a <jati tends to be transilient on account 
of its weak notes* (See above) However, he must have 
sensed some kind of phenomenon when he points out that
in the jati, Karmaravl, Ga is a special svara, but he

-  1makes no reference to Antaramarga in this instance.
Matanga, on the other hand, does and to strengthen his

2position he quotes the relevant passage in the NS*
Let us examine Karmaravl.
Ri, Pa, Dha and Ni are the jati's amsas; the 

remaining svaras, Sa, Ga and Ma are non-amsas#

-e-
XT
A A A  Ai-------- \

Karmaravl

^gandharasya visesena sarvato gamanam bhavet // 155
NS,28.

2 - - - - - -. . . tatha ca karmaravyam gandharasya sarvasvara-
sangatya bahutvenantaramargaprayoga iti vak^yate/
gandharasya visesena sarvato gamanam bhavet / Loc* cit.
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The consonant pairs among Karmaravl's amsas are 
Pa-Ri and Dha-Ri; and of its non-amsas, Sa-Ma. This 
leaves amsa Ni and non-amsa Ga at odds* The problem 
arises when Ga, the non-amsa, is prescribed the quality 
of bahutva, as it is in the BD and SR.1 This is 
contrary to the SR precept that it is the amsa svaras 
that are stressed and the non-amsa ones played down.
When, then, a non-amsa note is emphasized, it might 
mean that the jati is characterized by a certain 
imbalance between its tetrachords. Although Ga here is 
a strong note, it still remains a non-amsa. Hence, the 
unusual emphasis on such a note can only mean intent to 
create a kind of asymmetry in this particular jati.
It is perhaps this asymmetry or imbalance that character
izes antaramarga. Had the principle of alpatva been 
applied to the non-aijisa Ga, or, conversely, had 
bahutvafs immanence in Ga been nullified, no imbalance, 
i.e., no antaramarga, would have arisen. This imbalance 
remains unresolved in Karmaravl because the jati is one 
of four jatis that allow only the sampurna form. In 
most other jatis an imbalance between an amsa svara and

1BD:268-9; SR,I,7:101-2.
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a non-amsa svara is righted when the non-amsa is dropped 
in the jatis' §a<Java or aud.ava form. Antaramarga, there
fore, appears to be a phenomenon of sampurna jatis in 
general.

A by-product of alpatva and bahutva, antaramarga 
finally emerges as a legitimate laksana in the 13th 
century. The first definition of antaramarga appears 
to be that of Sarngadeva in the SR:

"Disregarding the position of nyasa and other 
[laksana], an extraordinarily contrived [melodic] 
combination of amsa and other [functional notes] with 
notes in the middle register that are de-emphasized by 
means of occasional non-repetition here and there and
by outright avoidance in others, may result in antara-
-  ~  1marga, chiefly among the vikrta jatis."

In antaramarga, then, there is deliberate pairing 
of amsa with non-amsa svaras.

nyasadisthanam ujhitva madhye madhye *lpatayuvam / 
svaranam ya vicitratva kari$y amsadi samgatih // 52 
anabhyasai^i kvacit kvapi langhanair eva kevalaih / 
k;rta sa 'ntaramargah syat prayo vikrtaj ati$u // 53

SR,I,7.
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We might define Antaramarga as the state of 
imbalance created in a jati when there is substantial 
apposition of stress (bahutva) and unstress (alpatva) 
among its amsa and non-amsa svaras. It follows from 
this that it is antaramarga that causes a jati's 
structure to become transilient. When an inherent 
imbalance cannot be righted, then this asymmetry 
marks one jati off from another. In this context, 
antaramarga earns laksana status.

According to the NS, "Jgadava is a six-note [series]
of which there are fourteen kinds and forty-seven ways
[of forming it]j Audava is a five-note [series] of which

1ten kinds and thirty permutations are known.” These 
series and their permutations refer to the modal scales 
of which only seven of the possible fourteen scales 
from the two gramas have been chosen to represent the 
jati system. The basic modes are the §ad.jl, Arsabhl,

sa^svaram sadavitaiji caturdasavidhain saptacatvarimsat 
prakaram/ purvoktavidhanaiji yatha jatyamsaprakarair iti/
pancasvaram au<Javitam vijneyam dasavidhain prayogajnaih / 
trimsatprakaravihitam purvoktam lakjsanaiji tv asya // 84-

N S,28,
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Dhaivatl and IMaisadI of the Sa-grama, and Gandharx, 
Madhyama and Pancaml of the Ma-grama. From these seven 
inodes, eleven other inodes are derived, the derivative 
inodes differing ostensibly in lak^ana content rather 
than in scale *

Forty-seven permutations of the sadava form are 
obtainable from the seven jati scales if the series 
that drops the tonic in the ^adjx and in the Madhyama 
scales is excluded. Sa and Ma being the centres of the 
grama system, it is possible that their omission from 
a jsadava series would be inadmissable.

In the sadava and aud.ava tables given below, the 
note-series or scale that is underlined is the actual 
variant form prescribed for the jati in the NS. Only 
the letter of the svaras are indicated.
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gad.jl (6)

S G M P D N 
S R M P D N
S R G P D N
S R G M D N
S R G M P N
S R G M P D

gadava Table

ZrsabhT (7)
G M P D N S

R M P D N S
R G P D N S 
R G M D N S  
R G M P N S
R G M P D S
R G M P D N

Madhyama (6) Pahcami (7)
D N S R G M

M D N 3 R G p N S R G
M P N S R G P B S R G
M P D S R G P B N R G
M P B N R G P B N s G
M P B N S G P B N s R
M P B N S R P B N s R G

Naisadi (7)
S R G M P D

N R G M P D
N S G M P D 
N S R M P B 
N S R G P B
N S R G M D

Gandhari (7)
M P B N S R

G P B N S R
G M B N S R
G M P N s R
G M P B s R
G M P B N R
G M P B N s

Bhaivati (7!
N S R G M P

B S R G M P
B N R G M P
B N s G M P
B N s R M P
D N s R G P
B N s R G M

N S R G M P
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Of the audava type, thirty combinations may be 
obtained if the jati's tonic remains intact. There 
are seven possible pairs of consonants that may be 
omitted from the sampurna series to form an audava: 
Sa-Ma, Sa-Pa, Ri-Pa, Ri-Bha, Ga-Bha, Ga-Ni and Ma-Ni. 
Ssujji is given the sadava variant only.^

AuoLava Table

Arsabhl (5) Gandhari (5) Madhyama (5)
R M P N S G P B S R M D N R G
R M P D B G P D N R M D N S  G
R G P B S G M D N R M P N B G
R G P B N G M D N S M P H S R
R G M B N 2 G M P N S M P B S R

(—i SJ 
|

G M D S33

Pancami (5) Bhaivati (5) Ni§adi (5)
P N 8 G M B S R M P N R G P B
P N S R M B S R G P N R G H  B
P B S R M D N R G P N S G M B
P D S R G B N R G M H S G M P
P B N  R G B N S G M N S R M P

"4tS,28:62 and 113* 2Arsabhifs actual
audava, according to the BB (:203) and the SR (1,7:64-5). 
3 -^In the NS, the jati's audava omits Pa-Ni, an assonant melodic interval (28:li7).
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A study of the jatis' actual sadava scales shows 
that the process of elimination begins in the upper 
tetrachord. Sadava is formed by omitting a note in the 
upper tetrachord of the scale, and audava is then arrived 
at by omitting from the sadava a note in the lower tetra
chord. The omitted notes are usually a fourth or a 
fifth apart. The whole process of transformation from 
a sampurna to a sadava or autjava obeys: the irresistable 
law of consonancy.

In some jatis certain changes in the role of the 
svaras occur during the transformation. Some svaras 
that function as amsas in the jati's sampurna state, 
shed this function as the jati assumes a sadava or 
autjava form.

For instance, §adjamadhyama has all its svaras
acting as amsas in sampurna. As the jati transforms
into sadava, however, it is prescribed that Ni and Ga
now revert to non-amsas. Ni is then omitted and then

1Ga in audava.

1NS,28:66 and ?0.
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sampurna sadava • • audava•
¥
A o 0 ' A .... ..  f\o ° Q O °

B..S.w-------- .A o  g ------ — ?r-e----------A A W) A A A (A) A ̂  A A A A A  A A A
SacLjaraadhyaraa scales

Another jati with several ainsas is GandharT in 
which svaras Ga, Ma, Pa, Ni and Sa are amsas. Pa loses 
its amsa importance as GandharT assumes a sadava shape 
but it is Ri, a mere svara, that is dropped. In audava
the rest of the jati’s amsas except the tonic Ga, now

, 1 pbecome anamsas while Ri*s consonant, Dha, is now omitted.
sampurna sadava • * audava

ft A-X - A O a ° o °
a ° ° o ° A OKly o u o °

A A (A) A A A 6A) (A) (A) A
GandharT scales

This is the term used in the RS (28:67) to denote the loss of amsa power* The letter A, however, under the notes in the illustrations always stands for Ainsa. Amsas enclosed in brackets are anamsas in the succeeding scale*

%S, 28:69; 131-2.
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Sarhgadeva's description of this relationship is
picturesque. He says that Pa is "hostile” in GandharT*s
sadava and that as amsas, Hi, Sa, Ma and Pa are

1"unfriendly” in audava. Por this reasohi, presumably,
these svaras become non-amsas. In the BP, Matahga
offers the following opening phrase in GandharTfs
sampurna; in its sadava, Ri is omitted from the phrase;
and in its audava, Ma, no longer an ansa, acts as a

2supertonic introduction to the tonic, Ga.

I
sampurna sadavaJ- # w • audava BD,p.73

I S1 1 r *  ii A
A A
GandharT1s opening phrases

Hever

“̂pahcamah sacjavadvesl nisamadhyamapancamah // 68 
ainsa dvisanty auduvitam . . .  /

SR,1,7*
tad yatha - - gandharT yada sampurna gTyate tada 
madhariga iti gayante iti prayogah syat/ yada rsabha- 
hTna gTyate dharasvarapravesanam(?) madhadhaga iti 
prayogah syat/ yada auduvita gTyante tada uttara 
svarapravese magaga iti prayogah syat, maparidha iti 
prayogah kadacid api na syat/ BP,p.73.
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In Gandharl it is seen that although all its amsas 
except the tonic become anamsas in audava, none of them 
are dropped. What are omitted are svaras that carry no 
function in the Jati. In Sadjamadhyama (see above), 
however, where all its seven svaras are declared amsas 
in sampurna, it is perhaps unavoidable that in sadava 
and audava, an amsa svara, albeit subsequently depreciated, 
is dropped*

KaisikI, on the other hand, combines the two 
features* In §adava it drops a non-functional note and 
in audava an anamsa.

s a m p u r n a  s a d a v a
n _ / f\ \

au<Java
I  A  6  '  a ... . . r\ ...-o  °  ___(An o  . .0 .9 .  _ _ 0  <v ° O Q
X V  6  9  o ° o °
J A A  CA) A A A a  A CA) A A A A  A  A

r 1KaisikI scales

As to KaisikI's anamsas, Pa and hha, it is possible that 
as amsas they run the risk of either being paired with a 
non-functional note, thus resulting in antaramarga, or 
forming a tritone with the tonic.

"̂This is only one set of KaisikI's three modal structures. See the jatis' scales on p.
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This tendency to maintain balance between functional 
and non-functional notes is also seen in JGadJodicyava:

sampurna §adava audava
f-------- 0 * ° J "------------ o~~°--- ----- ------ Q o.-
A <v o ° Q O ...fm ̂  o ° ^ O v
J A CA) A A A A A A A A

In the various Ga modes (i.e., modes in which Ga 
is tonic and final) where the problem of the tritone is 
likely to occur, Dha, the tritone, is either a weak note

-j(alpatva) as in Sadjakaisiki, or can be omitted as in 
Gandhari, Raktagandhari and Kaisiki, or when not omitted 
as in Sndhri, its effect is minimized by the Judicious 
distribution of the amsas.

SadJ akai s iki Sndhri
a °  ........

A  - o ° , n o
(a) q o • o °o  u
J A A A A A  A A

Gandhari Raktagandhari KaisikI
... ...  .... n .."A. O...o— . ■.. .. "cr ° o ^

ly (j ° n °
A A A A A A

1 _The weak notes of the Jati are indicated in theillustration by small black notes.
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Four jatis remain sampurna and admit no variant:
Sadjakaisikx GandharapancamI Madhyamo- Karmaravl

dlcyava
Q  .0. —  _ —  rt Q- w

V rt • t ft ° ft 0 . n & - -
n i ° ft ° ft 6f n\ ~ 0 * I ~ o  0 n  o 0 a °
vrtJ'ft0  1 -fi’O.■«. . ■-

A A A A A A A A  A

Another four have the sadava variant only:

Sadjx AndhrT NandayantI Gandharodlcyava
-j --  ■ 0 .. 75" ---------------- Q-----ft ../ r\ ft ^ , ft 0 -. ft °U Q b o bX ) - 0 ° a  0

0 ’
A A A A  A A A A A A A

In the two groups of jatis above, we note that the 
sampurna jatis, GandharapancamI and Madhyamodlcyava, 
and the sadava jati, NandayantI, are the three jatis in 
the jati system that are characterized by only one amsa 
each. This might suggest that where there is only one 
amsa in a jati, the possibility of transilience in its 
scale is lessened since only one of the three has a 
variant form.

The omitted note in the ;sa<Java jatis above is 
invariably a non-functional note.

1 _ ^ -In §adjxfs sampurna form, Ni which is here omitted, is
said to be kakali at times (SR,I,7:60). This is one 
of the few indications of kakali in the jatis* scales.
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A survey of the jatis* sampurna, §adava and audava 
scales (given in toto below) will show that Ma is the 
only note that is never omitted from a scale. As 
Bharata writes:

"The elimination of Ma should never be attempted, 
for, in accordance to Gandharva law, Ma has been decreed 
the most superior and undying of the seven svaras by

- ithose who chant the Sama[veda]. **

1na madhyamasya nasas tu kartavyo hi kadacan // 72 
saptasvaranam pravaro hy anasl caiva madhyamah / 
gandharvakalpe vihitah samagair api madhyamah // 75

N S,28.
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1In the following comparative table

Alpatva is indicated by a small black note;

Bahutva is indicated by the symbol * ;

Amsas that are temporary show this by (A);
these are the anamsas in the succeeding scale*

1It is not always clear from the description in the 
NS, BD and SR texts whether the alpatva and bahutva in the jati1s .sampurna state also apply to its sadava and audava.
(The sequence of the jatis in the table follows 

that of the SR.)
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sampurna
Sadji

sadava audava 
NS, 28,112-3

-T:-s-g
A (A) A A A

O
A A A A

---------/—X— -------- 5-®---- ----_ i........ppv69-70 -
---- ~ ^ T W  * o3 "0 — -----6 0 P 0---- sr Xr w s t

..p t ; » .  ■■ -6* -.. ..1A A A A

----— -- Lyf-- — ------ w-e------ .ft 0 » 9.1-------------  V  qT'O °---------- 1
A f A )  A A A

n ft) SR,1,7:60-1
—  ■■ yf 0.

— ---------- -----------CTO  O ° -- -....n o  ®  ° = ~----------^  0 °— -------
A A A A A 0

A A A A

SrsabhT
(Op. cit.) 

:114-6
o

A A A A A

lU £\£CdM.f
A

p.70
-O—Q_-o—~ -e—5-A A A A A A A

:64-5
Y ^ o
A, b d Q oIn') ■ n • Q °------------- vy o-io^g--------------- — o p— ------------- ---0 -Q-g... -----------

A A A A A A





n G a n d h a r i  : 6 7 ;  1 3 1 - 3
-----------X---------  o *---- 7\—o - ----------  -Q-----
....... .Q 'q ------------------- ft O 0

- . ,-U-----------0 12------------S lz —Q—  ------------
J A A CA) A A

1? * ▼ r>

A CA) CA) CA) A
: 2 4 6 ;  p.7 5

--------------- 7V---------- 5--*----o  O — *------ -----------------------  e ------------ o  ®
— ( V t  0  O ± ± —

-----------------  o -Q------------------------- O—P. ------------------------
,, w ..

------ - o  » ----------------------------------M /  a  v  
J A A CA) A A

D Q

u
A (A) CA) CA)

w
A

: 37
-------------—---------------J f-- -------------------o  o  ---- " n 0 ------ -------------- ----------------3 —e -------------

---- 4 : ^ 0 -  - --- ---- p-o-Q 0--- ■—o ° n  oA °
A  A (A) A A a  CA) CA) CA) A

Madhyama :139-40
.... u .... G , O o o ^A  « o ° o 0 °n ° o °W  u

A A A A A A A A  A A A A A A A 

:216
------ — ----7--------° --------- „ rt 0 a °A * .. a o ° _ o o u .[fo a O  ° ft ° o °KU °A A A  A * A A A A A A A A  A A

-- ------------^ ----------— g. 0 — o ° ft °/1.4 f O ° Q O rt C?m\ n ° n au
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Pancaml
jd:

tA) A

:218-9; 247---------- u------  o ---- n 6 o °A n ° n ° o °(m o ° o ° o uvl>
(ft)

•e- :73-4
------------— y--------- # Q * ------ o O .... O DA rt o * o °o h e >  © 0 ° O °

A (A)

Dhaivatl :118-9
---------------r - -------------- — ------------

A  - f nw o 6 a r\— ... ........ M'— y—  o.p 9------° o Q -------- --------— ©— Q-----1-------- 0-P— i?— -

A
** o o * o

A A

r y
(Aa ▼ . * ° rf*Svi/ w n • o ° rs O °

1
A A 

I /l ^

0 «" • ~ 0 ^  ~ 
A ft A A

/ /
I i to o o q----------------------- --- 0_S>..°------ 0 0 o _-----

A
:75~6

--------- © — P5---g-O  ° 0- ® -A- — 5 * A

^This is the reading from the Ghosh ed.(28:132-4) and the
Gaekwad ed;' (28:124-6) - Kavyamala ed. has tonic Paas one of the weak notes (28:145-4).________________
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NisadI : 121-2
x
A  * o rv(/h f o  • o DKl} t n ° « 0 U ^ O u  _ .
J -e- *A A A

a v ^■0- 0*A A A A

P.71//V n O
ft • rt O * o  .

J -©-•
A A A A

U
A A *0-

A A A

■.............  r  u -  ..........
........... A  a  O  « r\ f\

( fo  n  •  •........... a  0  °  ...............*  0  _ « ................ p  ° p ....?

A A A A A A

Sadjakaisikx :123-4
-------- - ........ :," o * 0 =.... ..-... -----------------  ”

J A A A

7 . <t n p.72
---------- -— ^-----# * Q 0 ------- (<) *-._o.-° °---  :... / \JA A A

: 79
o 0 :--------

A A - A".  - J
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Sadjodicyava :68; 126-70>o00t

=*; -------------- ©---------------- __o--------- ------------- -©------- JT1 • —  ... -■■■-

............(A) o s ° ' :----- 0 P ~-------------0__Q---------------- ------ 0-0------------ ---- Q------------------------- ---- -— — --------------_ _ — L
J A (A-) A A

0 J o

A A A

r\

/v A A

: 2 4 5 L p . 7 2
----------- — A -------o » * -------- - u------- --QT—O--------- ... .

------- ~ -----6  0 • ° r- ;------------ -0- ■«■ ° * ------
-------Q—Q— --------------- 0---------------------------------- -------------------------

A (A) A A

0 * * rt °

A A A Pt A A

:81-2
— -----------T̂f---------Q O U--------- -------  0— — ----- ------O °-------------
---- ---------- 6  a-0 0 .. s — . Q ------- 0—U------------(i--- ©------------------------ ------- ^  — -----------“------

A CA) A A A A A A A A

p gad j amadhyama   :?Q; 128-9
--------------------— — A ----------------------- ------------a —©--------
— -------------------- 4 © ----------- “o '  o  0  ---------------- — ----- Q  0 0 °  — . 0 - 0  °
--------------------------------3  o~Q -p ------------------------------------A A A A (A)

0

-------d -------------------------
A A A- A A

o  °
A A A  A A

:247; p . 72
--------------------------------X .......................................... .  G------------------ ----  ~ Q O °---- ^ c" o  0 o  o  °---------- \y o  -----------

A A CA) A A A CA)

|---- Q— —̂-------- 1
A A A A A A  A  A  A A

*   : 85-6
(?H) . o o ° *-■ o - p-® = —  ■ e)~°-7 -o 0 . 11 o °   o o-^— ■
X  n/I a •(m n o n °viy n * ° n o ° o °
J O AA A tA) A A A (A) 0

A A A A A 0  AA A A A A





Gandharodlcyava : 137-8
y  u  0 --------- -

. o _ ------

A  0 - ° v  = — --- ---------------------------------------- --- e - £ ° ------ — :
^ A A 

D * °

A A A A

: 255-6
------------- ------------ Q ♦ ------ ---------- _ 0-------- ------- --- O -------
-------------- Q ) — 0 *  °---- — --------- --- 0--* * ------------- = 0 ^  — . =-------------- ^ ------------------------A *
------- _ ----- Q------- -------i- w-Q---

A A

------ ---------0-----

A A

;88™9 ------------- -— ©-------
-— . .. * g~"° -------- .... . » .= C) 0 0

-------------- 0 — 1------- — ------------ --------- © — * --------------- -----e -----------------
J A A A A A A

Raktagandharl :69; 135—8
A  *  I ™  ■ “fV O -------- 5̂-0--------

---- — ----Of— n-° 0 ----------- -— --- tf-O 0~- ~----- — ---( r Q  Q---------X V Vj
J a A (A) fir A 

0  t 9 n

A CA) tA) t t y A

:245; P-74*
-------------------------  A  - - »  *-- 0  0  • 0 ------- * O---- ---------n o----------- _—0— 8-------- -------- -------  - 5  c l .:: ---------------”

j J A A 0\) A  A

/ 0 - ■■_1 ■ f Pv

A  (A) ca)ca)
§

A

:245;259-60
------------ h x ----------- 0  »  ° -------------------------- r y O ---------- -------------  0 ----------- ----------v4- - o  0  0 •?.— = _ --------- 0-------

--------g -  o  Q---------------- ’-------
-------  Q_ _ Q --------

Q 0  --

A A (A) fit A

91-5
_ ....  ...1 --- --------¥ f -Q O O

A  rs O °.. O 0  ° o ~  °WY\ ft 0 0  0 n 0\1_\) <3 ° O 0 ft 0
A A CA) A A fit ca) c a k a )

Note the differences in Raktagandharr1s two descriptions 
in the BD.
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KaisikT ; 67j70;156-9
---------------A --------T-------O « 0A  * n o ° ft o ° O °

(i v\  ̂ ft ° 0 Q °
. VJ..O 0... 0 0 O °

A A (ft) ^ A A A A CA) A A A A A A

------------ 1------ *--- * o ♦ o ft7\ ft <■» ■ n ° ° Q ^(Â  n ° ft ° ft °vy c. ° 0 ° D °
A A CA) A A A A

:95-7
-------------------- — V.------- .... * o « 0o u ^  ft o ° o °

(h  n 6 ° n d - ..ft Qvy o ° a u O .
A A (ft) A A A ^ A CA) A A A A A A

Madhyamodicyava : 142
- .. X  --, fi- o Q °-------- (e-o-°.°-------------— — -------------------

:266
---------A--------- _-e—Q— --

a
:

a 0 o c

J A

0 ft a :99
---------- A------ o o ° °----

.4-o .°-g- — =
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Karmaravl :15^

A A A  A

----------- A -------
(m °

:101-2

A A A  A

Gandharapancami : 1 4 6
-- -  x  ; o o ° :

---- ----- — &  K a *Mr. - Q_ _ _ _ _J A

: 2 7 0
----------------A- - - - - - - - - a-o - o  0---

A

: 1 0 5
- - - - - - - - - - - - Jr- - - - - - - - - 0-° ° ----
-------- •— ~ 4  ....
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n--------------^ ---- "5 ----
A rs 0 0 0(m n 0 0 0O 0

Xndfrrl :148-50

A a A A A A A A

:272-3

I
I2l

^ A A A A A A A

:105-6
.... O ^ ... rt

(n\ 0 0 0 0vi/ 0 0 O 0
J A A A A A A A A

*

NandayantI :151-2

-g-o :274-5
3T±

A

:107-8
------------------- w------------------- s-cr-e— 0/\ a 0  0 rt O(fh Q 0 0 * 0  0-------------------o_9-------------------- o------ 0  u

j
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The weak or alpa notes bring to mind the pien-tones
of Chinese music. The pien-tone theory suggests that
"in every mode two tones were subordinate in nature to

1the other five." In this analogy the alpa notes would
be subordinate to the bahu or strong notes. It is also
said that the pien-tone is represented by the quilisma

2in Gregorian melodies or the Kylisma in the Byzantine 
chant. As an ornamental note the quilisma serves to 
fill the gaps that occur in a pentatonic mode. Further, 

pien-tone reduces the possibility of a tritone in 
the tritus tonality where the gap can be filled by a 
b-flat instead of the b-natural. Now, while it is 
possible that, like the quilisma, the alpa notes may 
function as ornamental notes and while pien-tones and 
alpa svaras may be called subordinate tones, any other 
similarity between them ends here*

^Reese, op. cit., 160 

Ibid.
*Apel, op. cit., 114.

Reese, loc. cit.
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As the table of scales above shows, it is usually 
the weak or alpa note that is dropped from the full scale 
to form a smaller scale; at times this dropping of the 
alpa note does away with the tritone. The quilisma, on 
the other hand, presupposes, as do the pien-tones, a 
pentatonic structure. The ultimate outcome of gap 
filling would be the formation of either a hexatonic or 
a heptatonic structure. In the gati system, however, 
it is the presence of alpatva in a sampur^a modal scale 
that brings about the gapped sadava and auclava forms.
We might conclude then that while the pien-tones or the 
quilisma and the alpa svaras resemble each other in 
certain respects, they operate from diametrically 
opposite premises*
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APANYlSA, SAMNYASA AND VINYlSA

The jati has four types of end-notes according 
to their location in the musical composition. These 
are the Nyasa, Apanyasa, Samnyasa and Vinyasa. The 
Nyasa has been discussed in connection with Graha and 
Amsa for reasons stated in that chapter. References 
to the nyasa will, however, be made in this chapter.

While these pausal types may be distinguished by 
their location in a piece, it might be useful to touch 
upon the connotation of the prefixes, Apa-, Sam-, and 
Vi- to the word, nyasa. According to Monier-Williams, 
apa- 11 as a prefix to nouns and verbs expresses away, 
off, back . . sam-, "together with, along with";
and vi- expresses division, distinction, or opposition. 
The ensuing discussion will show that where these pre
fixes are concerned,the terminology for end-notes has 
been aptly chosen.

-  1The NS includes only the Apanyasa m  the lak^ana
category and defines it. The text, however, mentions
Samnyasa and Vinyasa as being governed by the amsa but

1NS,28:74.
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in the chapter which mentions the lak^ana, no further 
reference is made to them,^ Instead, these ancillary
end-types are mentioned in the chapter dealing with time

2 -  -measure, thus implying that the Samnyasa and Vinyasa
are elements bound to measured pieces rather than 
laksana typical of the jati as a whole.

By way of inference, Apanyasafs definition says 
where in a piece the Apanyasa may not be found;

"The Apanyasa, which numbers fifty-six in all, 
should only be within the song-piece.

Thus, the apanyasa can be any one of the cadence 
end-notes except the final one, nyasa. But we shall 
find that the apanyasa svara may coincide not only with 
the nyasa but also with the samnyasa and the vinyasa.
At this stage we may consider all end-notes in a piece 
its apanyasas, except the final one, until we can pin
point the whereabouts of the samnyasa and the vinyasa.
In a sense the prefix, apa-, which expresses 'away or 
off might also be taken to mean, 'other than'.

1Ibid.:78 

2NS,31
ŝa'fpancasatsaijikhyo 'ngamadhye 'panyasa eva syat // 81

NS,28.
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Thus, the note that ends a cadence other than the 
final is an apanyasa, unless further qualified by 
location or function. All inner cadences then may be 
said to end on an apanyasa svara. However, it is not 
unlikely that the cadential ending may turn out to be 
an unprescribed apanyasa svara.

In the following correlation table, it will be 
seen that many of the jati's amsas are also its apa
nyasas. Some jatis assign non-amsa svaras as additional 
apanyasas. The apanyasa is indicated by two lines 
underneath it when the svara is also an amsa; by one 
line and separated by a semicolon when the svara is a 
non-amsa.

The fifty-six apanyasas are distributed among the 
eighteen jatis as follows

1Ibid.:112-157.
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Jati Amsa and Apanyasa Nyasa

Sa<Jjx Sa Ga Ma Pa Dha Sa
Arsabhx Ri Dha Ni Ri
Gandharx Sa Ga Ma Pa Ni Ga
Madhyama Sa Ri Ma Pa Dha Ma
Paneami Ri Pa; Ni Pa
Dhaivatx Ri Dha; Ma Dha
Nigadx Ri Ga Ni Ni
gadj akaisikx Sa Ga Pa; Ni Ga
ga<Jjodxeyava Sa Ma Dha Ni Ma
gad j amadhyama Sa Ri Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni Sa Ma
Gandharodxcyava Sa Ma; Dha Ma
Raktagandharx Sa Ga Ma Pa Ni Ga
Kaisikx Sa Ga Ma Pa Dha Ni Ga Ni Pa
Madhyamodxcyava Pa; Sa Dha Ma
Karmaravx Ri Pa Dha Ni Pa
Gandharapancamx Pa; Ri Ga
Indhrx Ri Ga Pa Ni Ga
Nandayantx Pa; Ma Ga
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That the apanyasa svaras are chosen from among the 
amsas is understandable since it follows that a pause in 
a song-piece should occur on a strong note. Eleven, 
that is, more than half of the jatis employ their full 
quota of amsas as apanyasas. Nine jatis assign other 
than their final note as apanyasa. The apanyasas when 
not in unison with nyasa are usually a third, a fourth 
or a fifth away. Exceptions to this, aside from the 
multi-amsa-ed jatis, are Raktagandhari whose cadence 
end-note of Ma assumes a supertonic cadential position 
in relation to its nyasa, Ga (one could think of the 
imperfect cadence on the sixth in Western music as being 
a supertonic to the dominant); Gandharapancamifs second 
apanyasa of Ri which would act as a tonal leading note 
suspension to its nyasa of Ga; and Nandayanti1s second 
apanyasa, Ma, a powerful note of suspension since it 
stands between the jati's principal note of Pa and its 
final, Ga. Non-amsa apanyasas are added to jatis that 
have less than four amsas, the non-amsa apanyasa being 
a third or a fourth from the nyasa. Although we cannot 
say when the drone came into ubiquitous existence, this 
harmonic or intervallic relationship between the inner 
pauses and the final should perhaps be considered.
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The apanyasa table also reveals how Raktagandhari 
differs from its parent, Gandharl. The two have up to 
now been sharing the same laksana. Gandharl pauses on 
Sa and Pa, Raktagandhari on Ma* Prom their pause they 
shall be recognized indeed* Having pointed this out, 
however, we find three jatis with a common nyasa, Ma, 
whose pauses are, similarly, Sa and Dha. These are the 
"udlcyava" jatis, Sadjodlcyava, Gandharodlcyava and 
Madhyamodlcyava. Although the three have laksana 
differences which tell them apart, it might be interest
ing to compare their cadences here.



gadjodlcyava SR,I,7,p.229-30
....  - -j? 1 I ' [ -i-j . R = I 1 \ \ ' 1 , V----------- As— « * » i * +r*— * • i 4 .j y i

--------- -f------v-— ^ ----- 1v\0x - >f\ - wo - - - <J<xm
V J  ^

4a-\/a 'fiA-c.i - cam -  -
(final cadence)

Gandharodlcyava Ibid.,p.237-8
1= ------- -1 - 1 , ■ . -1-L-L-1-^------ t----------------------------------------

----- = = 4 = d t i = * F t i =
■ ,■ I j  1 . .i_.i ...... ... . .

- rwim ■ ̂Ct -<nr pOv - - -
1?.

Ktx-mex* l e x - - bVxcxwi - ts. —  4a ■rxavtt - -
----- n -- \ --Vi 1 1

- m a m  _ _ - - — - -
(final cadence)

Madhyamo&Icyava Ibid.,p,249-50
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Ox- ti V\£ ~ S i>m 

— - - - - - - - - M ---- t-r-l- . . m
ca-mi* mvtbov-v\*m - - -

---------r r * ^  M  )vy j v •
V\cx- fees, ccx-ccx-\A,ovm - _
(final cadence)





It is the BD that provides the clue to the fact 
that apanyasas are end-notes of cadences. Matanga 
states; "Wherever there is a gxta ending, there an 
apanyasa is found. All cadences (vidarx) are within 
[the song-piece]. There are two kinds of cadences: 
the gxta cadence and the pada (textual) cadence. What 
is meant by the word, vidari? By vidarx is meant a 
fragment; thus, a gxta hair-tip (a tapering off?) is 
[but] a fragment of the gxta."

The NS mentions the vidarx in connection with the 
padavarnas (note-patterns accompanied with text) of the 
vastu, a vocal type of composition.

"Where the padavarna comes to a close, that is 
known as vidarx."2

It might be argued that this concept of the vidarx 
includes not only the idea of a falling-off in a melody 
passage but also the whole of the section of varnas to 
which a particular vidarx, as cadence, belongs. However,

lyatra gxtam iti samaptir iti sambhavyate so 'panyasah/ 
sarvavidarx madhyamo bhavati/ sa ca vidarx dvividha - 
gxtavidarx padavidarx ceti/ nanu£ vidarxsabdena kirn 
ucyate/ padanam syad ity adi vidarana khan<Janam iti 
yavat/ gxtakesx gxtakhâ L<Jam iti yavat/ BD,p*57.
2 - „ ^padavarnasamaptas tu vidarxty abhisamjhita / (203) NS,31*



its juxtaposition to the nyasa and apanyasa in the sloka, 
"the vidari is known to be uneven (i.e., may occur any
where in the composition), just as the nyasa and apanyasa 
are" seems to establish the meaning of vidari as cadence 
sufficiently. In subsequent eras we find the concept of 
vidari broadening and by the 17th century the term applies 
to specific sections of a raga-piece.

That a glta cadence usually coincides with a pada
cadence can be seen in the SR prastaras (measured pieces)^

-  2illustrating the jatis. There are also instances when 
a break in the music interrupts the flow of the verse.
The NS has a name for this type of vidari, ’guruvarna-

-  -r- 5nukarinx’, literally, imitating a long vowel.^ The

^vidari vi^ama jeya nyasapanyasa eva ca / (216)
NS,31 (Ghosh)

This also proves that the nyasa svara may end inner cadences as well as the final cadence.
2SR,I,7>PP.199~267.
^vidarayati yasmaddhi padamadhyasvara yada / 
tada vidari vijheya guruvarnanukarinl // 204

NS,31 (Ghosh)
"When the svara brings about a break in the middle of 
a pada, then the vidari is known as guruvarnanukarinl."
In the SR but not in later examples.
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prastaras also show that at times a short cadenza 
follows the end of a verse (not quite comparable to 
the melisma of a jubilus). Examples of these types 
of cadences are given below later.

The reason for the two types of vidari in the BD
presents itself when Matanga defines Samnyasa and

- 1 Vinyasa.
Samnyasa is so-called, he states, if it occurs 

at the end of the first vidari and is not dissonant 
to the amsa.^

“̂The NS states that the samnyasa and vinyasa are found in that order (i.e., the vinyasa comes after the samnyasa) within the song-piece but the vinyasa has been known [to appear] in the middle vidari (31:218 Ghosh).
References to the vidari, samnyasa and vinyasa in other ES editions are found as footnote insertions, as fol

lows :
Kavya ed., 31:176 fn,4 and 183 fn.8;Gaekwad ed., 31:192 fn,2 and 200 fn.2.

^samnyasah so 'bhidhlyate/ amsasya vivadl yatha na 
bhavati prathamavidaryanter yadi[sic] prav^tto yada 
bhavati, tadasau samnyasa ity arthah/ BD,p.57*
Simhabhupala1s quotation of Matanga's definition of 

samnyasa is clearer:
"amsasya vivadl yo na bhavati sa prathamavidaryam 

ante yadi prayukto bhavati tada samnyasa ity ucyate"
SR,I,7,com.:47-51.
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It would appear then that the first cadence and 
the final close of a glta carry definite nomenclatures. 
Quite often, as the SR prastaras show, the samnyasa 
note is a prescribed apanyasa note. It is perhaps in 
this sense that the first cadence is called the samnyasa 
since, as its prefix suggests, it shares the function 
of the apanyasa albeit confined to the first cadence.

On the Vinyasa Matanga says:
"[When] this samnyasa svara takes place at the

end of a pada, then it is called a vinyasa. This,
/• 1likewise, is to be consonant to the amsa."

This definition raises a few questions. Is the 
sairmyasa then only a cadence of an instrumental piece 
of music? Is the pada end mentioned in the definition 
the end of a verse or an interruption in the line?

^idanlm vinyasam aha - esa eva tu samnyasasvarah padante 
vinyasyate tada vinyasah/ eta eva tad uktam bhavati/ 
amsasya samvadl va bhavati yasmac caiva pravartate/

BD,pp.57-8#
Simhabhupala1s quotation of this definition:
"e^a eva tu samnyasasvaro yada padante vinyasyate 

tada vinyasah; ata evamsasya samvadyanuvadi va pada- 
vidaryante bhavatlty uktam"

SR, ibid.
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Sarhgadeva1s definition helps to clarify the 
matter*

"The vinyasa which, like the samnyasa, is said to 
he non-dissonant to the amsa, is situated at the point 
(prante) where a breaking-off (vidari) of a part (bhaga) 
of the verse-form (rupapada) [occurs].”̂

Here it makes it clear that the break in the verse 
is a non-mensural break and that the vinyasa is not a 
qualified samnyasa. The implications of Sarhgadeva's 
definition are that the vinyasa may be found at any 
cadence point in the glta, even at the first cadence 
if this cadence cuts the verse line, and that the 
samnyasa is not necessarily an instrumental cadence 
so long as verse and music come to a close at the first 
vidari* Provided, therefore, that verse ends and music 
cadences coincide, the cadential structure of a composi
tion would be something like this:

Samnyasa — ...---.....—  Apanyasas  ---------Nyasa
(First cadence) (All inner cadences) (Pinal cadence)

1 _ „ _ _ _samnyaso ’msavivady eva vinyasah sa tu kathyate /
yo vidarlbhagarupapadaprante 'vati§*fhate // 48

SR,I,7
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A study of the jati prastaras in the SR show that 
the jati!s inner cadences end either on a prescribed 
apanyasa svara, on an amsa or one of the amsas if the 
<jati has several, or on the nyasa svara. (Jtfe shall 
recall that three jatis have bases, i.e., nyasas, that 
are neither amsas nor apanyasas.) The samnyasa, then, 
is only another name for the apanyasa of the first 
cadence while the vinyasa indicates there is a break in 
the verse, although this, too, ends on either an amsa or 
on an apanyasa svara. The nyasa note, itself an amsa in 
most jatis, is also used quite often to end inner cadences. 
All this proves that the samnyasa and vinyasa are merely 
nominal types of cadence endings depending on their 
location in the composition. In the final analysis, the 
pauses fall on amsas or on apanyasas when these are not 
amsas as well.

We have chosen the SR prastara of Raktagandhari to 
illustrate the apanyasa, appearing here as a samnyasa, 
a short cadenza ending on one of the jati's amsas, a 
vinyasa on an amsa svara, and, finally, the jati’s 
nyasa.
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Raktagandhari (Prastara) SR,1,7,pp.242-3

3£ i 0 0

y~~w
tam bi-1Ol rci-ktx-ffc. ti-la-kd bkl-so. - k,h ̂ i-bW -

(sainnyasa - Ma) (cadenza ending on Pa)

y\ V  W\a - mi <̂XU*ri sffĉCi-\A.(X fOL-^lVt' do,
(vinyasa - Pa)

10 (<
m jl C m «l m m m

PO  - ti -1<(* ' 'Tovm (extended nyasa cadence to nyasa, Ga)

Amsas: Sa,Ga,MM,Pa,Ni Apanyasa: Ma Nyasa: Ga





The SR prastaras also show that the vinyasa is 
more apt to be found in the song’s opening bars rather
than farther in the piece. Rive jatis in the prastara

1 ~set begin m  this manner and as such, the vinyasa
cadence, notwithstanding the text, might be said to 
act as an introduction (reminiscent of Haydn’s symphonie 
albeit shorter) to the piece.

Three of the five jatis are given below, showing 
the opening bars of their prastara and on up to the 
first apanyasa pause.

^Gandharl, Sadjakaisiki, Gandharodicyava, Gandhara- 
pancaml, and Nandayantl.
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Gandharodicyava SR,I,7,P*237

• •
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Gandharapancamii
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Ibid.,p.257
^ 3
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kJWo la-^cC- na t a - m u- W  m - b k a m

NandayantI Ibid,,p.264-5
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Finally, it might be interesting to compare the 
final cadences of jati prastaras in the Ga mode, the 
mode which has the biggest representation in the jati 
system.

Please see following page.

Note how five of the six derivative gatis end in 
almost a similar manner as the parent, Gandhari. The 
lone exception, Kaisikl, is, we may recall, one of two 
jatis that have two finals (authentic-plagal). In fact, 
Kaisikx has a third final, Pa, when Dha and Ni are the 
jati's principal notes.



- Final Cadence of Ga Modes -
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Gandharx
l- l ) l T f tJ-H* j l  I 1 tfF F B S

gadjakaisikl
.

Ibid.,p.226

Raktagandharx
i n  J f  r

Ibid. ,p.24-3

Gandharapancamx Ibid.,p.258
) j t I r r 1

Kaisikx Ibid. , p. 24-6
1 -♦ 1 M  j 1 I — :

Sndhrx Ibid.,p.262

Nandayantx
3

Ibid.,p.267
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Sarngadeva*s Theory of Vikrta Svaras

There is reason to believe that during the period 
between the BD and the SR the old modal system based on 
the seven murcchanas was slowly being replaced by a 
system which integrated the seven svara progressions 
into the first of these progressions, the Sa-series#
This Sa-series synthesis of the seven murcchanas would 
be brought about by means of vikrta (modified) svaras 
to allow for the intervallic relationships or sruti 
distribution inherent in the seven modes. It is quite 
likely that a transition involving basic theory such as 
this might have been due to the steady development of 
the stringed instrument in India, particularly, of the 
lute and vlija types#'1' fiarngadeva’s theory of the 
modification of suddha svaras into twelve vikrta svaras 
seems to offer proof that an attempt toward synthesis 
as described above was being made in the 13th century# 
But the fact that Sarhgadeva fails to apply these 
vikrta svaras to his ragas might indicate the difficulty 
of fitting theory to practice at a time when the heavy 
influence of the ancient theory of modes based on the

1Marcel-Dubois, C. Les instruments de musique d l'Inde 
ancienne (Paris, X9zf:l7? ; 87-93*
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murcchana still pervaded the musical scene.
There are twelve modified pitch positions (vikrta-
— 1 vastha), according to the SR, distributed as follows:

Sa, two varieties; Ri, one variety; Ga, Ma, and Pa, two
varieties each; Dha, one variety; and Ni, two varieties.
Of these twelve vikrta svaras, four come from the past,
namely, the three-sruti Pa of Ma-grama and the resulting
four-sruti Dha, antara Ga and kakali Ni. By making- the
Ma-grama Pa a vikrta svara Sarhgadeva thereby considers
the Sa-grama the fundamental grama of his day.

Sarhgadeva’s theory in translation follows:
!,Sa which is two-fold [in modification] as cyuta

and acyuta, becomes modified by two srutis when seen in
the state of sadharana and in kakali Ni.

"Ri when extended to a Sa sruti in sadharana then
arrives at four-sruti-ness which is its sole variant.

f  * 2^Ga, as described by Nihsahka, is of two kinds, 
namely, the three-sruti kind in sadharana and the four- 
sruti kind in antara.

^ta eva vikrtavastha dvadasa pratipaditah // 59
SR,I,5

Another name for Sarhgadeva.
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11 Ma, like Sa, is two-fold [as cyuta and acyuta] 
depending on antara [Ga] and on sadharana.

"Pa, which is three srutis in Ma-grama, is again 
in modification when it reaches toward a sruti of Ma, 
thus becoming four srutis, its second variety.

"Dha as vikrta is four srutis in the Ma-grama.
"Ni obtains two variant types: as the three-sruti 

kaisika and the four-sruti kakali."***

cyuto 1cyuto dvidha sadjo dvisrutir vikrto bhavet / 
sadharane kakalltve nisadasya ca drsyate // 40 
sadharane srutim sadjlm rsabhah samsrito yada / 
catuhsrutitvam ayati tadaiko vikrto bhavet // 41 
sadharane trisrutih syad antaratve catuljsrutih / 
gandhara iti tad bhedau dvau nihsahkena klrtitau // 42 
madhyamah sadjavad dvedha 'ntarasadharanasrayat / 
pancamo madhyamagrame trisrutih kaisike punah // 43 
madhyamasya srutim prapya catuhsrutir iti dvidha / 
dhaivato madhyamagrame vikrtah syac catuhsrutih // 44 
kaisike kakalltve ca ni^adas tricatuhsrutih / 
prapnoti vikrtau bhedau dvav iti . . .  // 45

SR,I,3
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Sadharana is the key to the modification of svaras 
in the SR as it has been in the NS. Sadharana is the 
sharing of srutis by one svara with its neighbouring 
svara as a means of modifying one or the other's original 
pitch position in the sruti scale. This modification is 
determined in terms of deviations from the original 
sruti level occupied by the suddha svaras in the scale 
of twenty-two srutis♦

We already know that it ivas sadharana that led to 
Ga's first variant pitch, antara Ga, and to Ni's first 
variant pitch, kakali Ni, by sharing two srutis each of 
Ma and Sa, In the SR Ga and Ni obtain their second 
variant pitch by sharing a sruti each from the four-sruti
antara Ga and kakali Ni. As three-sruti svaras they are

- — ^ 1now known as sadharana Ga and kaisika Ni.
When Sa and Ma share two of their srutis each toward 

the shaping of kakali Ni and antara Ga, their original 
sruti quantum consequently undergoes change. In this 
"reduced" sruti state they are known as acyuta Sa and 
acyuta Ma; acyuta, meaning unmoved. Unmoved because

1 Descriptive nomenclature xs essential in Indian music as 
a means'of distinguishing one element or concept from another.
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r 1their sruti limit remains the same* When, however,
they share their boundary sruti to their neighbours,
Ri and Pa, they are now called cyuta Sa and cyuta Ma;
cyuta, meaning moved* Moved because Sa and Ma literally
move or fall back one degree in the sruti scale, thus
allowing Ri and Pa to enlarge their intervallic .
dimension to four srutis each* As either cyuta or
acyuta, Sa and Ma are two srutis each. These srutis
are, however, at two different levels in the scale, as
the diagram below will show*

Ri and Pha are the only svaras with a single variant
pitch, the remaining svaras having two each* Ri attains
its vikrta form as a result of cyuta Sa, as noted above.
Dha’s variant pitch is the result of Pa's three-sruti
position in the Ma-grama. As vikrta svaras Ri and Dha
carry no special names.

The SR makes the Ma-grama Pa its first vikrta Pa.
In a sense this vikrta Pa might also be called cyuta Pa
since in the Ma-grama Pa is moved one sruti down the 

2scale. By virtue of cyuta Ma, Pa regains its four-sruti

“̂We shall recall that In early sruti theory the srutis 
precede the svara.

2 We find the term, cyuta Pa, appearing in later texts.
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dimension and, as such, is known as kaisika Pa. This 
four-sruti vikrta Pa occupies a different level as the 
four-sruti suddha Pa*

Our diagram below shows the three tuning systems, 
Suddha, Acyuta and Cyuta, in terms of sruti-levels.
The basic or suddha system is presented in the form of
the two equal disjunct tetrachords, Sa to Ma and Pa to

- 1 -Sa, of the Sa-grama. Any deviation from the Sa-grama
sruti-levels of its suddha svaras leads to a vikrta 
shape as a result of sadharana of the acyuta type or 
sadharana of the cyuta type, Por chronological reasons 
and more facile comparison Pa's first vikrta, P&^> which, 
strictly speaking, is of the cyuta type, and the result
ing four-sruti Dha, Dha-̂ , have been included in the 
Acyuta tuning system.

1 The first tetrachord has been extended to include Pa, 
for the sake of continuity.



The Sruti“level of Suddha and Vikrta
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Svaras According to the SR

Cyuta Sa. Ri Ga,

Acyuta Sa, Ri Gut Ma, fa,

Suddha
Srutis
Suddha

Acyuta

Cyuta

Sa Hi Ga Ma
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Assuming that four srutis make a whole tone and
two srutis a semitone, and with G corresponding to Sa,
we might notate the three tuning systems and include at

1a second column the semitonal possibilities of each.
(A dash between two notes indicates a three-sruti 
interval*)

Suddha

f» 0

Acyuta
-e— bn b| ft V?0 ^10^

-o '$r"o  ̂0 Q

Cyuta
bo b o ~Q—^

-€r

1We are making Sa and Pa immutable, that is, no sharpen
ing or flattening of either, in order to relate to present-day precept*



The arrangement of tones and possible semitones 
of each system allows the following relation between 
mode and tuning system:

Mode Tuning System Approximate 
Western mode

Sa Suddha and Acyuta D
Ri Cyuta E
Ga Suddha and Cyuta P
Ma Suddha and Acyuta G
Pa Acyuta A
Dha ? B
Ni Suddha, Acyuta and Cyuta C

This relation presupposes an integrated murcchana 
system which makes Sa the tonic of all the modes# With 
regard to the Dha mode no transposition seems to be 
possible if the arrangement of tones and semitones 
of each tuning system is strictly observed# The modes 
obtainable in each tuning system are:

Suddha - Sa, Ga, Ma and Ni
Acyuta - Sa, Ma, Pa and Ni
Cyuta - Ri, Ga and Ni
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Besides acting as leading notes to the Ma and Sa 
tonal centers, antara Ga and kakali Ni serve to introduce 
a mode's two plagal versions. These plagals which when 
untransposed are a successive fourth above the tonic, 
are derived by using, first, antara Ga, and then kakali 
Ni, and not vice-versa, Ga and Ni appear as different 
degrees in the seven modes. Thus, the Pa mode will 
produce the Sa plagal when its sixth degree, Ga, is 
raised, and the Ma plagal when its third degree, Ni, is 
raised as well. The Dha mode which finds Ga and Ni on 
the fifth and second degrees respectively, will produce 
the Ri plagal when its fifth degree is raised, and the 
Pa plagal when its second degree is raised as well. In 
like manner the Ma mode will produce the Ni and Ga plagals 
when its seventh and fourth degrees are raised successive™ 
ly. Theoretically, all the modes should be derivable in 
this manner but since this method of deriving a mode's 
plagals by means of antara Ga and kakali Ni is a transposed 
one, it becomes unworkable when Ga and Ni themselves are 
the tonic. Notwithstanding this, we venture to submit 
this explanation of how the vikrta svaras, antara Ga 
and kakali Ni, bring about the so-called sadharana of
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1 _ — jatis, a sadharana which allows a jati to "share" two
other Jatis with itself through the media of antara Ga
and kakali Ni*

NS,28, prose following si*36. The BD calls it sadharana 
of murcchanas (prose following si.117), while the SR* 
describes it as a class of jatis with common features 
(SR,I,5:10)*
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In the 15th century we find Sarhgadeva's ragas
still bound to the murcchana, although the introduction
in the SR of more vikrta svaras might be interpreted to
mean an attempt at synthesising the seven murcchanas

1into a single series system#
The ragas mentioned in the SR might be put into 

two lists': List I, consisting of the ragas attributed 
to Yaistika, Matanga and Kasyapa, such as the Uparagas, 
Ragas, and Bha^ajanaka ragas, and the Purvaprasiddha 
(formerly popular) ragas; List II, consisting of the 
Adhunaprasiddha (currently popular) ragas, their Grama
or parent ragas, and the AdhunaprasiddhadesI (currently

2 —popular regional) ragas# None of the ragas in List I
is described in the text# Fifty-four of these ragas, 
however, are also found in List II which consists of 
ragas that are described in the SR.

The practice of composing ku^atanas (elaborate permutations of note progressions numbering tens of thousands), a favourite activity of the early musician, judging from the detailed discussion of the kutatanas in both the BD and the SR, might have led to the application of transposition itself toward modal synthesis.
2 —Gangoly's appendices of ragas list only four groups of

ragas in the SR. As a result he attributes to later 
writers the inclusion of early ragas such as Madhya- madi and Sankarabharana which are mentioned in the SR. 
Op. cit., appendix 9> pp.185-7 and p.36.
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As an aid to the student of the SR, who might find
its arrangement of ragas rather confusing and frustrating,
we give below a resume of the SR ragas grouped according
to class into List I and List II. This is followed by
an enumeration of the ragas themselves. The resume will
show that there are indeed 264 ragas in the SR as Sarnga- 

1deva claims, a fact which had not been easy to ascertain. 
In addition we have arranged the current ragas in List II 
according to the grama raga assigned to them* This 
should make for easy reference and comparison with the 
ragas of later Sanskrit theorists regarding their 
corresponding scales and laksana.

1   ^ _sarvesam api ragagam militanaiji satadvayam /
catuhsas^y adhikaiii brute sarngx srlkarapagranlli // 19

SR,II,2
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Resume of Ragas in the SR 

List I
(ragas not described in the SR)

Less thoseGroup Number found in List II Balance
Uparagas1 8 2 (l) 7
Ragas^ 20 12 8
Bha^ajanaka ragas^ 15 15 -

Bha^a ragas 96 22 74
Vibha^a " 20 4 16
Antarabha^a " 4  - 4

Purvaprasiddha ragas:
Ragangas 8 - 8
Bha^angas 11 - 11
KrTyangas 12 - 12
Upangas 3 __3

Total 197 54- 143

1 —One of the Uparagas, Pancama§a$ava, appears also amongthe Bhassganaka ragas; it is, however, counted once 
only,

Kallinatha calls these ragas, Nirupapada ragas (SR^II^, p.144) which could mean either non-subordinate ragas 
or ragas without category.

^As bha^a-bearing ragas, these are, therefore, parent 
ragas.
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Resume of Ragas in the SR

List LI 
(ragas described in the SR)

Group Number
-  -  1Grama ragas 32

Adhunaprasiddha ragas:
Ragangas 13
Bha§angas 9
Krlyangas 3
Upangas 27
„ _ _ _ _ 2Bhasa and Vibha^a ragas 11

Adhunaprasiddhadesi ragas^ 26
Total 121

Net total of List I 143
Grand total 264

1 _The grama ragas number only 30 in the SR listing at the beginning of the volume (11,1:8-14) but two more are added, PahcamagacjLava and Revagupta, in the main body of the text (11,2:86-8; 100-1).

2 —These ragas are not given any listing as are the others.
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List I

feakatilaka
Takkasaindhava
Iiokilapancama
Revagupta^ n
Pancamagadava
Nagagandhara
Bhavanapahcama
Nagapancama

Bhagajanaka ragas
Sauvira
Kakubha
Jakka
Pahcama (suddha)
Bhinnapahcama
Takkakaisika*
Hindola
Botta
Malavakaisika
Gandharapahcama
Bhinnagadja
Vesaraga<Java
Mai av ap ah c ama
Tana '
Pancamasadava^* *

Ragas
Sriraga^
Na^ta^
Bahgala (l)^ 
Baiigala (2)® 
Bhasa
Madhyama§ad.ava^
Raktahamsa
Kolhahasa
Prasava SBhairava

Bhvani
Megharaga^
Somaraga^
Kamoda (l)^ 
Kamoda (2)^ 
Xmrapancama® 
Kandarpa 
Besakhya®
Kai sikakakubha 
Na££anarayana

Ragas found in List II.
,1
? This raga appears twice 

in this list but it is 
counted once only*

- Contrd -



List I (contfd)

vibhasa and ragas are listed under
their parent raga. Only those with similar parentage 
as in List II are marked §*

Sauvira: 4 bhagas 
Bhasas: SauviriT Sadharita

GandhariVegamadhyama 
Kakubha: 6 bhagas, 3 vibhagas, 1 antarabhaga

Bhasas: Bhinnapahcaml 
Kambhoji 
Madhy am agrama 

Vibhagas: Bhogavardhani^ 
Sbhxrika 
Madhukari

Jakka: 21 bhasas, 4 vibhasas

Raganti^
Madhuri
Sakamisra
Antarabhaga: 

Salavahanika

Travail a Paneami
Travail o dbhava Vegaranji^
Vairahji Gandharapahcami
Madhyamagramadeha Malavi
Mai ay av e s ar l Tanavalita
Cheva|;i Lalita
Saindhavi^ Ravicandrika
Kolahala Tana
Pahcamalakgita Ambaherika
Saurag-fri Bohya

Vesari
i: Bevaravardhani Gurj ari

Sndhri Bhavani
Gont1d



List I (cont’d)

Pancama: 10 bhagas, 2 vibhagas
a yBhagas: KaisikI Saindhavi^

Travanx Dak?iijatya§
Tanodbhava Andhri
Abhirl Mangali
Gur̂ j ari Bhavani

Vibhasas: Bhammani®
Sndhalika^

Bhinnapahcama: 4 bhagas, 1 vibhaga
Bhagas: Dhaivatabhusita Varati

Suddhabhinna Visala
Vibhasa: Kausali

Jakkakaisika: 2 bhagas, 1 vibhaga
Bhagas: Malava^ Vibhaga: Dravi<Ji^

Bhinnavalita
Prehkhaka (Hindola): 9 bhagas

Bhagas: Vesari Bhinnapaurali
CutamanjarT Gau<jT̂
§a<J j amadhyama Malavavesari
Madhuri Chevati®

, „ .Pm^an°
Bot£a: 1 bhasa 

Bhasa: Mahgali

- Cont'd -
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List I (cont’d)

Malavakaisika: 1J bhagas, 2 vibhagas
as: Bangall 

Mangali
Gaucji

Hargapuri 
Maiavavesari 
Khanj ani 
Gur j ari

Paurali
Ardhavesari
Suddha[malavakaisika]
Malavarupa
Saindhavi

Abhirika 
Vibhasas: Kambhoji

Bevaravardhani
Gandharapancama: 1 bhaga

Bhasa: Gandhari
Bhinnagadja: 1? bhagas, 4- vibhagas

Bhagas: Gandharavalli Pulindaka
Kacchelli
Svaravalli

Tumbura
§a<Jjabhaga

Nigadini
Travana®
Madhyama Srikan^hika

Bangali®
Gandhari

Suddha[bhinnasadj a] 
Baksinatya

Saindhavi
Vibhagas: Paurali

§

Malava
Kalindi
Bevaravardhani - Cont’d
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List I (cont'd)

Vesaragadava: 2 bhagas, 2 vibhagas
Bhasas: Nadya

Bahyaga<Java
Vibhagas; Parvati

Srlkanthl * •
Malavapahcama: 3 bhasas

Bhagas; Vedavati 
Bhavani 
VibhavanI

Lana: 1 bhasa
Bhasa: Lanodbhava

Pancamagadava: 1 bhaga 
iasa: Pota

Hevagupta: 1 bhasa, 1 vibhaga, 3 antarabhagas
Bhaga: Saka 
Vibhaga: Pallavl 
Antarabhagas: Bhasavalita

Kiranavali 
Sakavalita

- Cont’d -
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List I (cont’d)

Purvaprasiddha ragas
Ragangas: Sankarabharana

Ghan-farava
Hamsaka*

Lipaka

Rlti
Kar̂ a/f ika
La£l
Pancall

Bhagangas: Gambhirl 
Veharl 
Svasita 
Utpali 
Gaul I

Vairari jl

Nadantarl 
Nllotpall 
Chaya 
TaranginI 
Gandharagat ika

Krlyangas: Bhavakri
SvabhavakrI 
Sivakriya 
Makarakrl 
Trinetrakrl 
KumudakrI

Lanukriya
OJakrI
Indrakriya
Nagakrti
Dhanyakrti
Vi j ayakrl

Upangas: Purnatl
Devala 
GurunJ ika
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List II

Grama ragas' 
Suddhas:

Bhinnas

Gau<Jas:

Vesaras

Sadharanas

Sa-grama
Kaisikamadhyama 
Sadharita 
§a<J J agrama

Kai sikamadhyama 
Bhinna^acLja

Kaisikamadhyama
Pahcama
(fakka
Vesarasatjava
Sauvira

Duo-grama
'fakkakaisika
Hindola

Rup as adharit a 
Saka
Bh amm an ap ah c am a

2Revagupta
Duo-grama 
Kakubha

Ma-grama
Pahcama 
Madhyamagrama 
Sa<Java 
Kaisika
Tana
Kaisika
Pahcama
Kaisika

Bot^a
Malavakaisika 
Mai av ap ahc ama

Narta
Gandharapahcama 
§a<Jj akaisika

—  2Pahcamasadava

Contfd -

'Illustrated In the SR by either an alapa or ak^iptika. 
>'Not in the list given in SR,11,1:8-14 but found in the 

main body of the text, 11,2:86-8; 100-1*
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Adhunaprasiddha 
Ragangas:

Bhasangas;

Krxyangas: 

Upangas:

List II (cont1d)

ragas
Madhyamadi
Malavasrx
Bodx
Bangala
Bhairava
Varatx

Besakhya
pombakrx 
Savarx 
Velavalx 
Prathamamanj ari

Gur j ari
Gauija
Kolahala
Vasanta
Bhanyasx
Besx

Adikamodika
Nagadhvani
Suddhavaratx
Na££a

Karnatabangala
Ramak;ptx

Bevakrti
Kauntalxvaratx 
Bravi<Jxvara£x 
S aindhavxvara^x 
Upasthanavaratx 
Hatasvaravaratx 
Pratapavaratx 
ChayatogLx 
Turu^kato<Jx 
Maharas^ragurj arx 
Saura^tragurj arx 
Bakginagurj arx 
BravigLagur j arx 
Bhunjika

BravicJagaugLa

Gau<Jak:pti

Stambatxrthika
Chayavelavalx
Pratapavelavalx
Bhairavx
Siijihalxkamoda
Chayanatta
Ramak:ptx
Bhallatika
Malharx
Malhara
Karras agautja
Be savalagauda
Turuskagau^a

- Gontfd -
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List II (cont'd)

~  ~  -  -  1Bhasas and Vibhasas
Travana
Ragantx
Bhogavardhanx
Bahgalx
Vegaranjx

Kndhalika

Sauvxrx 
Pinj arx 
Kolahala 
Cheva^x 
Lak^i^atya

Adhunaprasiddhadesx ragas
Srxraga
Prathamabangala
Dvitxyabangala
Madhyamasa<Java
Suddhabhairava
Megharaga
Somaraga
Prathamakamoda
Dvitxyakamoda
Kmrapancama
Kaisikx
Prathamasaura^trx
Dvitxyasaura^rx

Prathamalalita
Dvitxyalalxta
Prathamasaindhavx
Dvitxyasaindhavx
Trtxyasaindhavx
G aturth as aindhavx
PrathamagaucLx
Bvitxyagaudlx
Travanx
Har^apurx
Bhamma^x
Malava
Dravitjx

These ragas do not appear in a separate listing as do 
the above but are interspersed among the current 
ragas*

2 With no separate listing either; their description 
follows that of the Upahga ragas in sequence.
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Adhunaprasiddhaand DesI Ragas
-  1Arranged according to their Grama raga

Madhyamagrama raga 
Madhyamadi

Malavakaisika
Malavasrx
Har^apurl
Dvitxyagaudx
Trtxyasaindhavx

Bhinnagadja
Bhairava
Travana
pombak^ti“r-\ mtm * “ nBangalx 
Ad.ikamoda 
Bhairavx 
Dvitxyalalita 
Caturthasaindhavx

Sadava
To^x

Chayato<Jx
Turuskato<Jx

Bangala

Bhinnapancama
Varatx

Kauntalxvaratx 
Dravitjx 
Saindhavx 
Apasthana 
Hatasvara 
Pratapa

Cont *d

1 — — —Only fifteen grama ragas have derivative ragas. The
parentage of the Krxyangas, four Upahgas, and three 
Desx ragas is not given. Seven Desx ragas are said 
to derive from the jatis.
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Gurjarx
Maharastragurjari 
Saura§£ra n 
Dak§i:ga "
DravigLa "

Takka
Gautja
Karpa£agau<Ja 
Desavala " 
Turuska " 
Dravi<Ja M 

Kolahala 
Kolahala 

Vegaranjx 
Nagadhvani 
Karnalpabangala 
D v i t xy a s au r a £ £ r 1 
Prathamalalita 
Prathamasaindhavx

Hindola
Vasanta
Pinjarx
Nat^a
Chayanat^a
Chevatx*
Vallata"^
Prathamagau<Jx

&uddhakaisikamadhyama
Dhanyasx

Revagupta
Desx

Gandharapahcama
Desakhya

Kakubha
Ragantx
Savarx
Bhogavardhanx
Velavalx
Oh ay av e 1 aval x 
Pratapa u 

Prathamamanj arx

Sauvxra
Sauvxrx
Suddhavaratx

ffakkakaisika
Halava
DravKJI _ Cont,d _

^"Appears as Bhallatika in 
the list, SR,11,2:17*



jSuddhapahcama
Dakjsinatya
Andhalika
Malharl
Malhara

BhammanI

Jati-based

Srlraga
Somaraga
Dvitlyakamoda

Dhaivatl
Megharaga

Kaisiki
Prathamasaura^rl 
Dvi tly as aindhavI 
Travail

gaj. j amadhyama
Prathamabangala
Prathamakamoda

Kaisiki
Dvitiyabangala

Derivation Unknown
Krlyangas:

Ramak^ti
Gaudakrti
Devak^ti

DesI ragas:

Upangas:
Bhucchi- 2Khambhaiti
Simhallkamoda
Ramakrti

1

Madhy am as a<J ava 
fiuddhabhairava 
Amrapancama

Appears as Bhunjika in the list, SR,11,2:16*
Appears as Stambatlrthika in the list, Ibid.



It might be possible to determine Sarngadeva's 
scale-types by transposing to the Sa progression the 
murcchana on which his parent ragas are based* With 
the svara system extended to admit of twelve vikrta 
svaras, the SR raga system may have even by the ljth 
century been reduced to the Sa scale progression, a 
system which took a further three hundred years to be 
codified in writing. By using this method in analyzing 
Sarngadeva*s main ragas we might arrive at scales 
comparable to those of later centuries where particular 
ragas are concerned. In line, then, with subsequent 
practice in Indian music, and, to facilitate comparison 
here and in succeeding discussions, we are reducing the 
raga's scale to Sa, here arbitrarily notated as G. This 
analysis will include only Sarngadeva's ragangas* Com
parisons will be made with ragas of the same name in 
the Svaramelakalanidhi (SMK), the Ragavibodha (RV), the 
Caturdan<Jiprakasika (GDP), the Sangrtaparijata (SP), and 
the Samgrahacu<Jamani (SC). Reference will also be made 
to the Sahgitadarpana (SD), the Ragamala, to Tyagaraja's 
kritis, and to the Kramikapustakamalika (KPM).
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Madhyamadi, the first raganga in the SR list of 
current ragas, has what appears to be the equivalent 
of an authentic scale to that of its plagal parent, the 
Ma-murcchana based Madhyamagrama raga. Both ragas end
on the tonic, Ma, but the parent raga begins on Sa, a

1 - fourth below. Although Madhyamadi heads the list of
ragangas, its description in the SR is less than
cursory; it appears as a mere sequel to the slokas
describing Madhyamagrama raga from "which Madhyamadi is

f 2derived, with Ma as graha and amsa." If we compare 
this Madhyamadi to the raga of the same name in the SMK 
and the GDP we find that the raga of the latter sources 
is a pentatonic one but that its scale coincides with 
the SR's Madhyamadi. (G: Graha; N: Ryasa)

SR,II,2:70 SMK,4:19;5:55 CDP,5:86
vA  i? o o .... O O

f i °  ^

N
Ct
N

V o  1 *  1 1 
%

Madhyamadi

1 _ _ „ _ma nyaso mandra^atjjamsagrahali sauviramurchanah / 68
SR,II,22 ~• . . tad udbhava /

madhyamadir ma grahamsa . . . // 70 Ibid.
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The use of kakali Ni is prescribed in Madhyamadi1s 
parent raga but if we go by the later Madhyamadi as it 
appears in the SMK and the CDP, then it would seem that 
the application of a parent's vik^ta svara to a deriva
tive raga need not necessarily follow. The same could 
be said of MalavasrI.

MalavasrI, a derivative of Malavakaisika which is
based on the Sa murcchana, has its parent's graha and

_ 1 -nyasa, Sa, It is a hexatonic raga in the SMK and the
GDP with Ri omitted, but in the RV it is described as
heptatonic with little use of Ri and Dha. It is also
found in the 18th century texts, Sarig11asaramrta and
SamgrahacudamaijI which assign to MalavasrI the parent

2mela of the same scale with Ri omitted. It would seem, 
therefore, that the raga has retained its relationship 
to the original heptatonic scale since mediaeval times. 
Again our scale for the SR MalavasrI seems to agree,

^samasvara taramandrasa<JJamsanyasasad.jabhak // 73
Ibid.

2SS,p.?6; SC,3,P.109:2.
■̂ In the earlier text, BD, a raga named Malavesarl appears 

to have this same scale but it is Pa (note its relation
ship to Ri) that is said to be weak (BD,p,109),
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n SR,11,2:73' 1 . ......... ]/\ V) Q 0 _ JIJsli1--- ^ Vo gj?-----— — U-----
N

jSMK,4:16-9;5:33 RV,3:48-9;4:30 CDP,5:67
/i-L ... Uj O ^ .-........ lo n OW — „ ft O --- --- 0 o » v ----- " q b--If o Q "--------J

tM <3‘it*) .....*
N
MalavasrI

Totg.1 and Bangala derive from the same parent raga,
- I  - _Sacjava, which is based on Ma murcchana. The vikpta
svaras, kakali Ni and antara Ga are prescribed in the 
parent raga* An interesting coincidence occurs with
regard to these ragas. In the SMK and the RV there are

p ^two ragas with the names, Turu§kato(JI and Suddhabangala,

1 __ __ _ _ Msukrapriya^t purvayame todika syat tad udbhava //

£a<Javad eva bangalo grahamsanyasamadhyamah / (78)
SR,11,2

To<jLl subtype in the SR (Ibid.: 134).
^Suddha, besides meaning pure or basic, also connotes 

a primitive or early form.
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that also derive from a common parent scale. Moreover,
Ma is the final of these ragas, according to the RV.
Their scale has its second degree sharpened, however, 
as compared to that of Todi and Bahgala. If Turuskatodi 
and Suddhabangala have any link at all with the SR Todi 
and Bahgala, our guess would he that in the older SR 
ragas, suddha Ga and antara Ga might have both been 
applied on the third degree of the ragas1 transposed 
scale. Later, in assigning melas to existing ragas, 
this suddha Ga became the sharpened Ri of the SMK and 
the RV. Then there is the fact that Ma is also the 
nyasa of Turuskatodi and Suddhabahgala as it is of Todi 
and Bahgala. Tonic Ma transposed would be Sa in the 
scale but it almost seems possible that the ragas' 
traditionally prescribed lak§ana remained unrevised or 
unadjusted even after the transposition of the murcchanas 
into the integrated Sa progression had taken place.

SR,11,2:77

^ To<Ji and Bahgala

Turuskatodi and Suddhabahgala
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Bhairava is mentioned in at least eight other
treatises after the SR and before the advent of the

118th century* Four sources available to us show that 
the raga bears some resemblance to the SR one where
Bhairava is a foiirth degree version of the Dha murcchana

-  2 -scale of its parent raga, BhmnasatJja* The raga thus
surmounts the possibility of a false fifth under this 
form. Moreover, it follows its parent's pentatonic 
structure, with Ri and Pa dropped. Antara Ga and kakali 
Ni are prescribed in the parent raga. The question 
again arises as to whether these are fixed pitches or 
accidentals. Until some kind of evidence proving them 
one way or the other can be unearthed we are inclined 
to believe that the early antara Ga and kakali Ni are 
accidentals, but their use in ascent or descent is 
fixed depending upon conventional practice, much as the 
raga is learned today.

The SD also gives Bhairava's mode as the Dha

^See Gangoly's appendices of ragas. Op. c i t p .  173-224*
2§a<JjodIcyavatIjato bhinna^a^jo ripojjhitâ i /
dhamsagraho madhyamanta uttarayataya yutah // 79

sarvabhaumotsave geyo bhairavas tat samudbhavah // 81
SR,II,2
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murcchana with Ri and Pa dropped* Puncjarika Vi^thala
puts Bhairava at the head of his list of principal
ragas in his Ragamala, His Ga and Ni for the raga are
described as "ekagati", indicating a sharpening of
these svaras by one sruti* The RV of the l?th century
makes Bhairava1s Ga an antara Ga and in this form the
raga is only one step removed from the present North

2Indian Bhairava in what one might call its evolutionary 
process* Finally, in the SP, the North Indian Bhairava 
type emerges. It is these subsequent variations in the 
pitch of Ga and Ni that make us surmise that the antara 
Ga and kakali Ni of the SR Bhairava are accidental rather 
than fixed.

Ri and Pa in the untransposed Dha murcchana would 
be the mode's fourth and seventh degrees* As it is 
quite unlikely that the fourth degree or Ri tonal center 
of the Dha mode would be dropped, there is some reason 
to believe that the Ri and Pa to be omitted in Bhairava 
are degrees in the Sa progression rather than the fourth

Prom Bhatkancje, V.N. A comparative study of some of the
centuries, p. 55*

2 -Bhairava is essentially a North Indian raga. The SouthIndian treatises, SMK and CDP do not mention the raga 
and in the RV Bhairava is a sampur$a i*aga.
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and seventh degrees of the ancestral mode* This thesis 
is corroborated by the fact that even after the svara 
and modal system was finally codified in the 16th 
century, Ri and Pa remained the omitted notes of 
Bhairava* This in turn gives weight to our hypothesis 
earlier that the lak^a^a as prescribed to the ragas in 
the SR are applicable to their Sa-transposed mode, not 
to their untransposed parent murcchana*

SR,II,2:81 SD:197
W.
/I | V) 0 ̂ \ to dM\ ru-,-1 VO ” Q rW-n V O _ _l'v hD o L*0J

N

Ragamala1 RV,3:37; 1 1 SP:378
A 1 *

jJia*1-. jj m H.1-J-1 ■ 1. i. ,n
...... i o

fh + n v'° _________ V o ^ _u A o Q.. .......3 ^ . V o 0
si

Bhairava

hoc. cit*

^Note that, like the SR, Ma is the ragafs final* Yet 
the prastara example given in the text for Bhairava 
ends on Sa (following the Hindi commentary)*
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Yaratl is a sampurna raga in all our sources* As
a derivative of another Dha mode-based parent raga,

1Bhinnapancama, its peculiar feature is the diminished
2fifth* The raga, if it continues, in the same tradition, 

assumes a modified scalar form in later texts, perhaps 
after the drone had established itself as an indispen
sable adjunct to Indian classical music* We suggest 
that Yaratl1s diminished fifth is none other than the 
augmented fourth in the scales of later texts. The 
singular character of this raga and others like it is 
preserved when the diminished fifth appears in later 
texts in the guise of the augmented fourth. The 
consequent addition of a proper fifth maintains balance

1 —grlsme prakprahare geyo varati syat tad udbhava /
dhaiiisa jsadjagrahanyasa mamandra taradhaivata // 85

SR,II,2
oParsvadeva, a 14th century Worth Indian writer, in his treatise, Sahgitasamayasara (Trivandrum Sanskrit 

Series no.78,19^57, considers Yarati as derived from Suddha, not Bhinna, Pancama (5:23-4). This makes the raga’s mode a Pa, not a Dha mode* Otherwise, his description of Varatx and its variant 
types agrees for the most part with the SR (3:^9"55)*

^There may have been a period of "musica ficta" where 
the flattened Pa is concerned*
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between drone and melody. As to the original Ma, some
North Indian ragas with the augmented fourth today also
use the perfect fourth (sometimes the two fourths are
used in succession) even if, in theory, their £ha-£ or

2scale admits of only one kind of Ma.
The name of the raga appears as Varati or Varali

and even Barari depending on the regional translation
of the retroflex. Often it is qualified by 'Suddha’.
In the SP Ahobala differentiates between Varati and
Suddhavarati (both given below). We find three types
of Ga and two of Ni, which is kakali in the SR Varati*s* «

parent raga, in the Varati scales below* Curiously, 
today's South Indian scale of Varali is that of the 
16th century SMK Suddhavarali,^

1Thus suggesting that the augmented fourth was once a flattened fifth.
2 —In his forthcoming book, Rag and scale in North Indianclassical music, N.A. Jairazbhoy suggests Ehat PKe Ma-sharp m  PKe ragas, Lalit and Ahirlalit, is a diminished fifth, "which would, perhaps, have been 

Pa-flat were it not that Pa is considered an immovable note" (That chapter).
^See Tyagar eg a 's kriti, Marakatamanl (1,170).



Varatx

SMK,4:43-4; RV,3:46; GDP,4:155-7
c: .on J± . o n SP:391§

M N A*
Suddhavarati

The sloka line beginning with "ga tivrataro" should read "ma tivrataro", Ga having already been described in the previous line as being of the purva kind*

Gurjari's parent raga, Pancama§a<Java which is based
on the Ri murcchana, is characterized by a "gleaming 
— 1kakali" , that is to say, a conspicuous kakali Ni. As

— 1 the parent raga occasionally takes Ma for an ending,
Ma being Gurjarl's final, this raising of the seventh
degree creates a tritone with Ma. This could well be
Gurjari's distinguishing feature* When the Ri mode is

1madhyamagramasambandho dhaivaty arsabhikodbhavah // 86 
ri nyasamsagrahah kvapi mantah pancamasatjavati / 
vilasat kakallko 'pi kalopanatayanvitati // 87
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transposed to the Sa progression, the former Ni becomes 
Dha and it is this Dha that should be raised to conform 
to the pattern of the parent scale. But a scrutiny of 
the Gurjari raga in other texts reveals that the minor 
sixth is very much a part of its scale as is the tritone, 
Ma to Kakali Ni. Here again is evidence for our hypo
thesis that the raga descriptions in the SR are premised
on the Sa transposed scale.

Gurjarl is hexatonic with Pa dropped in the SMK and 
RV and Dha omitted in descent in the GDP. The SP names 
two kinds of Gurjari: daksi^atya (southern) and auttara 
(northern). It is the auttara variety that is closest 
to the SR Gurjarr. As to the Ga variant of the other 
Gurjarl scales, it is quite possible that, in the course
of time, Ga was also raised to bring about some consonancy
with the raised Ni. In present-day North Indian Gurjarl
it is the sharpened version of Ma that acts as a balance

-  . 1to the raised or tivra Ni.

‘See Gurjarltodl (KPM,VI,451)♦ Because It is Pa that is 
omitted in this, similarly hexatonic raga, the original 
tritone characteristic of the SR Gurjarl is preserved in Gurjarltodafs own tritone of Sa to Ma-sharp.
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SR,11,2:89 SMK,4:11-4;5:3 4 - 5 RV,J:40-2 ;4:23
y -
.A 1- O U (S 0 1, , q 0
fk\ a n PO  M 0 ___ ___ VC\ 0 vti 0
v'y L 1 - s -®

^ 0 °
M

•e-^o 0N

P GRP,3:77_______________  SP;413 (southern) SF:416 (northern)
M  - g .Q̂ '0 0 D n = —   z --------  :
t N c.0"   Q°ttô  LJii0° —
/\.-------- w-A-Oq .........
(t3--- „ O o y°— -— e-f,-------- ^ q .Vp'® .... .... - p W 0 V
4 > o ° --------- tL* w s r J

N
~  °»6«-

H
V;o»° ---------11
N

Gur J ari

Gauda and Kolahala are derivatives of the Sa
_ - - 1murcchana-based parent raga, £akka. Gauda, a hexa
tonic, with Pa, its parent's weak note, omitted, takes 
a final of Ni, however, This Ni final indicates a 
subtonal shift from the parent's tonic, Sa. Kolahala, 
on the other hand, is said to be "like yakka".1 Takka

gau^as tad (Takka) angam ninyasagrahaipsah paficamoj-
Jhitaji // 92

takkangam takkavat taraih svaraih kolahalo 'khilaih /• <—> * * « • » '
SR,II,2
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Thas Ga and Ni raised which makes this parent scale 
akin to the C major scale, while Gaudafs subtonal shift 
produces a scale that bears affinity to the B-flat major 
scale# In scalar structure, therefore, Gau^a and Kola
hala are apparently similar. The moods they would
evoke may differ, however, Moreover, Kolahala continues

2to observe its parent1s high tessiture.
In later texts the only raga that bears any resem

blance to the SR Gau<Ja is the RV Purvagau^a (early Gauda) . 
As its name suggests, there might well be some modal 
connection between them. As for Kolahala, the SC has a 
raga of that name in a similar scale (mela 29). The SC 
Kolahala omits Ri in ascent and approaches Ma obliquely 
(vakra); in descent the raga is heptatonic.^

1 — — _jsa^jamadhyamaya sr̂ -fo dhaivatya calpapancamah /
takkah samsagrahanyasah kakaly antara rajitah // 90

Ibid.
^Loc. cit.
vri varjyavakra marohe !py avarohe samagrakam /

SC,I,3:29/5
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SR ,XX , 2:92 RV,5:52-3; 4:35
uê-\? D ° ^

N ( s u b t o n a l  s h i f t )  N

Gauda Purvagauda

% ----------------- ^ - 7̂ -

v U — .-ta-e- g------------ 1----* « *  *----------- * » . . -------

M (given) N

Kolahala

Vasanta is the desX name for Hindola, its parent
_ 1raga, whose features it is said to have. Since Vasanta 

has no further description in the SR we shall have to 
refer to its parent, Hindola, for details concerning its 
scale and laksana. Based on the Sa murcchana, Hindola 
is pentatonic by omitting Ri and Dha. Its seventh

^purnas tal laksano desihindolo fpy e§a kathyate // 96
iti vasantah /

SR,II,2
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— 1degree is raised to kakali Ni* In later texts Hindola1s
Ni is described as kaisika in the SMK and tisra in the
GDP. Both kaisika Ni and tisra Ni are of the three-
sruti type. This type is sharper than suddha Ni but
flatter than the kakali Ni prescribed for the SR Hindola.
The sixth degree is also flat in the SMK and GDP Hindola
scale but as this note is omitted in the raga's penta-
tonic structure, the resulting scale may compare fairly
well with the SR Hindola, assuming that its kakali Ni
is only an accidental.

The second volume of Tyagarajafs kritis includes a
Hindolavasanta raga of the 22nd mela (roughly, D mode)
as well as a Hindola per se in the same mela* The
difference between the two lies in the notes omitted:

2 . .Ri and Pa in Hindola, Ri and Ni m  ascent, only Ri in
descent in Hindolavasanta. One might say then that with 
regard to scale the SR Hindola and therefore Vasanta, too, 
find similitude with Tyagaraja's ragas of the same names,

_hindolako ridhatyaktah §adjanyasagrahamsakah / 
arohini prasannadye suddhamadhyakhyamurchanah // 94 
kakalikalito geyo . . .

Ibid.
2 Hindola in the RV also omits these same notes but the

raga appears to have a different scale altogether.
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while in pentatonie shape they agree with the Hindola 
raga in the SMK and the CDP.

SMK,4:25~6;5:37
CDP,5:60SR,II,2:93-5

-ty-G-0-
»o * 31

-©•C®3N ■e-i_ J L
-©-Co]M -©* J L

Hindola and Vasanta Hindola

Tyagaraja's kritis, 11,47 Ibid.,45
-4e- »TT -ft*

N -0- i_ (given)
Hindola Hindolavasanta

Dhanyasi appears to have undergone little change 
in scale up to and including the 17fAcentury. In the SR

— 1 rthe raga, like its parent, Suddhakaisikamadhyama, is 
in the D mode with its tonic or nyasa on the fourth 
degree, Ma. It is hexatonic, with Ri dropped. Ga and

1The name appears as Dhanyasl in the SR raga listing 
(II,2:11) but as Dhannasi In its description (loc. cik, infra).
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Pa are said to be weak. * Later, DhanyasI is declared 
pentatonic in the SMK and CDP with Ri and Dha dropped. 
The RV sampurna DhanyasI makes Ri and Dha merely tran
sitory, however. In his commentary Somanatha states 
that another name for the raga is DhanasrI. Under this 
name the raga is found in North Indian texts. As Dhana
srI the raga has three types of descending scale in the 
SP: heptatonic, hexatonic (minus Dha), and pentatonic 
(minus Dha and Ri) to its pentatonic ascending pattern 
(minus Ri and Dha).^ Like the SR DhanyasI the SP Dhana
srI ends on Ma. The modern day DhanasrI drops either
Ri or Dha in ascent and it is Ma that is weak now that

4the tonic is Sa. The South Indian variety of DhanyasI 
at present is still pentatonic in a&cent but its Ri and 
Dha are now flat. In addition to the South Indian type

tajja dhannasika §adjagrahamsanyasamadhyama // 99 
ri varjita gapalpa ca vlre dhlraih prayujyate /

SR,II,2
2RV,4,seq.:31.
^arohe ridhahina syat purna suddhasvarair yuta /
gandharasvarapurva syad dhanasrlr madhyamantaka // 356 
dhanasrls ca dhahlna sa ridhahlnapi sammata // 359

4 SPKPM,VI,144.
^SC,I,3:8/9 and Tyagaraja's kritis, 1,139 and 11,18.
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the 18th century text, SC, includes a Suddhaahanyasi 
raga which is in the D mode and which also omits Ri and 
Dha ixi ascent and descent. This suddha or early type 
of DhanyasI is apparently a duplicate of the raga in the 
SMK and CDP. SMK,4-:16-8;5:39 

SR,11,2:99 CDP,5:58 RV,3 :48-9 ;4-:31
o fro-a- -e- -e-•y-i- -Q; ■tyO &«■ M ■e*N

iSG,1 ,3 :2 2 /9

•Q-N
VO ft °

42-0-

SP:558

DhanyasI

SuddhadhanyasI

KPM.VI,145
-Gt-

-o- n -a* u— ^(third variety) (uthav given)
DhanasrI

1Opening phrase

DesI represents the E mode as a derivative of the 
Ri murcchana-based parent raga, Revagupta. It is hexa
tonic with the fifth degree dropped. Ma, Ni and Sa are 
said to be in abundance (bahutva). A similar description 
of DesI is found in the SD. The SR DesI is evidently a 
North Indian raga because it is not mentioned in the
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SMK nor the GDP* Where the raga of this name appears 
in the RV its scale differs considerably. The only text 
of the later period that includes DesI of the SR type 
is the SP. The SP DesI omits Ga and Ni in ascent, howr 
ever. Today, DesI (also spelled DesI) in North India 
is in the A mode, that is, its second degree is no 
longer flat. But Bhatkhan<Je speaks of an Utarl DesI, 
meaning flattened DesI, which uses the Ri-flat as well 
as the Ri-natural.^

SR,11,2:102 SD:241 SP:429
v- ty-Q—  ------ .

N
DesI

Loc. cit

(given)
Utarl DesI

1 — f ~Bhatkhan<Je, V.N. Sangltasastra ((HindusthanI sanglta 
paddhati) 2d ed., Safi git a Karyalaya) IV, 504.
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Desakhya as a derivative of the Ga murcchana-based 
parent raga, Gandharapancama, represents the F mode*
It is hexatonic by omitting Ri. The parent raga raises 
Ni to kakali, On the untransposed murcchana Ni is Gafs 
fifth. When Ni is raised the interval between them 
becomes an augmented fifth. On the Sa transposed scale 
Ni is already of the kakali type, In this instance, 
the application of an accidental from a parent murcchana 
to its Sa transposed scale presents difficulties. The 
lack of a Desakhya raga in the later texts does not 
improve matters either.

Parsvadeva mentions a Desakhya among his principal
-  - iragas. Its scale is similar to that of the SR raga.

The SD also describes its Desakhya along similar lines. 
As noted above, Desakhya does not appear in the later 
texts of South Indian music theory. The SP has a raga 
by this name but it is in the G mode apparently. The

^gandharapancamaj Jata r^abhena vivarjita / 
grahamsanyasasambandhagandhara ca samasvara // 31 
nisadamandra gandharasphuritena viregita / 
sadlava yadi ragangairi vamse pur$e ca dpsyate // 32 
desakhyah . . .

Op. cit.,3
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prastara example of Desakhya in the SP shows that Ma 
does not ascend, that is, no note immediately proceeds 
from Ma in ascent. Since it appears that no note may 
follow Ma in ascent, it cannot resolve itself. Scholars 
of mediaeval music have established the musical fact 
that a chromatic note usually assumes a flattened 
version when used in a descending pattern. This applies 
very much so in Indian music. It is just possible that 
in the course of several centuries Desakhya's original 
tritone, Sa to Ma-sharp, may have undergone a develop
ment analogous to that surrounding the Tritus authenticus 
of the Church modes.

SR,II,2:105
Parsvadeva, loc. cit, 
SD:228-9

iiiE
TT

■©-
N

&
N

Prastara, SP, before si.572
T X T

£• TTT

A 0 . qII  ©-• srw-*— *- i i
-e-

Desakhya
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Some conclusions may be drawn from our attempt 
to correlate the SR ragangas with similarly named ragas 
of later texts.

As early as the ljth century it would seem that, 
in practice if not in theory, the murcchanas were being 
replaced by the Sa transposed scale. This is shown by 
the increase of the vikrta svaras from two to twelve.
That the SR svara system, as it is, proves inadequate to 
render total transposition of the murcchanas to the Sa 
integrated system possible does not detract from the 
contribution it has made toward modal synthesis* We have 
tried to show by our raga comparisons that the application 
of the raga's lak^ana seems to have been leveled not so
much at the murcchana of the parent raga as at the raga's
Sa transposed mode. At this early stage of modal integra
tion, however, certain inconsistencies in correcting the 
derivative raga with the properties and features of its
parent raga are bound to arise.

Sarhgadeva attempts to establish a genus-species
classification for his ragas which, he says, can be

- 1traced to the jatis "by those who know". All but two

^"drsyante Janyaragamsas ta<j jnair janakajatisu / (llj)
SR,1,7
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of the seven murcchanas are represented by his ragangas,
- — 1the exceptions being the Pa and Ni murcchanas. It is 

perhaps in the SR that the last link between the murcchana- 
based grama ragas and the "modern" raga can be seen.
Other writers after Sarngadeva merely duplicate the SR 
theory before the mela system of Karnatic music is 
introduced.

1 — _These murcchanas find indirect representation as aresult of structural modifications in the parent modes. The Pa murcchana can be seen in the pentatonic raganga, Bhairava, which omits the flat second and flat fifth 
of its parent mode. The Ni murcchana becomes represented when Gauda shifts from its parent Sa tonic down by 
a tone to its own tonic, Ni, and when Kolahala's use of 
its parent*s vifcpta svaras, antara Ga and kakali Ni,
(see our discussion supra) allows Kolahala thus to fit 
into the Ni murcchana intervallic framework.



Scales of the SR Ragangas

Based on the Sa murcchana:

MalavasrI 1 
0 *t

Dhanyasx Vasanta
V 1/I h n O U Q O ....tort ° __ffrl ^ n  O  vo x- n 0  vuy Mn 0  °V  ̂ .ovo V VJ•e- fw

Gaudlan Kolahala
lr / \ \ 1 ^A ton (.0) „ i) ft ̂(ft O O VO v / n 0 v 0------------ H h --_ o»0 Q ------ 1---- p-V Q 0 ----------

Based on the Ri murcchana:

DesI Gurjarl

Vo^-

T------------------------- _---Prescribed in parent raga.





Based on the Ga murcchana:

Desakhya
________

Based on the Ma murcchana:

Madhyamadi To<Jx Bahgali

----~ — .— ----® VOt>---- --- -  „ O..U teo » ,i _ _ ^ -------------1
* o o c 1

Based on the Dha murcchana:

Vara^x Bhaxrava
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Svara System in the SMK, RV, and CDF

The change from the murcchana system in which every 
first degree might be thought of as a movable Sa, to the 
Sa transposed system, hereafter to be called the fixed 
Sa-Pa system, necessitated the codification of a svara 
system that would include all the step relations within 
the murcchanas. In the process all the svaras, except 
Sa and Pa, acquired variant pitches in relation to the 
svara above or below them. To what extent the variant 
scale degrees might have affected the raga's lak̂ aiia in 
the 16th and 17th centuries might be determined by an 
investigation of the svara system in the SMK, RV and CDP,

In the SMK the vikpta svaras number seven, five less 
than in the SR because svaras that do not move from their 
original sruti level are not considered vikrtas, The 
latter refer to acyuta Sa, acyuta Ma, and the four-sruti 
svaras, Ri, Dha, and Pa that result from cyuta Sa, the 
lowering of Pa to three srutis, and cyuta Ma respectively,^
Since the lakjsa^ia-bound desi ragas are said in the SMK to

-  2 ~  _have come from the Sa-grama, the method of tuning a vina

“̂See our discussion on the SR theory of vikrta svaras,
2 f — /■ — —desiragas ca sakalah §a<Jjagramasamudbhavah / 
grahaipsanyasamandradisatJavauduvapurjiakaJi // 17

SMK, 5
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in which six frets establish twelve pitch levels on 
two strings attempts to reproduce a scale series 
which would fit into the ancient Sa-grama sruti-series. 
Of the fourteen svaras in the SMK (seven suddha and 
seven vikrta), therefore, two do not have frets set 
for them*

The twelve pitch levels are obtained in the SMK 
suddhamela vlna in the following manner:

On the low Sa string, six frets produce suddha Ri, 
suddha Ga, sadharana Ga, cyutamadhyama Ga, suddha Ma, 
and cyutapancama Ma* On the Pa string of the same 
register, the six frets produce suddha Dha, suddha Ni,

pkaisika Ni, cyutasatjja Ni, suddha Sa, and suddha Ri*
Enharmonic notes are the five-sruti Ri and the six- 

sruti Ri which are said to identify themselves with
suddha Ga and sadharana Ga, respectively* Similarly,
the five-sruti Dha and the six-sruti Dha identify with
, , *suddha Ni and kaisika Ni.

^The first two strings, from left to right, of the SMK four-string suddhamela vlna are tuned Sa and Pa, and the two other strings, Sa and Ma an octave higher, SMK,3:21-3*
2Ibid.:27-34.
5Ibid.,2:53-7.
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The two svaras with no assigned frets are antara Ga
and kakali Ni which, if provided with frets, would give
rise to a "mixed quality in sound", according to the SMK.
(This probably refers to "beats".) In their place, the
sharper cyutamadhyama Ga [and cyuta^a^ja Ni are] to be

1sounded xnstead.
Thus the SMK svara system gives-three variants each 

of Ga and Ni and one of Ma. Ri and Dha attain variance 
by enharmony.

Somanatha in the RV fifty years later, adds four 
other vikrta svaras to Ramamatya's system. Ri and Dha 
now each have a four-sruti variety, Ga reaches a six- 
sruti level as Ma1s enharmonic, and Ma is sharpened a 
further two srutis to become a six-sruti svara from

psuddha Ga. At their maximum pitch level Ga, Ma and

1 —utpatty arthain katham nolcte sarlke dve tad ucyate /
kakaly antarayor vyaktyau sthapite sarike yadi // 66 
tada sanklrnabhavena vadane nanukulata /
tasman nokte prthak saryau tad utpattis tu kathyate // 67 
cyutamadhyamagandharasaryam eva srutir yatha / 
kakalya^ syat tathotpattir iti ganavidaiji matam // 68

SMK, 3
2RV,1:29
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Ni are now more realistically labelled mrdu Ma, mrdu
Pa and mrdu Sa, respectively. But Somanatha is careful
to point out that they are called these because they

1take the third sruti of Ma, Pa and Sa, the implication
being that mrdu Pa and mrdu Sa are not variants of the
immutable svaras, Pa and Sa.

The RV suddhamela viuja is tuned and fretted in like
manner as its counterpart in the SMK. The four-sruti
Ri and Dha, the six-sruti Ma, antara Ga and kakali Ni
are sounded by deflecting the wire at the fret preceding
them. While in the SMK it is the succeeding fret that
substitutes for the unfretted antara Ga and kakali Ni,
in the RV, it is quite clearly stated that !,when the
wire is deflected at sadharana Ga and at the other frets
(i.e., the frets of suddha Ma, suddha Dha, kaisika Ni
and suddha Ri), then the other five svaras (antara Ga,
the six-sruti Ma, the four-sruti Dha, kakali Ni, and the
four-sruti Ri) can be obtained. Therefore, no separate

2mention is made of them."

1 R V , 1 : 2 4

P _ _ __ — ^ — — — rsadharanadi sari^v apakar^ad adhikita yada srutayah / 
panca tadantaramukhya iha syur iti tah prthan noktah // 39

RV, 2



Thus far we have traced the svara system from the 
SR system of seven suddha and twelve vikrta svaras to 
the SMK system of seven suddha and seven vikrta svaras 
including four enharmonic ones, to the RV system of 
seven suddha and ten vikrta svaras including five en
harmonic ones.

In the CDP the svara system is finally stabilized. 
This system consists of seven suddha and five vikrta 
svaras and include among them four enharmonic notes*
Ga1s variants are now only sadharana Ga and antara Ga 
but the latter is not the former unfretted one. Antara 
Ga now occupies the same sruti level and fret position 
as the SMKfs cyutamadhyama Ga and the RV's mpdu Ma. 
Parallel to this, kakali Ni is now the fretted former 
cyutajsadja Ni and mrdu Sa* Ma*s variant, now called 
varali Ma, is on the same fret as that occupied by the

iSMK's cyutapahcama Ma and the RV*s mrdu Pa. The vi^a' 
frets have remained unaltered in their positions. Only 
the names of the tones sounded by the fourth and sixth 
frets have been changed.

The three systems from which the present Karnatic 
scale system directly stems may be tabulated as follows

^CDP,1:21-5 (fret positions); 2:4-16 (sruti levels).
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Svara Systems
SMK RV CDP

?ruti Svara Svara Svara
4
tr

Sa,suddha Sa,suddha Sa,suddha
3
6 — — —

7 Ri,suddha Ri,suddha Ri ,suddha
8 - Ri,4-sruti -

9 Ga,suddha 
(Ri,5-sruti)

Ga,suddha 
(Hr,5-sruti)

Ga,suddha 
(Ri,5~sruti)

10 Ga,sadharana
(Rr,6-srutr7

Ga ? sadharana
(Ri,6-srutr7

Ga,sadharana
CRr,6~sruti7

11 Ga,antara Ga,antara -
12 Ga,cyutamadhyama Ma,mrdu Ga,antara
13 Ma,suddha Ma,suddha 

(Ga,6-sruti)
Ma,suddha

14 - - -
13 - Ma,6-sruti -
16 Ma,cyutapahcama Pa,mrdu Ma,varali
17 Pa,suddha Pa,suddha Pa,suddha
18 - - -
19 - - -
20 Dha,suddha Dha,suddha Dha,suddha
21 - Dha,4-sruti -
22 Ni,suddha 

(Dha,3-sruti)
Ni,suddha 
(Dha,3-sruti)

Ni,suddha 
(Dha,3-sruti)

1 Ni,kaisika 
(Dha,6-sruti)

Ni,kaisika 
(Dha,6-sruti)

Ni ,kaisika 
(Dha,6-sruti)

2 Ni,kakali Ni,kakali -
3 Ni ,cyutagadna Sa,mrdu Ni,kakali

..•/i .vjv- '■-11 : '1: ' 1Y
■- / i A

‘-V: ,1. ■ Y VY1-v-' ■*' V ■ 11 :-v i ! • ■: i;*'’*
, * S'.l -'/V ̂-rVi's: ' • - . " - V  v- • • a ̂ " ‘v. <•;. > if;YllVYY'!;,V

Enharmonic notes are bracketed,
Svaras underlined correspond to tuning of either open 

strings or stopped frets of vlî a.
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The three svara series may be notated as follows:

SMK

RV

CDP

A half-step larger or smaller than two srutis is indicated by its number of srutis*
Black notes have no open strings or frets provided for them in the vî ia.



That an attempt is made to relate the svara system 
to the ancient Sa-grama sruti-series in terms of the 
vlna is seen in the sruti distribution of the SMK and 
RV svaras, which retains the old antara Ga and kakali 
Ni despite the usurpation of their role as leading notes 
by their fretted neighbour* Aspects of the SR cyuta 
tuning can also be seen in the fret position of sadha
rana Ga and kaisika Ni as well as in the SMK cyuta
madhyama Ga, cyutapancama Ma, and cyutasadja Ni later 
renamed mrdu Ma, mrdu Pa and mrdu Sa in the RV. In 
fact, the SMK svara system is a combination of the 
Sa-grama series and the SR cyuta tuning. It is interest
ing to note how close the earlier SMK svara system is to 
present-day theory.

The CDP reduces the several Ga and Ni variants to 
only two of. each and ignores the RV four-sruti Ri and 
Dha and its six-sruti Ma, svaras for which no frets 
have been assigned. It is perhaps this wide variance 
among the Ga and Ni types in the SMK and RV that partly 
explains the scale differences and the resulting laksa^a 
divergences among the ragas of this era.

The one-sruti interval between leading note and 
tonic makes the 16th century leading note sharper, in 
theory at least, than the ancient two-sruti antara Ga
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and kakali Ni. The symmetry of a one-sruti leading 
note is also found within the tetrachord itself and 
divides it into two parts, as it were. Thus we find 
tonal nuclei at sadharana Ga and kaisika Ni, as well 
as at the tonal centres, Sa, Ma and Pa. The other 
svaras that might act as resting points would more 
likely attract a descending rather than an ascending 
note* Although it is conceivable that the six-sruti 
Ri may lead to antara Ga and the six-sruti Dha to 
kakali Ni, at best their power is subsidiary. Venkata- 
makhin recognizes the old function of antara Ga and 
kakali Ni when he rescues these svaras from their 
previous role of unfretted, and therefore ambiguous 
notes, and restores them to that of their ancient 
birthright as leading notes. It is perhaps Somanatha's 
distinction between the six-sruti Ma and mrdu Pa that 
formally establishes the scalar status of the sharp Ma.
As the connecting svara between the disjunct tetrachords 
in the theoretical chromatic gamut, Ma-sharp fits into 
the movement in either tetrachord as leading note to Pa, 
diminished third to suddha Dha, augmented third to suddha 
Ri, or tritone to Sa, melodic intervals that contribute 
to the age-old essence of symmetry and asymmetry in a 
raga.
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The explanation above may be illustrated in 
notation as follows:
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RAGALAKSANA in the SMK, RV and CDP------—  . - _ 7--- _ . 1

The SMK melas (scale prototypes) show scales 
comparable to the D, A, and G modes, and other scales 
that have no Western equivalents, but none that might 
correspond to the E, E, and G modes. The RV, too, has
no melas of the E and G modes as well as of the A mode,

— — 1In the GDP, hov/ever, all the old murcchana scales appear,
as do the other more sophisticated melas of the SMK and RV.
Whether the exclusion of the E and G modes from the
latter can be explained by apparent difficulties in
accurate svara identification of ragas due, for instance,
to the profusion of Ga and Ri variants in their svara
system, or, whether the E and G modes went out of fashion

2in the 16th century, can only be surmised. However, 
there seems to be enough evidence to show that the use of 
several variant types of Ga and Ni and of Ri and Dha 
coupled with the tendency to correlate contemporary 
ragas with their likely counterpart in the past, provide 
the authors of the SMK and the RV reason to "duplicate" 
some ragas in their texts.

1 - -The Dha murcchana appears, however, in a modified form
on account of Pa's immutability.

2 We recall that in the 13th century the A mode is not 
represented in the main ragas of the SR.
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The SMK names twenty melas, the last five of which
consist of scales that make use of antara Ga and/or
kakali Ni. The text differentiates between antara Ga
and cyutamadhyama Ga and between kakali Ni and cyuta^a^ja
Ni in scales that are otherwise similar in every respect*
In practice cyutamadhyama Ga and cyuta§a<Jja Ni can be
substituted for the unfretted antara Ga and kakali Ni,

1 -  -  -according to the SMK, yet Ramamatya makes certain pairs 
of otherwise duplicate melas, such as Malavagaula and 
Hejujji, Suddhana^I and Samanta, Sarangana^a and Kambhoji 
(the latter raga of each pair being the raga that makes 
use of antara Ga and kakali Ni), appear as separate 
scales. He justifies the substitution by declaring that
Sarngadeva has said that "everywhere antara Ga and kakali

2 -  -  -Ni are used sparingly." It seems then that Ramamatya
hesitates to drop antara Ga and kakali Ni from his system 
because orthodox theory very likely associates certain 
ragas with these svaras.

1SMK,3:70
etad evabhisaitidhaya kathitam sarngasurina // 71
alpaprayogah sarvatra kakalx cantarah svarah /

Ibid.
The context of Sarngadeva's statement differs, however, 
from that of Ramamatya since the former speaks in con
nection with sadharana, not with vxna frets,SR,I,5:5-6.
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The same differentiation between the two types of
Ga and Ni above is made in the RV on the same three
pairs of scales. The corresponding pairs of duplicate
melas in the RV are, Malavagauda and Vasanta, Suddhanata
and Samanta, Mallari and Kambhodi. To these Somanatha
adds Vasantabhairavl and Bhairava. Since in the RV the
unfretted antara Ga and kakali Ni may be sounded by
deflecting the vina string at the preceding fret, this
distinction between the ragas above might be justified.

While the SMK gives to the Indian musical world its
first mela system, the RV begins to put some order in
this system by introducing its twenty-three melas of
current ragas to an increasing number of vikrta svaras

2m  the scales; finally, m  the CDP the idea of melas 
constructed on six permutations of the svara constituency 
in each tetrachord in accordance with the now synthesized 
svara system and their respective Ma alternative is intro
duced. Venka^amakhin arranges nineteen melas out of a

1RV,2:39
2From the fifteen varieties of Ri, Ga, Ma, Dha and Ni 

in the RV svara system, Somanatha arrives at a total 
of 960 possible melas (3:1-12).
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1possible ?2, which he says are current in his day
according to this scheme. With the exception of one,
the last five of these nineteen melas are the sharpened
Ma version of their corresponding Ma (natural) types.

Although Venkatamakhin is severely critical of the
2svara constituency of the SMK melas, he manages to

integrate his mela system with those of his immediate
-  -  -  - 3predecessors, Ramamatya and Somanatha. Raced as he

must have been with the problem of classifying ragas 
hitherto associated with antara Ga and kakali Ni at 
their ancient sruti levels, Venkatamakhin solves this 
by retaining as many of the names in the SMK and the RV 
either as melas or as ragas in his system and relating 
them to scales which resemble their earlier form in one 
or the other tetrachord. Thus, despite the weaknesses

1CDP,4:100-l.
2 * —  —Vehkatamakhin criticizes Ramamatya for stating that his

melas number 20 when two of them, Sarahgana£a and Kedaragaula are identical; for what Vehkatamakhin considers are wrong svara constituency of melas, such as 
Kannadagaula and Nadaramakriya; for classifying ragas 
under the wrong melas, etc.,(4:174-209)*

^Vehkatamakhin seems to have been unaware of the existence 
of the Ragayibodha, however*
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inherent in the SMK and RV svara systems, the concordance 
of the ragas in the three texts shows a fairly high 
degree of agreement,

For the sake of consistency in our notation of the 
SMK, RV and CDP scales, their various svaras are notated 
as follows:



SMK, RV and. CDP Svaras Notated
24-0

i Sa,suddha
Ga , cyutamadhyama Ma,m^du
Ga,antara(CDP) Dha, 4— sruti

$
-e*

Ri*suddha Ga,6-sruti Dha,^-sruti

 $-0---

Ma,suddha

 Ve------

Ri,4-srutii Dha,6~sruti
f a r

$

— 1*—

Ri,5-sruti Ma,6-sruti Ni,suddha

$
Ri,6-sruti Ni,kaisika

Ga,suddha
$

Ma,cyutapancamaPa,m̂ *duMa,varali Ni,kakali tSMK and RV)
3$pX

Ga,sadharana Pa,suddha
tye1

Ga, antara (SMK and RV) Dha,suddha
Ni,cyuta^a<Jga Sa,mrdu Ni,kakali(CDP)

0

Blackened notes have no corresponding frets in the vlna*
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Mukharx Malavagaula Sriraga
-y>o o-,Q-

Hindola

•e-
Sarangana^a Suddharamakriya

=5=<^ A?o 0 °35: *-ty-o >0"

■ = - ^ --- — ------------  ~ ^ o ..... t _ r\ - ...
-  ------- :■ A  Z  » o  o-g °---- --------cT g»i :..a  _o. °  „ 1---- -̂- 7^ 0 - © ^ -------

Sharx Nadaramakriya Suddhavarali
Vo~&Sin: i^XpJg: -Ijct-o-0

•e*0

---Jf ... --- ----- 1— “ A . _ —..._ V- „
----------------------------A -----uka a O °  — ----- 7— - r r e - ^ g -------- ---------------- ---------------------------

T  ^ . V o ^  V“ “ .©.Vo ° - 0 • -  - ' m 4> Q O C

- With antara Ga and kakali -
p Hefjuti,ji________  Samavarali_____  Revagupti
m  , r, sJiQ fc|:̂0i m  z:i ~ p îVjoj Q̂ ̂ :: ~:_~q V

--- ---------------U-UUST7---------------------------.--  . .. / ■ - |---7V ' -- p.
-------------------------4)—  o — , U U n  a  crVxHf ... _ 0 V o W o  «•-•
-------------------------T - ^ V o ^ - 0— ------------1

n Samanta Kambhoj i

^V6H»-u :----------------1

------------------------------------------------------U * CT I ~ A "—---------- ^ -̂u . a Q 'r̂ —^--- — — t- ~-e oJl* “
-----------------° ------------------- 1— 1 4> o -¥ o

c 1

3MK,4:9~62
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Mukharx Revagupti Samavaralx
bn W-032^ -VVq ̂

i
g?ô x Nadaramakrx Bhairava

fro Q~ ^o^e-Q
tH* -e-

Vasanta Vasantabhairavx Malavagauda

-e* -e-̂ =o=or
-a

•Q-fro"6̂
ba o u

Rxtigaula
>o-°-

Abhxrana-fca Hammxra
\?Q O ̂

-0-VqvVo ° ©̂rs=®:

Suddhavaratx §uddharamakrx Srxraga

■e*̂ ¥e*» >0-0 °~
-a-'

:VqiQ;331 © jjjrfcg^z

Kalyana Kambhodi Mallari

•©* ■e'
Samanta Karjia^agau <Ja Besak^x

|Q-0 -22̂ : TX14 _rry<X
~©~t f t ■©#0

I

Suddhanata

-e-♦o^

Saranga

-e-
I$3S

RV,3:32-60
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Mukhari Samavarall Bhupala
-frg-fr-e-0-

Hejjujji

Y0Vto-e-
Vasantabhairavi Gaula

-e-
Vd-Wo-̂-

Bhairavx

^ 5 ^

Shari

-q—v  ... -Vo-e-̂

"jSriraga
-ty-o--©- °

Kambhoji

^0_o:-B -e- ¥e=^

Sahkarabharana Samanta
:s,y_o__a 151

-a-

 ̂ 1-

&<=>

Suddhavarali— ------ - JT.... ... ~n - - ' i rr4 -  — - n pjre^- ---i---° °------------ o-° °---------------

A Pantuvarali Suddharamakri SiQiharava
A-------— 1 «—G- .; rv— ■—i _ n—

--------- ~ ~B) . i.̂ J?o~ o --- , >4 'n 0^° 0 '--- i,^h a » lf-0 :

n Kalyanl

oiVo ------ -------- 'I

TL-©•
CDP,4:105-173

1 /•Dha is said to be a four-sruti note (4:133) hut the
GBP has no such Bha in its system. Gf. RV Srlraga.
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SMK
Mukhari
Malavagaula
Sriraga
Sarangana-fa
Kedaragaula
Hindola
Suddharamakriya
Desak^I
Kannadagaula
Suddhanati
Shari
Nadaramakriya
Suddhavarali
Ritigaula
Vasantabhairavi
Hejujji
SamavaralT
Revagupti
Samanta
Kambhoji

Mela Concordance

RV
Mukhari
Malavagauda
SrTraga
Mallari

it

Suddharamakriya
Desak^T
Karnatagauda
Suddhana^a
AbhTrana^a
Nadaramakri

Ritigaula
Vasantabhairavi
Vasanta
SamavaralT
Revagupti
Samanta
Kambhodi
Tod!•
Bhairava
Suddhavarat;T
HammTra
Kalyaiia
Saranga

GDP
Mukhari 
Gaula 
Sriraga 
S ankarabhara$a

it
BhairavT 
Suddharamakri 
Desak^T

Nata*
SharT

SuddhavaralT

Vasantabhairavi 
<Cf. Gaula)
SamavaralT 
Hejjujji 
<Cf. Na|ia)
<Cf. Sankarabharana> 
Bhupala
<Cf. Vasantabhairavi) 
Pantuvarali

KambhojT 
Samanta 
Simharava 
KalyanT
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The idea of reconciling traditional theory with 
current practice emanates from Sarhgadeva who contends 
that whenever practice and theory do not come to terms
in desi ragas, then theory must be reconciled with

1 - - -practice. With this precedent Ramamatya in the SMK
sets forth his principle that the laksana of ragas are
determined by lak^ya (practice), not by theory. "Where-
ever there is a lapse in [theoretical] features is not
seen as an offense, since what is important is practice,

2not theory."
"Desi ragas," he continues, "originate from the 

Sa-grama and are endowed with graha, arasa, nyasa, mandra, 
and so forth, and are either §a<Java, audava or sampurna. 
Whether or not [these laksana] are in all the ragas in 
accordance to desi-hood, they (ragas) are nonetheless 
[desl], having had recourse to practice and having 
conformed to singing technique."-^

1SR,III,6:335; 341-2.
2 ~  _yatra lak^maparityage pratyavayo na vidyate /
tasmal lak^yapradhanam tan na tu laksmapradhanakam // 10

SMK, 2
-Ty , , _ _^deslragas ca sakalali ^adjagrama samudbhavah / 
grahamsa nyasa mandradi sadavautjuva pur$akah // 17
desTtvat sarvarage^u bhavanti na bhavanti va / 
tathapi laksyam asritya ganalak^manusptya ca // 18 SMK$5
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Since these laksaija can be found in any of the
f  —  —  —  —  1sastras, according to Ramamatya, he makes no attempt 
to define them*

In the RV eleven of the traditional ragalak§ana 
are mentioned, not, however, under one heading.

First, mandra and tara are mentioned in connection
with alankaras (ornamentation), mandra being a low note

— 2and tara a note with double pitch value. Then terse
definitions of graha, amsa and nyasa which add nothing
new to past definitions appear almost at the conclusion

* 3 —of the chapter on the sruti and svara.^ Somanatha
comments on this verse, however, by saying that under 
the same category as graha, amsa and nyasa are the 
cadence endings, apanyasa, samnyasa and vinyasa. Apa
nyasa is said to be somewhere in the vidarr, a glta
division. A more specific definition than this, he says,

4 — —is not possible. Finally, in the raga chapter, Somanatha
classifies his ragas into three categories, the third of
which divides his ragas according to their scale sizes,

_ Ssampur^a, sadava and audava."

1SMK,2:14 
4Ibrd., prose.

2RV,1:58 

^Ibid,,4:5
^Ibid.;82
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Thus, it would appear, that the authors of the 
SMK and RV either take their ragalak^ana for granted 
or assume that their reader already understands the 
subject, or, much more likely, leave the definitive 
treatment of ragalak^ana to the earlier texts#

In the CDP, however, Vehkatamakhin is more formal 
about the topic of ragalaksana and undertakes to define 
ten laksana which he says have been set down by Matanga 
and others. These are: graha, amsa, mandra, tara, 
nyasa, apanyasa, samnyasa, vinyasa, bahutva and alpatva."1* 
As groups of Vehkatamakhinfs lak^a^a are defined we shall 
compare the three texts in relation to these laksana#

^"ranjayanti manamsiti ragas te dasalak^anati / 
bhavanti te matangadyaî b. prapitas tani ca kramat // 2 
lak^anani dasoktani lak^yante tavad aditah / 
grahainsau mandratarau ca nyasapanyasakau tatha // 5 
atha samnyasavinyasau bahutvam calpata tatha /

GDP, 5
Although not in the list, the scale size of the 

raga is included in its description. Like the jatis and ragas of earlier days, a mela-raga in the SMK, RV 
and GDP may be either sampurna, §a(Java or audava. In 
more modern times, it becomes the practice in South 
Indian music to expect a raga that is named after its 
mela to have all seven svaras of its scale used.
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"That svara which is sung in the beginning of a 
song is the graha.

"Amsa is said to be that svara which is sung 
repeatedly. Such an amsa-svara is thought of as the 
jlva (living) svara.

"The nyasa-svara is said to be that by which a
1song is concluded."

Because Vehkatamakhin is more conventional about 
the topic of ragalaksana, we may assume that his rather 
short description of the ainsa indicates that the amsa's 
role as the determinant of tara, mandra, the cadential 
endings, etc., is now no longer significant (unless by 
some stretch of the imagination can the amsa's old 
power be said to be implied in the term, "jiva svara").
The continuing development of instrumental music which 
tends to be less restrictive in range and less inhibited 
in experimentation may have contributed to the impoverish
ment of the amsa's authority. But for all that, the amsa

yenadau giyate gitaip svare$a sa bhaved grahah // 5 
bahuso glyate yena svarenamsah sa kathyate / 
amsasvaras tv asav eva mlvasyara iti smrtah // 6t w -—J « | • •
nyasasvarah sa kathito yena gitam samapyate /

CDP,5
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is still a powerful note as we shall see. The appellation, 
"jiva svaratT, focuses attention to the amsa’s more important 
function as the centrifugal force toward which the melody 
evolves.

The graha, amsa and nyasa are all ascribed to the 
same note in the SMK and CDP ragas. In the RV, the ragas 
fall into two groups according to their graha, amsa and 
nyasa. One group, like the two other texts, makes one 
note serve as graha, amsa and nyasa. The other group of 
ragas has various svaras assigned to graha and amsa but 
their nyasa is always Sa.

A majority of the ragas have Sa as their graha, amsa
and nyasa. Ragas of this nature and derived from a common
mela are differentiated by being either heptatonic, hexa-
tonic or pentatonic* Where a few ragas have similar scale
and size, style and other internal subtleties may possibly
constitute some means toward identification. Ragas that
have their graha, ansa and nyasa on svaras other than Sa,
are seen to be closely related nominally if not modally
to the SR ragas. For instance, Gurjari and Revagupti

-1which are Ri graha-amsa-nyasa ragas in the SR, are 
similarly endowed in the SMK, RV and CDP. The SR has a

1SR,11,2:89 and 100.
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Karnatabangala whose amsa is Ga (but whose nyasa is Sa, 
no graha is given) and, correspondingly, there is a 
Kannadabangala in the SMK and a Karnatabangala in the 
CDP whose graha, amsa and nyasa are Ga. Madhyamadi, 
the traditional Ma graha-amsa-nyasa raga appears also 
as such in our three texts. As to the Pa-based ragas, 
Andoll in the SMK and Andhali in the CDP (the RV corres
ponding raga is named after its ancient parent, Pancama) 
recall the SR Xndhalika.^ Of the Dha-based ragas, Malhari 
in the SMK, Mallari in the RV and Mallaharx in the CDP, as 
well as Velavali in all three, can also be seen to have 
Dha for their graha, amsa and nyasa in the SR, while 
Saverx of the SMK and RV (the CDP Saveri is based on Pa) 
might be traced to the SR SaverT whose graha and amsa are 
Ma but whose nyasa is Dha. Ni as the setting of the 
"gaula” ragas characterizes Malavagaula, Ritigaula, 
Kannadagaula and Kedaragaula in the SMK and RV (the suffix, 
-gaula, is sometimes deleted in the RV), as well as the 
seven "gaula” ragas in the CDP. The SR Gau<Ja, we might 
recall, has Ni as its graha, amsa and nyasa.

1SR,II,2:126 2Ibid.:152
4Ibld.:111 5Ibia#;92

Ibid.:155 and 114
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These findings seem to point to a definite desire
on the part of the SMK's author, and subsequently of
his successors, to link ragas of his century with those
of the past. Although only a few of the ragas above
agree in scale with their SR counterpart or even among
themselves, yet by adhering to the ragas* graha-aipsa-
nyasa svaras associated to their names, a semblance of
continuity through the centuries is preserved.

The position of graha, amsa and nyasa in a note
other than Sa, gives rise to the question as to whether
this shift of emphasis to various degrees of the scale
may be considered a continuation of the practice of

2svarabhinna found in the BD* This practice of shifting 
the pivotal tone from one degree to another produces as 
many modal permutations of one basic scale-run as there 
are degrees. In the SMK, if we take the mela, Malava
gaula, we find it includes the following raga-scales:

1ln A comparative approach to the classification of ragas, a paper read at tne 1$66 international symposium of 
Asian musics in Manila, Dr. Harold Powers compares North and South Indian ragas that are nominally related and whose patterns seem to point, by virtue of their similarity, to a genetic and historical relationship as well.

2See p. et seq.



Malavagaula mela 4:11-2 Lalita
H EE

w tt-e- -e*GAM
Ghurjari Kannadabangala 5:51 Hejujji 5:48

ST TTVo o jm jzs;
Vo"1 ^  GAM-0- 6AN

Bauli 5:51 Malhari 5:58 Malavagaula 5 :40
s: TTVcr°~ t a jzs:

•e>0 gam Vo -e--0- gam -o- gam

(GAN: graha, aipsa, nyasa)

Every scale degree except Pa which is omitted in 
all but two of the ragas functions as graha, amsa and 
nyasa. Ignoring these three laksana momentarily, we 
find that Lalita, Ghurjari and Bauli have the same 
hexatonic scale. Without the distinguishing features 
of graha, amsa and nyasa, therefore, some difficulty 
in differentiating these ragas apart might arise.

The same is true of Saverl and Andoli. Both are 
pentatonic ragas in the SMK with Ga and Ni omitted. 
Saveri belongs to the 3aranggna$a mela, Andoli to the 
SrTraga mela. When Ga and Ni which are flat (sadharana 
and kaisika) in the iSrlraga scale are dropped, the
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resulting pentatonic scale coincides with that of Saveri 
whose parental Ga and Ni, here omitted, are antara and 
kakali. It is only when Dha is prescribed as graha, amsa 
and nyasa for Saveri, and Pa for ffndolx, that the differ
ence between the two becomes evident.

A Barangana^a mela 4:20-2 Saverl_____

 .................

4 — ---- — --------a--------
--------1-, o' g °---------- -------------- -— ---------- n Q w-------

^  ■«. o ° v---------------- 1

p Srlraga mela 4;16-7

CAN

Sndoll 5**65
/ .... .— ; n-------- - 111
f t----- n o ...... ... ----- n 0 V-------

o » ° 0-----------------1 O' ° OAN

We might conclude from this discussion that, as in 
the time of Matahga, a single svara-series may produce 
as many raga-scales as variation in scale size and in 
degree emphasis will allow. The principle of svarabhinna 
was very much alive in the 17th century and aspects of 
it are still evident today.

Somanatha’s group of ragas whose graha and amsa are 
other than Sa but whose nyasa is always Sa might be said 
in this respect to anticipate the modern-day raga. Even 
in his Malavagaula whose graha, amsa and nyasa are Ni, 
Somanatha declares that the raga may also take Sa as its
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final.^- This group of ragas in the RV either have 
their graha and amsa on one and the same svara (except 
Sa) , or start and end on Sa but use different amsas, or
have their graha, amsa and nyasa differing from each

—  2 other, nyasa always being Sa, however.
Examples of the first type would be Travanl and 

Sriraga whose graha and amsa are on Ri; Todi, Maravika, 
and Kedara,-^ on Ga; Hijeja and Ssavari (cf* the SR 
Savarl mentioned above), on Ma; none uses Pa in this 
grouping; Bhairava, on Dha, which recalls the SR Bhairava; 
and Vihahga<Ja, on Ni.

1malavagaudah purnah prado;sasobho *tha va rahitah // 15 
gandharadhaivatabhyam ni nyasamsagraho 'thava santah /

RV,4
2Regarding these relationships between various graha and amsa svaras with nyasa Sa in these ragas, the reader 

might also see N.A. Jairazbhoy's forthcoming book,(op. cit., but title is provisional). The author draws distinction between the inherent dynamic function of svaras and the dynamic function induced by melodic context. The former is the acoustic property of the note in relation to the tonic (consonants and dissonants); the latter may be brought about by the demands of symmetry, (in the chapter, "Symmetry, movement and intonation").
^There are two Kedara ragas in the RV: the Kedara mentioned 

previously whose graha, amsa and nyasa are Ni, and this 
Kedara whose other difference is that its Dha is suddha.
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The second type whose graha and nyasa are Sa but 
whose amsas differ may be found in Chaitigauda with Ri 
as its amsa; in PurvI, Jaitasri, Kalyana, Bhupali, etc., 
with Ga as their amsa; Hindola, with Ma; Suddhagauda,
with Pa; and Lalita, with Dha, the same amsa that the

— 1 —SR second Lalita uses; no raga uses Ni here.
The ragas whose graha, amsa and nyasa are three

different notes are: Devagandhara, with Ri, Pa, and Sa
in that order; Hammira, with Ga, Pa, and Sa; Pavaka,
with Ga, Dha and Sa; and Atjdana, with Pa, Dha and Sa.
Finally, to complete the picture, we must include Suddha-
varatl whose Ri graha to its amsa and nyasa of Sa is a
supertonal approach to the tonic.

Ga is seen to be the most desirable svara for airisa
(representing twelve ragas), which in the light of the
tuning of the vrna's drone strings is a significant
consideration since the visa's drone strings are tuned

2Sa, Pa and Sa an octave above in the RV.
A number of ragas in this group are not mentioned 

in either the SMK or CDP and there is reason to believe

1 S R , I I , 2 : 1 ? 6

2RV,2:20. The drone strings are tuned in a descending 
pitch in the SMK (5:24-5) sirid. in the CDP (1:18-9)*
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they may have come from the north. In some instances, 
their scales relate rather closely to their present-day
North Indian counterpart. We refer to Maravika, Purvx,

— 1 •*- 2 ^Paraja, Kedara, Hammxra, Lalita, ‘ Jaitasri, and Vi-
hanga<Ja (Bihagra).

In the GDP a single note, as in the SMK, represents
—   ̂  ̂the raga's graha, amsa and nyasa." In addition to these

mode determinants, Venka^amakhin prescribes vadi, samvadi,
anuvadx and vivadi svaras to ten of his ragas. In the
majority of them the prescription is the same: Sa is vadl;

This is a raga of the mela, Hammira in the RV. In the KPM Bharkhan^e describes the North Indian Kedar as being like Hamlr (North Indian) but great care, he says, must be taken in the use of Ga lest the raga be 
mistaken for Hamlr (111,117 et seq,). The RV Kedara and the KPM Kedar differ considerably in ;scale, however.

^Lalita and Suddhalalita are two different ragas in the RV. It is the latter that is the counterpart of the SMK and CDP Lalita.
-'Two ragas in the CDP are not assigned any graha, ainsa or nyasa svara. They are Kalyani and Pantuvarali, 

named after their respective mela. Kalyani is said to be suitable for gita and prabandha, while Pantu- 
varali suits the gita, thaya and prabandha (5:107-8). Cf. the North Indian TodI which lends itself best to 
the alapa and whose scale is also that of Pantuvarali.
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—  —  1Pa is samvadi and in three of the ragas, Ma is a
second saipvadi; Ga and Ni are vivadi; Ri and Dha are
anuvadx. The exception is Saurastra in which Ri and 
Dha are vivadi and Ni is anuvadi.

The relation between Sa and Pa, a perfect fifth, 
is clear since no variant forms of Sa and Pa are permis
sible. The Anuvadi or assonant intervals cover several 
intervallic sizes and do not present too much of a 
problem. In the case of the vivadi or dissonant 
intervals, however, the question arises as to what 
constitutes a dissonant interval in the GDP. The text 
does not elucidate on the matter. Is it a two-sruti 
interval as is found in the NS and other works, and does 
it lie between Ri and Ga and between Dha and Ni? If so,
would a one-sruti interval not be considered even more

pdissonant?
The ten ragas are: Shari, Bhairavi, Gaula, Mukhari, 

Nata, Samanta, Sarangana^a, Saurastra, Suddharamakriya 
and Suddhavarali and their scales are given below.

1 — . — _Saranganata, Saurastra and Suddhavarali.
2See our table of svara systems supra.
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Suddhavarall 5 :52-3
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Showing possible areas 
of vivadi relationship

Sa is the vadl of all but one of these GDP ragas
and the amsa of all but two. Bhairavl takes a Dha amsa• %
while Gaula whose amsa is Ni has its vadl on Ri. The 
intervallic relationship between amsa and vadl in Bhai
ravl and Gaula are a major third in the former and a 
diminished third in the latter. Gaulafs samvadi is

9

said to be Ga [sic] which is most peculiar. If this is 
not a printing error, then Ri-Ga constitutes a strange 
samvadi relationship indeed. If, on the other hand, we
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dismiss this as being a scribe's error, then to what 
other note can Gaula's Ri vadl be samvadi since its 
consonant, Dha, is omitted in this hexatonic raga? Pa, 
another possibility, is, however, not a perfect fourth 
to Ri.in this raga.

In SuddhaCvarali both Ma and Pa are said to be 
samvadi to its vadl, Sa. But the fourth degree of its 
scale is raised. If suddha Ma is meant, could this 
mean that the two varieties of Ma are used in this raga?

Ga and Ni in Bhairavi are said to be the raga's 
vivadi svaras but in terms of one or two-sruti intervals, 
only Ga forms a two-sruti interval with neighbouring note, 
Ri. As an interval Ga and Ni make a perfect fifth; more
over, Ga to Dha and Ni to Ma are also perfect consonants 
in this raga, so that, except for Ga's two-sruti interval 
with Ri, it is not clear why Ga and Ni act as vivadi 
svaras in Bhairavi.

In Shari, Mukhari, Nata, Sarahganata, Samanta, 
Suddharamakri and Suddhavarali, Ga and Ni make one- or 
two-sruti intervals with their neighbour notes. They 
also form false fourths or fifths with other svaras.
We might at this point consider the possibility of this 
latter aspect as constituting another area of dissonancy. 
Not since the BD have the ragas been specifically assigned
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vadl*-svaras. Hence, this reference to the vadi-svaras 
in certain ragas in the GDP might indicate a further 
attempt to distinguish ragas whose lakjsana of Sa graha- 
amsa-nyasa does not suffice to differentiate them from 
other ragas of similar scales and laksana*

A good example of this is found in Sarangana-fa and 
Saura^ijra. Both have the same heptatonic scale and both 
ragas have Sa as graha, airisa and nyasa* Vivadi svaras 
are Ga and Ni in Saranganata and Ri and Dha in Saurastra* 
Areas which relate to Ga and Ni might then be considered 
vivadi in the former, and those relating to Ri and Dha 
as vivadi In the latter. These are the tritone, Ni-Ma 
and the false fourth, Ga-Dha, in Saranganata and the 
false fourths, Ri-Pa and Dha-Ga in Saurastra. Now, Ri 
and Dha are anuvadi svaras in Saranganata while Ga and 
Ni are given as anuvadi in Saurastra. The interval, 
Ri~Pa, which is vivadi in the latter would then now be 
acceptable in Saranganata* similarly, Saranganata1s 
vivadi tritone, Ni-Ma, would be acceptable in Saurastra. 
Thus, although the two ragas come from a common mela, 
we might expect their svara movements to differ according 
to their vivadi areas.

It is possible then that in the GDP the concept of 
vivadi encompasses a meaning beyond the scope expounded
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in the NS and the BD. That vivadi no longer solely 
applies to two-sruti intervals is perhaps proved in 
the raga, Saurastra, whose vivadi svaras, Ri and Dha, 
do not form any one- or two-sruti interval in the raga1s 
scale whatsoever. Instead, we might say that vivadi 
also includes a reference to areas of imbalance in a 
raga’s scale, such as false fourths and fifths, including 
tritones,1 which may be be deemed undesirable in the faith
ful delineation of a particular raga. Being a relative 
concept, however, vivadi is not necessarily a thing to 
be avoided but rather a phenomenon that serves to mark 
one raga off from another. This recalls the old SR 
lak§a:na of antaramarga. In the 17th century the vivadi 
may well have replaced the antaramarga as a more under
standable raga feature.

In his forthcoming book, N.A. Jairazbhoy explains how imbalance within a scale tends to create new scales in 
the effort to correct the imbalance; that it is this 
constant flux of balance and imbalance which provides new ideas to a tradition seemingly unchanging.
(Op. cit. ; see chapters, "Effect of drones", "Evolution of the tha^s", "Symmetry, movement and intonation")
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Somanatha illustrates fifty-one of his ragas with 
short vlna pieces for the purpose of demonstrating by 
means of graphic signs or symbols (samketas) various 
types of ornamentation-technique on the vTna (vadana- 
bhedas)• The pieces consist of unmeasured rows of raga- 
rupas which aim, as the name suggests, to reveal the 
character of the raga. The end of a raga-rupa is indicated 
by the padma (lotus) sign in the notation. Only eight of 
these illustrated ragas take a nyasa svara other than Sa. 
The vlna pieces, however, show that the end of the raga- 
rupas in all instances falls on Sa.

One of Somanathafs vlna samketas, the sama, has been
qlikened to the fermata of Western music. At times a 

svara in the raga-rupas is given two of these samas, 
denoting, presumably, a longer hold. Following this 
interpretation of the sama, we have notated the end 
phrases of the eight ragas which do not take a Sa nyasa.

1 -Simon, R. "Die Notationen des Somanatha," Sitzungs-
berichte der philosophisch-philologischen und der 
historischen Klasse der Koniglichen Bayerischen 
Akademie der WissenscHaFber zu Munchen, III (1903),
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Mallari Nyasa: Dha Ibid.:65-8

Natamallari Nyasa: Dha Ibid.:68-71
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The evidence above shows that most of the raga- 
rupas1 final cadences include the raga's prescribed 
nyasa and that they invariably gravitate to the tonic,
Sa.

The effect of the Sa-Pa-sa or sa-Pa-Sa drone on
the music of this era, coupled with its developing Sa-
system of modality, may have resulted in a kind of
"supra” Sa-nyasa that was tacitly recognized to be
inevitable* Like the drone which is never discussed

1m  any of the texts, the irresistible pull of Sa may 
have been recognized as such without further elaboration. 
Theoretically, in the mela scheme of things, the incor
poration of well-known ragas of the past into the new 
order of mela-janya ragas would have necessitated the 
inclusion of laksana associated with these ragas. Thus, 
the traditional description of many ragas in music treat
ises persists and any incongruity between theory and 
practice may be put down as evidence of a raga's con

1Apart from the statement that the three side-strings 
in the vrna are called sruti (SMK,3:26; RV,2:20; 
GDP,1:19), nothing more is said about the drone.



tinuing growth. Hence, as late as the 19th century, 
music theorists continue to prescribe a nyasa svara 
other than the empirical nyasa of Sa to ragas whose 
long history ostensibly warrants some degree of 
attention with regard to their sastraic lak^ana.
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"Mandra svara is said to be singing by means of 
a low note,

"Tara svara is said to be singing by means of a 
high note."

The arbitrary nature of their definitions seems 
to indicate that in the GDP mandra and tara act not so 
much to delimit a raga's range but to denote its level 
of tessitura. This is perhaps the inevitable consequence 
of a modality that has been systematized to a single 
svara series, the Sa series. In the past, when the first 
degree of a scale may be any one of the seven svara posi
tions in an arbitrary middle register, the jati's ambitus 
also'helped to identify its mode. Similarly, the modal 
ambiguity of some Gregorian chants necessitates their
classification in terms of ambitus or maneria rather than

2as authentic or plagal divisions of the four maneriae.
In the SMK mandra is mentioned only in the raga, 

Soma. The raga is described as sung with a great deal

1 —nicaih svarena yad ganain sa mandrasvara ucyate /
uccaih svarena yad ganairi sa tarasvara ucyate // 7

CDP,5
2 This is specially true of chants with limited or excessive range. See Apel, op. cit., 144-52.
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of mandra Ma.'*' In the CDP, uthe sampurna raga, Sama,
adorned with mandra Ma, is sung with a stringed instru- 

2 -ment." Tara is nowhere mentioned in the description 
of the individual ragas in the SMK, RV, and CDP. This 
absence of mandra and tara criteria in the treatises of 
the time tends to draw the conclusion that by the 17th 
century a raga * s range was limited only by the physical 
properties and inherent potentialities of varying vocal 
and instrumental media, Somanatha's statement that his 
raga "rupas which are given in the middle register may

1SMK,5:60* A Jacobite church-song with a similar scale as the Soma appears to have a low tessitura, also.See, Idelsohn, A.Z. Jewish music (New York, 1944),32, no.5* ~ ~
p, _ „ _sankarabharanan melat saipbhutah samar agakahi // 74 
sai]ipur]ja£i satatam geyo mandramadhyamabhu^itah /

CDP, 5
The phrase, "satatain geyo", may perhaps also be trans

lated, "played on a stringed instrument", implying that 
a stringed instrument might have greater mandra capabil™ 
ities than the human voice.

The CDP Sama's mandra Ma is not evident in the 19th 
century Sama kriti of Tyagaraja, Santamuleka (1,61), 
whose scale is also that of the CDP Sama.
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_ ibe rendered in the mandra and tara [ranges]” seems 
to confirm our impression. After the SR, mandra and 
tara no longer act as the lower and upper limits of a 
ragafs ambitus as influenced by the position of its 
amsa within a given murcchana.

1 — — _ _ _ s H _rupany evaixi madhyapradhanyad darsitani yany e§am / 
mandre tare ca yatha sambhavam iti vadanl yani // 167

RV,5
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"The apanyasa is reached at the intermediate 
pause of the raga, while the nyasa is at the utmost 
end [of it]* Such is the difference between the two,

- _ ithe nyasa and apanyasa svaras."
"The samnyasa is called [that which] ends a part

of the first section of the gita*
"The vinyasa is the note which stands at the end

of the first part of a glta section,
"These samnyasa and vinyasa are said by Bharata

-  2and others to be implied by the apanyasa svara*'1
While the above definitions of the three ancillary 

types of nyasa seem to follow the ancient theory of 
apanyasa, samnyasa and vinyasa, there is an ambiguity 
about them that cannot escape notice. Taken literally,

1 — —avantarasamatim yo ragasyapi tanoti sati // 8
apanyasah smrto nyasas tv atyantikasamaptikrt / 
iti bhedo bhaven nyasapanyasasvarayor dvayo£ // 9

CDP, 5
^samnyaso nama gltadyakhandabhagasamaptikrt / 
gltakhan^Ladyavayavasyante tiig^hati sa svarah // 10 
vinyasa etau samnyasavinyasau bharatadibhih / 
antarbhutav apanyasasvara eveti klrtitau // 11

Ibid.
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the definitions might present a pattern such as the 
following:

Given a glta with three sections (khan<Ja) of two 
parts (bhaga) each. The apanyasa as an intermediate 
pause may either be found at any end point of the git a 
except at the very end, or, only at the end of the 
second khan<Ja, the midway point. The samnyasa, on the 
other hand, is that note which ends a bhaga of the first 
khantja. In this instance our khantja has two bhagas.
Let our samnyasa end the second bhaga of the first 
khâ Kja. The vinyasa, in turn, is that note which ends 
a kha$<Jafs first bhaga, called in the text, avayava, 
presumably to differentiate it from the other bhagas.

—  G I T A

. 'Khan<Ja One Khanka Two Khanka Three
Avayava! Bhaga ! Avayava! Bhaga ! Avayava! Bhaga !

aN aN aN aN aN N
or vN sN vN aN vN N

The ambiguity lies in what constitutes a khan<Ja, 
bhaga, or avayava. Furthermore, all these pauses being 
inner pauses (avantarasamaptih), they may easily fall
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into the category of apanyasa. Venkatamakhin perhaps
realizes this when he says that the samnyasa and vinyasa
are implied by the apanyasa but he takes care to put the
burden of proof on "Bharata and others".

Although the ancillary endings are identified as
gxta endings in both the BD and the CDP, there is no
mention of a text with regard to the vinyasa in the
latter. And unlike the BD, the CDP does not discuss
the vidarx in connection with the apanyasa, samnyasa
or vinyasa. Instead, the vidarx is found in the chapter

-  -  1dealxng with the alapa, an aspect that is distinct from
the gxta in the CDP "four-column" approach to the study

2of classical music.
Briefly, the alapa which may be described as a 

prelude to the ak^iptika (measured composition with text), 
consists of sections known as ragavardhanx (akin, perhaps, 
to the raga-rupa), vidarx and sthayx. The alapa begins 
with three pairs of alternate ragavardhanx and vidarx.
This is followed by the sthayx section. After the sthayx 
is completed a fourth ragavardhanx and its vidarx bring

1CDP,6:l-32
2 ^The four columns being gxta, alapa, £haya and prabandha.
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the alapa to a close. In a sense then, it is the vidarx
that terminates an alapa section before another section
can begin and finally terminates the alapa itself. One
might say that the vidarx1s 17th century structure is
but an extension of its BD cadential one. The vidarxfs

1function has, however, remained essentially the same.
Rrom this vantage point, it is apparent that the 

function of the apanyasa, samnyasa and vinyasa as musical 
pauses bound to the demands of the classical theatre 
begins to lose significance when seen in the context of 
purely vocal or instrumental music. As classical music 
acquires an independent and ever-widening horizon, the 
traditional ragalak^ana appear to drop their former 
application. We have seen this happen to tara and 
mandra and we see it happening also to the subordinate 
nyasa-types when no specific apanyasa svara or svaras 
are prescribed in any one raga in the SMK, RV and CDP, 
or, in lieu of this, when no statement is made regarding 
the consonant or assonant relationship that the apanyasa, 
samnyasa or vinyasa might have with the raga*s amsa.

1 - ^ ^The vidarx, also called muktayx in the CDP, may perhaps
be likened in function to the Da capo ending or to the 
17th century ritornello of Western music although it 
is not clear whether the vidarx repeats the same tonal pattern everytime it is played.
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"Bahutva is thought to be of two kinds; alanghana 
(non-leaping over) and abhyasa (repetition). Wherever 
there is no contact, that is described as langhana (leap
ing over or avoidance). Alanghana is considered to be 
complete contact with a svara. [Contact] with a single 
note uninterruptedly, or else [its] enunciation again and 
again with an intervening [note] is said to be abhyasa, 
that is, repetition. In this way is bahutva two-fold.

"Alpatva is [also] said to be two-fold: by anabhyasa 
(non-repetion) and by langhana (leaping over). As said 
previously, anabhyasa is described as being free from 
abhyasa (repetition). And as previously stated, langhana 
is described as the absence of alanghana.

"These then are the ten laksa$a as differentiated by 
2me clearly.”

1alanghanam tatha fbhyaso bahutvain dvividhaip matam / 
svarasyasparsanam yatra langhanaiji tatra kxrtitam // 12 
sakalyena svarasparsas tv alanghanam iti smrtam / 
yad ekasya svarasyaiva nairantaryena va !tha va // 1J 
vyavadhanena va bhuyo bhuyo fpy uccaranam hi tat / 
abhyasa iti sansanti bahutvam dvividham tatah // 14

CDP,5.2 — „alpatvaip dvidha proktam anabhyasac ca langhanat /
purvoktabhyasarahityam anabhyasa^ prakxrtitah // 15 
purvoktalanghanabhavo langhanam parikxrtitam / 
laksanani dasapy evam lakf itani maya sphutam // 16 T1_ • ̂x U J. U. §
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The concept of bahutva and alpatva in the GDP thus 
follows that of the SR quite closely. There is actually 
only one mention of alpatva, none of bahutva, in the 
GDP ragas in spite of the elaborate explanation in the 
text of these laksana, And in the SMK ragas, no alpatva 
or bahutva is prescribed at all. This lack of prescrip- 
tion in the ragas does not necessarily imply that little 
bahutva or alpatva characterizes the ragas of this era.
It could mean that the application or non-application of 
these laksana to current ragas was left in the hands of 
practicing musicians.

aft-In theory thereAways to determine the alpatva in 
ragas. The SMK arranges its ragas according as they are 
heptatonic, hexatonic or pentatonic. Notes omitted in 
ascent or in descent may be considered transitory or alpa 
notes. Of the SMK heptatonic ragas, Kambhoji omits Ma

1 —  —  .r.and Ni in ascent, KarayanT drops Ri in descent occasion-
2 - T- 3ally, and Velavali omits Ri and Pa m  descent at times.

Ghurjari, classified as hexatonic, is only partly that
4-smce the omitted note, Pa, is retained m  descent.

1SMK,5:4-5 

hbid. :50
2Ibid.:49

t r b i d . : 3 5
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Vasantabhairavr, a heptatonic, is the only raga
described in the GDP as having an alpa note, the weak

1note being Pa presumably in both ascent and descent.
Another heptatonic raga, Suddhavasanta, omits Pa in

2 -ascent. These two ragas seem to exemplify the two ways
of arriving at alpatva. Alpatva in Vasantabhairavr 
implies the non-repetitive (anabhyasa) use of Pa in 
ascent and descent while alpatva in Suddhavasanta means 
the leaping over (langhana) of Pa in the ascending 
melodic line. In terms of equal use of all seven svaras 
in the scale, Pa may be said to be weak in both these 
ragas but in terms of directional emphasis, the absence 
of Pa in Suddhavasanta1s ascending melodic line may go 
unheeded if the raga's emphasis lies in its descending 
melodic line.

Other heptatonic ragas in the CDP that omit a note 
or notes from their scale are Gurjarr which omits Dha in

X _ „ L\.descent, Saverr which omits Ga and Njl in ascent,
KannagLagaula which omits Ma rn ascent, and Kalyanr

6which excludes Ma and Nr in ascent. We might expect

1CDP,5:66 2Ibid.:49 5Ibid.:77
hbid. :90 5Ibid. :103 6Ibid.:107
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to find more of the langhana type of alpatva featured 
in heptatonic and hexatonic ragas; alpatva in pentatonic 
ragas, if any, would perhaps be confined to the anabhyasa 
kind#

About a dozen ragas in the RV are described as 
having alpa notes. Two of these ragas, Malavasri and
Dhanyasi, are also in the SMK' and GDP# Malavasri, a

_  1heptatonic raga, has Ri and Dha as transitory notes#
The raga is, however, hexatonic with Ri omitted in the

pSMK and CDP. Similarly, Dhanyasi (or Dhanasri) is 
heptatonic in the RV with Ri and Dha weak;^ the raga is 
pentatonic in the SMK and GDP with these same notes 
omitted. This disagreement between the RV on the one 
hand and the SMK and CDP on the other regarddng the scale- 
size of Malavasri and Dhanyasi demonstrates the close 
imvolvement that alpatva has in the size of a raga's 
scale# The influence of alpatva may lead one author to 
regard a raga as pentatonic despite, perhaps, occasional 
use of notes not in its scale; on the other hand, the 
slightest use of any note in the full scale may be enough

1RV,4:30
5RV,4:31

2SMK,5:33; CDP,5:6V 
4SMK,5:39; CDP,5:58
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to make another author regard the raga as heptatonic.
As in the past, the frame of reference here is the full 
or sampurna scale. But unlike the early texts, the SMK 
and RV make the scale-sizes, sampurna, sa<Java and autjava, 
categories of the ragas, not their official laksana. 
Tacitly recognized, however, as a necessary feature of 
the raga, sampurna, §a<Java and autjava appear to be held 
self-evident by the authors of the SMK, RV and CDP.

Since Malavasri and Dhanasri both belong to the 
same mela and have the same weak notes, Ri and Dha, it 
might be interesting to see how the two differ. Below 
are the RV raga-rupas illustrating these ragas. A study 
of these vina pieces reveals that Dhanasri actually makes 
no use of Ri and Dha despite the raga*s description in 
the text."*"

1 ~The raga is described in the RV as deficient in Ri and 
Dha, ridhona, but the author in his commentary explains 
ridhona as ri-dha-durbala, thereby suggesting the 
presence of Ri and Dha, albeit slight (4:31 com.).
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For the most part alpa notes appear as passing
notes in Somanatha's raga-rupas for the vlna. Excep-
tions in Malavasri above are a shake (dolana ) on Dha
in the first rupa and a lengthened Ri (sama) in the
fourth rupa. Other discrepancies between theory and
musical example concerning alpatva also arise in the
ragas, Hammlra, Pauravika and Vihangada. Hammlra’s
alpa note, Ni, is repeated thrice in succession in the
raga's fifth rupa and the note is given a long trill

— 2(kampa) besides in the last rupa. Pauravikafs alpa
notes, Ri and Pa, are also given sama values as well as
ornamented by a dolana: Ri in the first rupa and Pa

—  5twice in the last rupa. Vihangadafs alpa note, Dha,
✓ _ _ 4-has sama value in the final rupa of this raga. On the

other hand, Saindhavl is said to be "without Ga and Ni
5always", but its musical example shows these two notes

-  -  6in three out of four raga-rupas. It is noted, however,

Dolana is perhaps comparable to a slow Pralltriller. See, Donington R. The interpretation of early music 
(Faber and Faber, 19637? ex.IC)9, p. 186.

2RV,5:136-9 5Ibid. :59-61 4Ibid. : 14-1-3
5RV,4:33 6R¥,5:155“6
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that no note proceeds from Ga or from Ni in ascent in 
Saindhavl. A later description of the raga in Sahglta- 
parijata is more accurate when it states that Ga and Ni 
are omitted only in ascent,’*'

Concerning bahutva, there is no raga in the SMK,
RV or CDF that is said to be characterized by the 
plentiful use of a specific note or notes. Presumably, 
the amsa svara, the ragafs principal note, is also its 
most outstanding note. Certain ragas in the RV are 
described as being amenable to gamaka (ornamentation).
It is possible that the use of ornamentation may enhance 
the power of a note and make it more conspicuous* For 
instance, Deslkara (or Desakrt) whose amsa is Sa, is

pcharacterized by long trills (kampra) of Ma and of Ni;
in Parana, the shaken note, Ga, is also the raga*s ainsap
while in Bhairavi and Bhavala (amsa: Sa), the ornamenta
tion Somanatha calls mudra is featured on Ri and Pa in

4- *■the former and on Pa in the latter. Saindhavi (amsa: Sa)

1SP:357
2RV,4:27* Kampra and kampa are synonymous, according to

Somanatha (commentary on the sloka).
5Ibid.:23 4Ibid.:32
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and Turuskatodi (amsa: Ga) are also said to be highly
1 ^ _ornamented and their vina pieces show the use of a

great deal of shakes (dolana and kampa).^ We have
chosen to notate Desxkara and Turuskatodi.* *

Emphasis is apparently laid not so much on DesT- 
kara's amsa, Sa, as on the ornamented Ma and Ni of its 
scale. The stressed notes make a perfect fourth in this 
highly symmetrical raga of three perfect fifths. Turuska- 
to<Ji appears to have its stress on Pa. Enharmonically, Pa 
is a perfect fourth to the raga's amsa, Ga. These ragas1 
ornamented and oft repeated notes could well be their 
notes of bahutva* That they are not so prescribed in the 
RV perhaps proves our contention that this detail may have 
been left to the professional musician to observe and pass 
on orally to their pupils. Until such detailed books as 
S. Ulk^itulu1s Prathamabhyasapustakamu and his Sahgita- 
sampradayapradarsini and Bhatkha^ide1 s SangTtasastra and 
Kramikapustakamalika appear on the scene, the music 
treatises up to the 18th century may be said to be at 
best an aid to the memory where the ragas are concerned 
rather than a complete record of their lak^a^a.

^,4:33 and 8. 2RV,5:155-6 and 63-3
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RAGALAKSANA in the SP, SS and SO

We shall now consider the treatises Sangltaparijata 
(SP), Saiigitasaramrta (SS) and Samgrahacudamani (SC) with 
regard to their ragas1 laksâ .a as these compare with 
corresponding ragas in the earlier texts. Of these three, 
only the SS includes a section on the lak^a^a* The SS 
names and defines thirteen jatilak£a:na and ten ragalak§ap.a^ 
but the pertinent verses are direct quotes from the SR and 
the CDP.2

The SP ragas are based on a scale which Ahobala calls 
the suddhamela.^ Roughly, this is the D mode, and any 
alteration (vikrta) of one or more of the svaras of this 
basic scale results in the formation of other scales. 
Although there is no formal mela system in the SP compara
ble to that in the SMK or the GDP, the term, mela, is used 
in the SP as a suffix to the name of a raga when once its 
scale has been established and from which other ragas 
derive. Twenty-eight scale types emerge from the SP ragas 
but only eight of these are designated as melas, viz.,

^SS,p.36-8j 67-8. (The slokas in the Madras edition,
Music Academy Series 5? of the SS are not numbered.)

2C?., SR,1,7:29-58 and CDP,5:5-16. 3SP:528-9
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Gaurimela, Bhairavxmela, Sriragamela, Kalyaiiamela,
MukharTmela, Abhirxmela, Natyamela, and the Suddhamela,
although other scale types also produce several ragas,
such as Sankarabharana and Hindola, For the most part,
the scales of the SP ragas are easily determined in spite
of the lack of a formal mela system. A few hexatonic or
pentatonic ragas, however, present some difficulty when
their unidentified omitted notes are found to be used in

1the musical example given.

1 - »For instance, the raga, Gunakriya, is said to have Ri
and Pha flattened and Ga and Ni omitted (SP:404). Its musical example, however, contains the note, Ga. It is not clear whether this is the basic Ga or whether it is the raised Ga of the preceding raga, Malava, which has its Ri and Pha flattened and Ga and Ni raised. It is possible that Gunakriya is a pentatonic variant of 
Malava. A defined mela system dispels ambiguity in 
the raga scale.
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Ragas in the SP

1* feuddhamela (14)
Saindhava
DhanasrI
Meghamallara
Nllambarl
MalavasrI
Raktahamsa
Prasabha

Madhyamadi
Rltigaula
Maru
Manohara
Manavl
Laitanga
BhlmapalasI

2* Gaurimela (24)
Gaurl
Mailari
Bhairava
Vasantabhairava
Malava
Dipaka
Lalita
Bahula
Gurjarl (Si)
Kaumarl
Reva
Gaula

Malavagaula
Isavarl
PahapI
§PurvI
Mangalakai sika
Radaramakriya
Devagandharl
TrivapI
Hamsa
Suralaya
Arjuna
Sarvarl

5* Bhairavlmela (11)
Bhairavl
Bhupall
Kollahasa
TcxJI
Chayato^.1

Margatcxjl
Gunakriya
DesI
phakka
Simharava

Anandabhairavl
t" Cont’d »
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4-* (14)
Srxraga
Pancama
Kanad.i
Kakubha
Kambodhx
Gopikambodhx
Kedaragaula

Karaodanata
Saverx
Narayangaula
Ku<Jax
Gau£<Ja
Sora^hx
Manjughoga

5. Kalyanamela (7)
Kalyana
Kalyanavaralx
Kalya$ana£a

Devagiri
Kokila
Airavata

Raj adhanx

6* Mukharxmela (2)
Mukharx
Sxvaballabha

7* Xbhxpxmela (2)
Sbhxrx
Sbhirxna-fa

8* Na^yamela (jj)
Na^a
Kumuda
Cakradhara

9. Sankarabharana (14)
& ankarab harapa
Vasanta
Besakarx
Narayanx
Va<Jahamsa
Velavalx
Kedarx
Na^anarayana
Salankanata
Chayanata
Kedarana^a
V~ihaga<Ja
Kankana
Sankarananda- Cont'd -
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SP ragas (confd)

10. Iiindola (5) 15* Saranga (2)
Hindola 
Ghan^a 
Kharabavatx 
Margahindola 
Suddhakai s ika

11. Bangall (2)
Bangalx 
Prat apavarati

12. Ramakarx (4)
Ramakarx
Vibhasa
Purvxsaranga
Jayasrx

13. Varafrx (2)
VaratI 
Yara^xna^a

14. Karnatagaula (3)
Karnatagaula
Samanta
Kalpataru

Saranga
Sarangagaula

16* fiuddhavaratx

18* Nagavaratx 
19* Punnagavaratx 
20* iSokavaratl
21. Be sakhya
22. Meghanada
23. Salanga
24. Gurtjarx (NI)
25• Kuranga
26. Saudaminx 
27* VaijayantI 
28. Ratnavall

Total: 122 ragas
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>Suddhamela Scale-types in the SP
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Melas of the SS

Srxraga Na£a Malavagaula
Vo o v*5=5:*0-°- js;■e- -o

Yelavalx Varalx Suddharamakrx
°Vo Q lipt

Sankarabharana Kambhojx Bhairavx
a Ver°~ W  Vo °35: -W•0"

Mukharx Vegavahinx Sindhuramakrx
W9-^._v?v-o-Q

-0- -0*
Hejidjl Samavarali Vasantabhairavi

bo W o  ° Vrr9-°~ JW^6-
U

Desakgi

tar®-

Chayanata
-©*
Bhinnagaflja

Vo °
Vo y°u #o-& o o Q■a- ~e* -O'

Saranga To<g.x̂ Kalyanx^
Vq Vo u--e>- o Q

0» o ^ 01Fn ~~I5~ iim:-o- -©*
SS,pp*72-111

fAfter Bhatkhan<Je. A comparative study . . ., p. 106,
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The ragas in the SS and SO are arranged according to 
the mela system but it is the SO that fully presents the
system of seventy-two melas as envisaged by Yenkatamakhin.^-

- 2The SS ragas which number 112 derive from twenty-one
melas. Tulaja illustrates them with musical notations 
of their ascending and descending note-patterns, their 
opening phrases and the prayogas (characteristic motifs 
or formulae) suitable for various musical types, such as, 
the gita, alapa, suladikhan<Ja, £haya, and others. Govin- 
da, the SC author, demonstrates the workability of the 
seventy-two melas by illustrating his J66 ragas (72 mela- 
ragas and 294* janyaragas) with short vocal pieces aptly 
called laksanagxtas.

In general the ragas’ lak§a$a as prescribed in the 
SP, SS and SO relate to the ragasf graha, aijisa and nyasaj 
to their scale-size and to the note or notes omittedj 
and, occasionally, to their ornamented notes. These then 
are the essential features of the ragas in the theory 
books of the 18th and early 19th centuries. But it is the

ĈI)P,4-:67 and 74- et seq.
^The description of To<JI, Kalya^x and Mangalakaisika, the 

latter a janyaraga listed under Malavagaula mela 
(SS,p.79)* is missing.
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notation of set phrases or patterns of a raga's opening 
"bars", of its prayogas and other characteristic internal 
movements that signifies a new development in the theory 
of lakga^a. For instance, whereas the earlier texts 
indicate only the graha note where the raga's beginning 
is concerned, the SP and SS include the udgraha or open
ing note-patterns of their ragas in notation. As its 
prefix, *udf, connotes, udgraha refers to the pattern 
that follows the graha note, usually in an ascending 
movement.'** This development perhaps indicates an aware
ness on the part of the 18th century music theorist of 
the inadequacy of theoretical lak$a$a and the need to 
present a raga's features in a more practical manner.
On the other hand, it might also mean the imposition to 
a much greater degree of the use of fixed initial 
formulae as against the possibly more arbitrary opening 
patterns of earlier times which, nevertheless, observed 
the prescribed graha. Moreover, the responsibility of 
remembering countless set phrases may have proved onerous 
so that the solution lay in the written note if the raga's 
true traditional characteristics were to be preserved.

^Although udgraha as a formal or technical term is not 
used in the earlier texts, the opening phrases of the 
musical illustrationsjln the BP, SR and RV may perhaps be considered their ragas1 udgraha.
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The eventual publication of Dikshitulu*s and Bhat- 
khâ L<Jefs Sammelwerke in the following centuries seems 
to bear out our suppositions.

To determine the differences in the features of 
the ragas in the SP, SS and SC, we are making a survey 
of eighteen ragas that are, in most instances, similar 
to one another in name and in scale, and further com
paring them with corresponding ragas in the RV wherever 
these are illustrated in that text. The comparison 
will be based on the theory and musical examples given 
in these four texts. The eighteen ragas represent 
twelve melas or scale-types. Our concordance, which 
follows, will show that we have used the older "Kana- 
kambarl*1 names of the SC melas.^ This will make nominal 
comparison more relevant, and the accompanying mela 
number will help the reader to determine the mela's 
modern name.

1SC,1,3iunder melalakganam
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Mela Concordance

SS SP SC RV
Srxraga Suddhamela Srxraga(22) Srxraga
Na£a Na^a Na£a(36) Suddhana^a
Malavagaula Gaurl Malava

gaula (15)
Malavagaula

Velavalx - Velavalx(23) -

Varalx Suddhavaratx Varalx(39) -

Suddharamakrx Ramakarx Ramakriya(51) Suddharamakr:
Sankara-bhararia Sankara-bharana Sankara- 

bharana(29)
Mailari

Kambhojx Srlraga Kambhojx(28) -

Bhairavx Hindola Bhairavx(20) -

Mukharx Mukhaxa Kanakam-
barx(l) Mukharx

Vegavahinx Salanga ¥egavahinx(16^)

Sindhuramakri Vaxjayantx Pantuvara-
li(45)

Suddhavara^i

Hegiojl - Hejjujjx(l3) Revagupti
Samavaralx — Sama-

varalx(3) Samavaralx

Vasantabhairavx - Vasanta- Vasantabhair; bhairavl(14)
Bhinna§a<Jja Gurjarx (Ni) Bhinna-

?a^ja(9) Nadaramakrx

De sales x Desakbya Besak§x(35) Desak^x
Chayana^a Kar^a^agaula Chayana$a(34) Kar$a£agau<Ja

- Cont'd -
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SS
Saranga
To<Jx
Kalya^x

SP
Saranga
Bhairavx
Kalya$a
Punnagavaratx
Bangalx
Varalx
Vara-fxtcxjx
Nagavara^x
Sokavara^x
Meghanada
Kuranga
Saudaminx
Ratnavalx

SC RV

- Saranga
To$x(8) ToQx

Kalya$x(65) -
S xmant inx(57) Kalyana
Bhaumyaraga(59)
Narmada(50) -
Bhavanx(44) -
lrimurti(56) 
Jaganmohana(38) 
Na*J;abhara3j.a(10) -

Bhu^avalx(64) -
Bhanumatx(4) Rxtigaula 
Surasena(27) Hammxra
Kira£avali(21) Abhxrana^a
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A word about our notation of the examples in these
texts* The ornamentation indicated in the RV raga-rupas
and the text of the SS gxtaprayogas and the SC lak^ana-
gxtas have been left out. The exclusion of ornamentation
has been done for reason of consistency and equality as
the SP, SS and SC examples only give the bare outline of
the melodic line of the form or johrase they illustrate.
Phrasings mark the syllabic divisions of the text of the

1gxtaprayogas and lak^a^agxtas. The SC author has written 
his lak§a^.agxtas in Triputa time; this is equivalent to 
seven quavers apportioned into three-two-two quavers.
The circular pattern of these vocal pieces can be seen 
when the gxta's first note at the Da capo sign (more often 
a crochet, at times two quavers) serves to complete the 
final set of seven quavers as well as introduce the song.
Of the four texts, only the RV has a symbol for the octave 
position of a note. The register indicated in our notation 
of the examples in the three other texts is our own inter
pretation of it.

Tied notes do not necessarily mean one unxnterrupted tone. As Idelsohn remarks, "Repeated notes on one syllable, in 
Oriental song, are not tied to make one prolonged tone, 
as in modern Occidental song. The Oriental musician or 
the singer of the old Church song, holds the vowel or 
consonant of the word sung, while producing a throbbing 
repetition of the note in question." (Op. cit.,[xiv])
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Srxraga in the RV theory is said to consist of
movements (gata), that is, note patterns, that either

1include Ga and Dha or exclude these svaras. The notated 
raga-rupa clarifies this statement when it reveals that 
Ga and Dha are used only in descent and not in ascent in
this raga* The SS which classifies Srxraga as heptatonic

_ p —states that no tana may proceed from Ga or Dha* Its £haya
example shows no Dha; Ga is used only in descent, that is, 
no note proceeds from Ga upwards. The SS furthermore 
prohibits the progressions, Sa-Ri-Ga-Ma and its reverse* 
Ma-Ga-Ri-Sa* It is this practical aspect of the theory 
books of the 18th century that contributes to a better 
understanding of a raga's features rather more than a 
mere listing of its lak§a$a could do* The SC Srxraga 
omits Dha altogether and uses Ga in descent almost always. 
The opening pattern of both the SS and SC Srxraga examples 
progresses downwards in the scale rather than upwards in

1RV,4:30
oDocumentation of statements, when not indicated as a footnote, will be found in the notation.
^It is the direction following a note that determines 

whether it is being used in ascent or in descent, not 
the directional pattern which precedes it.
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the more conventional manner* The musical examples 
reveal that the SS and SO Srlraga features have more in 
common with each other than with the 17th century RV Sri- 
raga whose graha and aijsa are Ri to the others1 Sa, yet
regarding Ga and Dha they all appear to agree.

Saindhavl is said to have an innate lack of Ga and
1 - *-Ni, according to the RV, but its raga-rupas show the use

of these svaras, albeit in descent only. In this respect
the SP offers more accurate information when it states 
specifically that Ga and Ni are omitted in ascent in this 
raga. The omission in ascent of Ga and Ri, however, does 
not prevent the SP Saindhavl from being classified as 
heptatonic. This seems to indicate that although the 
role of Ga and Ni in descent is a minor one as it appears 
to be in the RV and SS examples, if not so much in the SP, 
these notes cannot be considered subordinate tones in the 
same category that pien-tones are in a pentatonic scale. 
The SS Saindhavl, also classed as heptatonic, also uses 
Ga and Ni in descent only. In musical example, therefore,
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the RV, SP and SS agree on this feature of Saindhavi#
On the other hand, although the SC Saindhavi is in the 
same modal scale, its use of Ga and Ni in ascent makes 
it entirely alien to the earlier Saindhavi examples.
Thus, while in theory the texts may seem to agree on a 
raga's basic lak§a$a, a look at their musical illustra
tions can alter any preconceived notion about a possible 
musical concord among them#

The RV Saindhavi*s initial and principal note is 
said to be Sa, yet its raga-rupas begin on Ri. It is 
this supertonal suspension, especially seen in the second 
rupa at its close, that characterizes most of the music# 
Dha, which we might note is Ri*s consonant, is the SP 
Saindhavi*s initial note# Some similarity between the 
RV and SP descending patterns may be seen. This descend
ing pattern usually emanates from Ni ostensibly making 
that note an appoggiatura to Dha in the SP prastara of 
the raga#

The SG Saindhavi description provides one of the 
rare instances when a raga's range is given# Here it is 
said to be in the middle range1 and what this means can

■̂SC, 1,3:22/8
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be seen in the musical example. The range of Saindhavi's 
lak^a^agita is limited to exactly seven notes: from Dha 
of the theoretical mandra register to Pa of the middle 
register. In this aspect the SC seems to agree with the 
SS but because the SS gives no other musical illustration 
of Saindhavi except the raga's arohavaroha^a pattern, 
this evidence remains inconclusive. However, the evidence 
in the SC example does support our hypothesis that range 
is a relative concept. In modern terms, and all things 
being equal, the SC Saindhavi*s middle range would be 
described as a low tessitura.

Suddhanata*s six-sruti svaras, Ri and Dha, give this 
raga*s scale two symmetrical clusters of notes with Pa at 
the fulcrum yet symmetry is not this raga's distinguish
ing feature. The omission of Ga and Dha in descent, 
which all four texts observe, leads to an imbalance 
created by the loss of Ri's consonant partner. Such an 
imbalance would, therefore, be concentrated more likely 
on the lower tetrachord of the raga. Leaps of fourths 
and fifths on Sa, Ma and Pa, which abound in most of the 
examples, lessen the occurrence of chromaticism between 
Ri-Ga and Dha-Ni. Ga, when present, acts as a passing
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note between Ri and Ma in the RV rupa and the SC lak^ana- 
glta of Ra*fca. The RV raga furthermore omits Ri in ascent 
and thus avoids the Dha-Ni chromaticism found in the SP 
and SS Raisa examples. In the SC Rata, hha appears as 
the bottom note of what might pass for a melodic (as 
against an ornamental) Doppelschlag and an inverted turn 
on Ni in the second and fourth line, respectively, of the 
lak^anagxta. The reiteration of seconds on Sa-Ri and on 
Pa-Ma provides a touch of symmetry to the shape of the 
RV and SP Ra^a illustrations. On the whole, the features 
of Rata in all four texts appear remarkably consistent.

Malavagaula is a melaraga in all the texts being 
reviewed except the SP. In the RV the raga is said to 
be either heptatonic or without the use of Ga and Dha.
The omission of these notes, however, is applied in the 
descending line mostly as the RV raga-rupa shows. Ri
is the RV Malavagaula1s graha, amsa and nyasa but Sa may

1 —be an alternative ending. Without Ga and Dha, the ragafs
scalar structure consists of two consecutive major thirds, 
Ri~Ma and Pa-Ri, approached by a minor second from either

15
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end of the scale at Sa. Alternate thirds or a progres
sion of thirds, especially seen in the SP example, seem 
to characterize this raga. The SP Malavagaula is hexa- 
tonic, Dha being dropped* It has a choice of initial as 
well as of final notes. When Ri is the initial note, 
then Ga may not follow, Ahobala says. If Ga is to be 
used, then Pa is the opening note, and if Pa is graha 
then the raga ends on Ma. The SP raga has apparently 
two forms: authentic and plagal, so to speak, Ni leading 
to Sa in the former and Ga to Ma in the latter. The SP 
illustration begins on Ri and ends on Sa; no prastara 
illustrates the plagal form, however. A feature which 
ties the later SS and SC Malavagaula to the RV corresponding 
raga is the leap found in these three examples between 
Ni and Ma, an augmented fourth that the RV raga-rupa 
softens by leading Ma to Pa which resolves to Sa, thus 
making Ma appear as an appoggiatura to Pa. Another trace 
of the past is seen in the reiteration of Sa-Ri or Ri-Sa 
in the SS ayittaprayoga of Malavagaula which can be found 
in the RV raga-rupa, too.

It might be noted that among the raga’s lak^a^a 
it is to the graha or murcchana as he usually calls the 
initial note of a raga, that Ahobala almost invariably 
draws our attention. This leaves the impression that 
in the SP the graha is of prime importance in the iden-
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tification of a raga* When one considers that several
ragas can and do have the same scale and that their
endings have by now been reduced to the Sa drone, then
the ragafs opening phrase begins to assume greater
significance indeed* As the final becomes a common
denominator to ragas of any given scale, it ceases to
act as a criterion for identification. This recalls
the 9th century monks, Aurelian of Reome and Regino
who considered the beginning rather than the ending of
a Gregorian antiphon the final criterion of its modal

1classification*
It is interesting to discover that while the SS 

and SC Malavagaula begins on Sa, the earlier graha 
prescription of the RV and SP raga finds a following 
in two of Tyagarsga's kritis. In one Ri is the opening 
note while in the other the more traditional Hi is used:

"Merusamana" TK,1,101

riTulasldalamulace11 TK, 1,103

Mayamalavagaula mela

1Reese, op* cit., 161*
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Ssavar! in the RV belongs to the Malavagaula mela.
'The later SS and SC texts call the raga Saver!. When the 
SP qualifies its Asavar! as adya, meaning, early, it 
perhaps points to some affiliation between its raga and
the RV Xsavar!, since, among its ragas, the SP also
includes a Saver! which is however of a different mela.

The omission of Ga and Ni in ascent is a common 
feature in the illustrations of this raga in all four 
texts. Ma is said to be the RV £savar!*s graha and amsa. 
Its first raga-rupa here finds Ma being introduced by Ri, 
however. What is remarkable is the opening phrase of the 
second RV raga-rupa, which now begins on Ma. This phrase 
is duplicated in the SP prastara initial run and it can 
also be found in the SS Saver! alapa and in the third line 
of the SO Saver! lak§anag!ta. The RV airisa of Ma is more
over well substantiated in the raga-rupas1 melodic line. 
The SP prefers to make Dha its £savar!*s principal note.
The SP raga is said to end on Pa but like most of the
other ragas illustrated in the text, it ends on Sa. It 
is quite possible that Ahobala*s nyasa refers to a medial 
pause rather than to the authentic final* The RV Asavar!

1RV,^:21
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rupas end on a plagal cadence from low Ma to middle Sa, 
The SP and SO examples likewise end in the same manner 
but from above. Speaking of cadences, we might call the 
final cadence of the SS Saverl alapa a Landini cadence 
on the minor sixth. The alapafs most outstanding note 
is Dha (Saver! fs official ainsa: Sa) and the alapa more
over begins on Dha (official graha: Sa); finally, its 
Landini cadence on the flattened sixth only accentuates 
this note all the more.

Another aspect of the raga is the leap between Ri 
and Dha or their inversion. In all but the SS which 
offers only one Saver! illustration, the leap can be seen 
to be one of the raga's more easily discernible features* 
Proof that the leap is indeed the Saver!1s and early Asa- 
var!*s mark is given in the Tyagaraja Saverl kriti, 
"Daridapuleka", which opens directly into a leap from 
Dha to Ri upwards.^ Although the four texts do not 
entirely agree on the raga's lak̂ â ia, the amazing simil
itude of their musical illustrations might be taken as 
evidence of the high degree of constancy which the 
character of Asavar! or Saverl managed to preserve within 
the span of three hundred years.

1TK,I>98.
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Purvx, like Saverx, belongs to the Malavagaula 
mela* The raga1s dominant note in the RV, BP and SS 
illustrations of Purvx appears to be Ga, a note that 
is omitted in ascent in Saverx. Thus, amsa and alpatva 
combine to distinguish this raga from another of the 
same mela* The RV prescribes Sa as Purvx*s initial 
note and uses this in its first raga-rupa but it is Ga 
that begins the following two rupas. The SP makes Ga 
the raga*s nyasa as well as its amsa and we find the 
note acting as points of rest between stretches of 
ascending and descending melodic lines in the prastara 
which ends as usual on the inevitable Sa. This confirms 
our hypothesis on Ahobala*s concept of the nyasa referred 
to in his raga, Ssavarx, which is, that his prescribed 
nyasa applies not to the final of the raga but to pauses 
within a given piece."**

Besides the emphasis on Ga, the RV, SP and SS illus-

Pauses here refer to notes of longer values, that is, to breaks in the even flow of the melodic line, not to the state of silence in the Western musical sense* 
Unlike other types of Eastern music in which the rest or intervals of silence are an integral feature of their character (Arab music, for instance), Indian classical music, assisted by the drone, contains no gaps of silence.
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trations reveal other features common to almost all 
three. There is the tendency to omit Ri and Ni in 
ascent; the illustrations use the phrase involving Ga 
with Pa and resolves downwards to Sa; the SP and SS 
use the leap of a fifth between Pa and Sa in their 
Purvx cadences#

The SG Purvx, on the other hand, is quite another 
specimen, judging from its lak§a$agxta# Here Ga is not 
the predominant note# It is Sa as the text prescribes. 
Although Ni is also omitted in ascent, Ri is very much 
in evidence and it is Pa that is occasionally skipped 
in descent# It is apparent, therefore, that unlike the 
more steadfast Saverx, Purvx underwent an appreciable 
degree of modification during the period separating the 
SS and the SG# That the change may have already begun 
in the 18th century is shown when the SS prescribes Sa 
as the ragafs graha, aiiisa and nyasa#
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Gaula, our last raga of the Malavagaula species 
(which species consists of the most number of ragas), 
has features that could mistake it for any of the three 
previous ragas of this mela. There are* for instance, 
the leaps of fourths and fifths, the omission of Ga and 
Dha, and the reiteration of seconds in the illustrations 
of Gaula in our four texts. Yet, the raga remains dis
tinguishable from the others* The four texts, however, 
disagree on Gaulafs laksana perhaps even more so than on 
the other three. The RV makes Pa Gaula*s graha and aijisa; 
the SP concentrates on Sa as the raga*s main functionary; 
the SS gives no data but begins and ends its illustration 
on Ni; and Ni is, in fact, the SC Gaula*s graha, amsa and 
nyasa* Yet Ni is said to be weak in the RV Gaula'*' and 
Somanatha uses the note only as a kind of appoggiatura to 
Ri in his first raga-rupa; the SP raga, on the other hand, 
is pentatonic, with Ga and Dha omitted; the SS Gaula omits 
Dha only in ascent and the author points out that Ga is 
only to be used in the ascending krama (note series) that 
ends on Ma, not in the krama that resolves on Sa, nor may 
Ga be found in the series that begins on Ri or on Sa. In

1RV,^:24
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spite of these apparent discrepancies, the character of 
the raga in all four illustrations emerges as one. All 
show leaps of a greater variety than found in the three 
previous ragas, Gaula displaying more augmented fourths, 
such as, Ri~Pa and Ma-Ni, and there are leaps on the 
restricted Ga-Dha as well. All omit Dha in ascent and 
all four illustrations restrict the use of Ga. The leaps 
combined with the oblique use of Ga in relation to Ri and 
Ma give Gaula its singular character. The melodic phrases 
or formulae that characterize our four Malavagaula ragas 
might be said to be the following:

Malavagaula Saver!

PurvI Gaula

t

In modern times, the North Indian Gaurl appears to 
have all the marks of the 18th century South Indian Gaula. 
In Gaurl Ga and Dha are also omitted in ascent, there are 
the usual leaps on Ri-Pa and Sa-Pa, and Ga's movement is 
restricted in the same oblique manner. The one difference 
between Gauri and Gaula is the occasional use in the former
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of the sharpened Ma, Bhatkha:n<Je1 s sthayT and antara of 
Gaurx, however, show no Ma-sharp:

Sthayl

l u h j - U i -  i T T T . - r r r r T gM J, J j I ii A
I---
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Varalx's cluster of chromatic notes in the first 
tetrachord is matched in the upper tetrachord an augmented 
fourth away* The raga's movement in our three illustra
tions consists mainly of semitonal steps around Ri-Sa or 
Ri-Ga, Ma-Pa or Dha-Pa, and Ni-Sa. The distance between 
Ga and Ma in the raga (enharmonically a major third) puts 
Ri in the position of a passing note to or a turn for Sa 
ox* a turn for Ga* For all that, Ri is not an insignificant 
note in this raga; it is the directional pattern of the 
melody that decides the role of a note in this heptatonic 
raga.

The SP Suddhavaratx1s graha of Dha will be seen 
again in that role in subsequent ragas of more or less 
related scales. As Ha's consonant (resolving to Pa) and 
as Sa's leading note, Ri is justifiably regarded as the 
SP raga's nyasa (more accurately, its subfinalis).
Balance is thus achieved by this relation of Ni to the 
two chromatic clusters of this sophisticated mode.
Ahobala makes Ma, Ri1s consonant, Suddhavara^x1s amsa 
but the SP prastara hardly shows Ma in that important 
capacity. Instead the prastara shows Ma in a leap to 
Sa which interval of a diminished fifth can also be seen 
in the Dha-Ga leaps in the SG laksanagxta of (Jhala)varalx. 
The SG leaps may, however, prove to be something more than
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false fifths if Ga can be interpreted in the first leap 
(second line of the glta) as a passing note to Ri thus 
suggesting the perfect fifth, Ri~Dha, or, if Dha in the 
second leap (third line) is put in the role of an appog- 
giatura to Pa, Pa being Gafs enharmonic fourth.1

Ramakri's scale is the augmented fourth version of 
the scale of Malavagaula. The nominally related RV Rama- 
krl belongs to the latter mela and is being included 
here to show its similarities with the SP Ramakarl. The

— pRV raga has two choices of graha/amsa, namely, Sa or Ga. 
Its illustrated raga-rupas begin on Ga. The rupas1 
omission of Ma in ascent causes the Ga-Pa major third to 
become the ragafs most conspicuous notes, especially 
when Ma is also skipped in descent as it often is in the 
fourth rupa. While Ga is the RV RamakrT's official amsa, 
Pa might be said to be the raga's bahu svara. The

1 — — —Tyagaraja's Varali kriti, "Marakatamani" which begins onPa makes Dha either its appoggiatura or its turn. In 
ascent, however, Dha assumes its own role in relation to Sa.

2RV,4-:20.
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omission of Ma in this raga is significant in view of 
the consequent classification of Ramakri's scale*

The SP Ramakari begins on Dha. However, the opening 
phrase in the SP prastara of Dha-Sa-Ri introduces the 
Ga-Pa interval as prevalent in the prastara as it is in 
the RV Ramakri's raga-rupas. The SP raga also omits Ma 
and Ni in ascent"*- and makes Pa, the RV raga's strong 
note, its amsa* Despite the discrepancy in scale, there
fore, theory and illustration show a close correlation 
in the two texts because Pa plays a prominent part in 
both* (It is possible that the descending Ma in the SP 
raga might have been flattened.)

This apparent tie to the Malavagaula scale disappears 
in the SS and SC Ramakri raga. Their illustrations show 
a definite use of the sharpened Ma. Dha is seen to be 
the strong note in the SC lak^anagita of Ramakriya.
Thus, the use of the Ma-sharp seems to have caused the 
shift of emphasis from the previously limited conjunction 
of Pa with Ga to another comprising the broader intervals 
of Pa-Sa and Ma-Ni. Dha, the medial note of the two

1But for the omission of Ni in the initial phrase of its 
prastara,_the SP Ramakari may temporarily be mistaken 
for a Varati-type raga, many of which begin on Dha in the SP.
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intervals serves to "modulate" the melody from one 
interval to the other,

Ramakri then seems to illustrate the evolution of 
a raga whose reiteration of the powerful early a$sa, Pa, 
led to the inevitable inclusion of the previously omitted 
Ma, now taking the role of a leading note, which in turn 
necessitated the appearance of the previously omitted and 
non-consonant Ni, now in consonant agreement with the 
sharpened Ma. If the development of the features of each 
and every raga could be traced, it might be discovered 
that it is not only inventiveness but also a subconscious 
desire on the part of the musician to correct the imbalance 
inherent in the diatonic modal system1 that lead to the 
supplantation of a raga's early lak^ana by other lak$ag.a. 
Ultimately, it would seem, the newer lak§ap.a pass the 
test of time and thus become part of a raga's tradition.

1 - See. M.A* Jairazbhoy's Rag and scale in North Indian
classical music (title is tentative), due to be 
published sometime this year by Paber and Paber.
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Sankarabharana is among the ragas listed in the 
SR "purvaprasiddha" ragas,"*" Whether its 13th century 
scalar composition bears any resemblance to that of the 
Sankarabharana of the 17th and subsequent centuries 
might be difficult if not futile to determine, Sankara- 
bhara$a is in the category of so-called inferior hepta- 
tonic ragas in the SMK and its mela is that of the 
Sriraga (D mode). It is said to have a likeness to

__ _ ~zthe raga, Samanta, whose Ri-sharp and Dha-sharp might 
apparently be taken for the minor third and minor seventh 
of the Sriraga mode,

The C-mode Sankarabharana appears in the 17th century 
RV as a raga of the Mallari mela. In this and subsequent 
texts, the raga is described as heptatonic, with its 
graha, ainsa and nyasa on Sa, except in the SP where 
Sankarabharana is given an atnsa of Ma and a nyasa of Ga, 
The SP musical illustration, however, consists only of 
the ascending and descending movement of its scale, the 
range of the raga being two octaves. There is no way to 
prove or disprove from the illustration the raga's Ma 
amsa or its Ga nyasa. We have shown the SP nyasa to

1SR,11,2:4 2SMK,5:61 5Ibid.
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apply to inner pauses and not to the final of the raga* 
The Ga pause is well marked in the RV raga-rupa of 
Sankarabharana so that there appears to be some justifica 
tion for the Ga nyasa of the SP Sankarabharapa.

Both the RV and SC illustrations of Sankarabharana 
are characterized by leaps of fourths. The initial 
phrase of the RV raga-rupa is somewhat duplicated in the 
opening note-pattern of Tyagaraja's Sankarabharana kriti, 
"Manasusvadhfna'1 and of the caranam section of his kriti, 
uEmineramun:

TK,1,21 TK,1,2V | — --- --- —i--------- -—.— — ,— ^.r 1 * ---------
t .(i /--i.» ♦ i»

whose pallavi and anupallavi sections open with a Pa-Sa
or Sa-Pa slide# As for Sankarabharana*s range which the
SP illustration gives as two octaves from low Pa to high
Pa, most of the eight kritis created by Tyagariga in this 

1mode have an upper limit of Ma-octave; one kriti briefly
2touches high Pa.

1TK,I,l-9;18;21;23; II,5C.
2In the carana section of "Edu^anilicite", TK,I,18.
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Kambhojx and Natanarayanx are ragas that bear 
nominal or scalar relationship with their respective 
counterparts in our four texts but their musical 
illiistrations show unexpected differences as well as 
similarities#

Kambodx and Na^anaraya^a in the RV are in the G 
mode# The SP Kambodhx is in the G mode, a mode that is
not represented in the RV, we recall. The SP Natanara-
yana is, however, in the 0 mode as are other earlier 
types of the raga, in the SMK and GDP, for instance#
The later Kambhojx and Natanarayanx of the SS and SC
are in the G modej only their Kambhojx musical illus
trations show some parallel features#

The RV Kambodx is said to be heptatonic but its 
raga-rupas show no use of Ni, and Ga is omitted in 
ascent# The SP Kambodhx, on the other hand, omits 
Ma and Ni in ascent# Despite their theoretical 
differences in mode and lak^ana, their musical illus
trations show as much kinship as the modally related 
SS and SC Kambhojx# The SP Kambodhx begins on Ga.
The raga may also begin in the upper tetrachord on Dha, 
one of its two amsas, the other being Ma. When the 
raga begins in Dha, the SP prescribes the omission of 
Ga (yada gandharahxna syan murcchana cottarayata // 410).
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It is this alternate initial phrase in the SP prastara 
that begins the RY Kambodx raga-rupa and, except for 
the descending Ni in the SP raga prastara, the RY and 
SP Kambodhx illustrations have many related passages*

Ma, omitted in ascent, is nevertheless the SP 
Kambodhx's amsa. The raga's prastara clearly proves 
this* Because the ascending movement of the prastara 
terminates on Ma, attention is fixed on it* It is the 
note-plateau among the ups and downs of a raga's svara 
pattern that catches the ear* Here then is an instance 
in which the omission of a note leads to no diminution 
of that note's power* There is apparently no hard and 
fast rule that relates the omission of notes to alpatva* 
Generally speaking, however, the restricted use of a 
note is apt to weaken it, not enhance it.

The SS Kambhojx also omits Ma and Ni in ascent and 
its author claims that "there are ways of achieving 
rakti (charm) when Ma occasionally appears*" Our SS 
illustrations of the raga do not, however, suffice to 
establish this claim. One apparent similarity between 
the SP and SS Kambhojx ragas is the opening phrase in 
both their illustrations. The later SO Kambhojx omits 
only Ni in ascent and its lakpapagxta features many leaps* 

The RY and SP Natanarayapa ragas are related in scale
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and in name but their svara patterns do not seem to 
have much in common. While the RY raga-rupas include 
leaps of fifths, the SP prastara takes a step by step 
course. Purthermore, the RY raga’s amsa is Ga while 
the SP has its aiiisa on Ma, (Thus, although the two texts 
assign different modes to Kambodhi, their Kambodhx raga 
illustrations at least reveal some common note-patterns 
while their modally related Natanarayana illustrations 
show no kindred features.

rfhe SS and SC Natanarayani agree not only in name 
and mode but also in lak̂ ajaa; yet their note-patterns 
diverge. Theoretical lak$ap.a between nominally and 
modally related ragas, while seeming to coincide, may 
therefore prove misleading* The differences between 
modally related ragas of the same name may stem from 
lack of a strong tradition or may signify continuous 
development. Whatever the reason, the importance of 
notated music to illustrate a raga*s features becomes 
plain if the raga is to preserve its conventional 
character or if its historical growth is to be more 
faithfully recorded* In this respect the 20th century 
is better equipped than the past. It has seen the compila 
tion of the compositions of such famous South Indian 
musicians as Tyagaraja, Dlkshitar, Syama fiastrl, Kshe-
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trajha and others, and the anthologies of S. Dlkshitulu 
and Bhatkha$<Je, and has encouraged the holding of annual 
music conferences that include the discussion of lak§a;n.a. 
The published reports of these lak^ana discussions do 
much to develop the analytical approach to the study of 
a raga's features.

Hindola has consistently been a pentatonic raga
since the time of the BD, our first extant source of the
raga. In the BD Hindola is described as a Vesara-type
parent raga which omits Ri and Dha.^ The same descrip-

2tion is given in the SR and in the 17th century we find 
the same notes omitted in the CDP Hindola.^ It is the
RV, the CDP*s predecessor, that changes the gaps of the

—  4raga's scale to Ri and Pa. Hindola1s gaps have remained
so today. In the matter of scale, however, Hindola has 
undergone somewhat more change* We have shown the Hindola 
scale to be that of the D mode in the BD and SR. In the 
SMK Hindola appears as a raga of the A mode"̂  and, except

'LBD:344 in which the raga*s name appears as Bhindola* it is Hindola in BD:314.

2SR,11,2:94- 5CDP,5:60 4RV,4-:14- 5SMK,4;26
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for the RV which puts Hindola in the Vasanta mela (a 
duplicate of the Malavagaula mela), the raga remains 
in the A mode until the middle of the 19th century when

iit reverts to its original D mode. Thus, while the 
modern Hindola is again in the D mode, its Ri-Pa gaps 
distinguish it from the Hindola of the 10th century.

The omission of the consonant pair, Ri-Pa, from 
Hindola produces a raga of tasteful symmetry, whose 
melodic themes center around the ancient tetrachordal 
boundaries of Sa and Ma. Like most ragas that omit Pa,^ 
Hindola*s drone-tones would be Sa and Ma. And to the 
Western ear the Sa-drone in Hindola would seem to take 
the role of dominant to the f-minor chord. All three 
illustrations of Hindola here show much consistency in 
playing Sa-Ni-Sa against Ma-Ga-Ma. The interesting thing 
about Hindolafs development is the retention of its 18th 
century svara-patterns in spite of the raga's change of 
mode. The effect of the major sixth in the D mode as 
against the A mode's minor sixth is to create a less

1 _ _Tyagaraja's Hindola kritis are in the 22nd mela (D mode). See next page,
2 Of the non-Ma-sharp variety.
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sombre Hindola with the major third of its plagal 
F major triad, as it were, giving the raga a ray of 
brightness*

11 Mana sulxnin

\ * t T T i  ^ .

TK,11,32 " Sama j avaragamana11
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TodI and JBhupala represent the E mode in our 
selective survey of 17th and 18th century ragas. The 
mode is not among those in the 16th century SMK class 
of ragas although it has been shown to be in the earlier 
BD and SR raga systems. Fifty years after the SMK the 
mode appears in the RV.

The RV To<JI concentrates its initial, principal 
and pausal note on the svara, Ga.*1' Its raga-rupa covers 
a range of a little over an octave. This ambitus is 
confirmed in the SP and SC To<Ji illustrations. The RV 
To<Ji raga-rupa1 s display of leaps is also seen in the 
SC To<JI lak^a^agita, yet the two are incompatible because 
Pa is omitted in the hexatonic SC TogLl.

The SP description of its To<Ji includes a procedure 
that presages the more detailed kind of descriptive 
analysis that characterizes the SSP, KPM, and even the 
more modest Dakgi%aragaratnakaram of K. Ramachandran. ̂ 
This is the reference to the use of accidentals in a 
raga, i.e., to the occasional change in the pitch of a 
note or notes of the raga’s basic scale. There is no 
mention of accidentals in the SMK, RV, CDP, SS or SC.

^Madras, 1SW-9.
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The SP To<Ji description ends with, "When Ma is used in
ascent, then Pa is nyasa (that is, then Ma should resolve
to Pa), and [that Ma is equivalent to] the second Pa."
This second Pa is the vikpta variety of Pa which Ahobala

2says is like tivratama Ma. This sharpening of Ma in 
ascent might indicate some influence on the SP raga of 
the North Indian To$i whose fourth and seventh degrees 
are raised. Additional proof that Ahobala*s nyasa 
refers to intermediate pauses, not to the raga's final, 
is furnished by the SP Todi's prastara* Dha, the raga's 
nyasa, appears twice as pauses within the prastara and 
Dha makes an effective pause in relation to the raga's 
amsa.

Bhupall in the SP, like its parent raga above, 
takes Ga as its amsa but the derivative Bhupall omits 
Ma and Ni. The SS Bhupala belongs to another mela but

1 — _menarohe tu panyasa pahcamenobhayor api // ^ 8 6 SP
2SP:?8. The quality of sharpness in the term, tivratama, 

may be likened to the sharpness of a leading note that 
resolves to a modulatory tonic key as compared to thatnote's less sharp pitch level when used as the majorthird of the tonic triad.
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is included here as a nominally related raga that could 
well have been classified in the E mode judging from its 
pentatonic scalar structure. The SS, however, places 
Bhupala among the ragas of its Bhinna$a$ja mela, a scale 
that lacks the flattened seventh of To$i. Despite this 
mela difference, all three of our Bhupala illustrations 
agree in svara patterns as well as in gapped scale.

The SC Bhupala lak^a^agita provides further evidence 
of the discrepancy between theory and illustration that 
occasionally occurs in our four texts. Ga introduces
and ends the SC Bhupala lak^ajiagTta but Sa is said to be

_  -  2the raga's official graha and nyasa.
There is a strong affinity in scale and lak$a$a 

between our South Indian Bhupala illustrations and the 
KPM's sthayi and antara of the North Indian Bhupalato<jT. 
In the latter, the omitted notes, Ma and Ni, appear as 
decorative pien tones that fill the gaps of its penta
tonic scale. Perhaps the same could be true of the South

1 _  _  ^The RV Bhupall, although nominally related, is in the
C mode; yet it, too, omits Ma and Ni (RV,4:36). Cf. 
this with the North Indian Bhupall in the E mode, 
whose similar omission of Ma and Ni results in the 
same gapped scale as the RV Bhupall (KPM,III,23).

2SC,I,3:8/2.
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Indian examples had their ornamentations been notated.
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Desakhya o r  D e s a k ^ I ap p ears  to  have been in  vogue 

f o r  a t  l e a s t  two hundred y e a r s .  The mode i s  fo un d  in  

th e  SMK w hich c l a s s i f i e s  th e  ra g a  as " s u p e r io r  h e p ta to n ic " ,  

th e  RV and GDP as w e l l  as in  o u r l a s t  th r e e  t e x t s ,  th e  

SP, SS and SC. The r a g a 's  s v a ra  p a t te r n s  in  o u r i l l u s 

t r a t io n s  d is c lo s e  an ad ep t h a n d lin g  o f  th e  R i-s h a r p  w hich  

r e s u l t s  in  th e  fo rm a t io n  o f

a p s e u d o -p e n ta to n ic  s t r u c tu r e  whose gaps a p p a r e n t ly  

in d ic a te  a p a i r in g  o f  R i w ith  N i in  a s c e n t and Dha w ith  

Ga in  d e s c e n t. The gapped i n t e r v a l ,  R i - N i ,  a lth o u g h  a 

m in o r s ix t h  and n o t th e  u s u a l f i f t h  o r  f o u r t h ,  n e v e r th e 

le s s  b r in g s  ab o u t symmetry in  th e  ra g a  when R i and N i  

a re  seen as le a d in g  n o te s  to  Ga and S a , r e s p e c t iv e ly .  

T h e ir  o m iss io n  r e s u l t s  in  a m in o r t h i r d  f i n a l  cadence  

in s te a d ,  Dha-Sa fro m  below  o r  R i-s h a r p  ( th e  enharm onic  

G a - f l a t ) - S a  from  ab o ve . The two p e n ta to n ic  s c a le s , as  

i t  w e re , c r e a te  a c o n tr a s t  in  moods in  t h i s  r a g a , w hich  

m ig h t be d e s c r ib e d  as o p t im is t ic  in  a s c e n t and c a u tio u s  

in  d e s c e n t.

The SP and SS i l l u s t r a t i o n s  o f  D e s a k ^ i h e re  show 

re m a rk a b le  re s e m b la n c e . The SC r a g a ,  on th e  o th e r  hand , 

i s  a m e la -ra g a  and , as such , must be h e p ta to n ic  in  a s c e n t
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and descent. (The resulting svara pattern in the SC 
Desak^x laksanagxta includes the chromatic Ri-Ga-Ma 
sequence which the older SP and SS raga neatly avoids. 
Our surmise would be that with the SS the original

■ihesakfl tradition ceases.

Saranga's odd scale is not accommodated in the
2present scheme of seventy-two melas. The mode is among 

those in the RV, SP and SS raga systems. The peculiarity 
of its scale does not inhibit the possibility of balance 
within the raga's tetrachords. Like other ragas with 
chromatic svara tendencies, Saranga consists of two 
consonant chromatic clusters around Ga-Ma-Pa and Lha-Ni- 
Sa. In modern notation, the Saranga scale would be:

1The modern-day Desak^x is in the C mode that includes the accidental Ni-flat.
2Other 18th century modes not reckoned by the mela system today are the SP Kuranga and Saudaminx. Kurahga might be classified under the 59th mela (Lharmavatx, with a 

minor third and augmented fourth) if Kuranga's Ga-sharp 
is treated as an accidental. Saudaminx could pass for 
the North Indian Purvx, a raga that uses the perfect 
and augmented fourths as well as the flattened second and sixth.
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\— --------- 1

The SS points out the enharmonic relationship of Ga-sharp
with Ms!' and it is this note that holds the ear in the RV
Saranga raga-rupas. Ma-sharp and Ni which usually act
as leading notes to Pa and Sa do not function as such
in our Saranga illustrations. Instead, these svaras
act as chromatic passing notes for Pa and Ga on the one
hand and for Sa and Dha on the other, the raga itself
ending in a "tenor cadence".

The use of accidentals in the North Indian Suddha
Saranga conceals the frame of the RV and SP Saranga,
The omission of Ga in the North Indian raga of the G
mode, which uses both the perfect and augmented fourths
as well as the minor and major sevenths, puts into a new
format what is actually the old Saranga scale (Dha in

2.the modern scale being only slightJy used ), Thus, by

1SS,p.lll
2KPM,VX,173
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the use of accidentals are the more exotic modes of the 
past absorbed by the ragas of the present mela or tha£ 
system*

Kalyanx in its present F-mode constitution appears 
in the CDP raga system. The F mode is not represented 
in the SMK or the RV although the latter includes a 
Kalya^a raga (but with a minor third and sixth to its 
augmented fourth). The CDP states that KalyanI is
unsuitable for continuous singing and that it is a

1 —favourite of the Turks. Like the CDP raga, the SP
Kalya$a omits Ma and Ni in ascent. Its svara prastara 
here takes the descending movement much more than the 
ascending one. Our SC example of the raga is Yamuna- 
kalya^I as being closest in character to the CDP and 
SP raga. The SC raga is hexatonic, omitting Ni. But 
it, too, moves more conspicuously in descent. Its 
tessitura, moreover, is low. Both these characteristics 
are seen in the KPM sthayl of Yamankalyf^, the North 
Indian variety of the SC raga. A more recent example

1CDP,5:106-7
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o f th e  S outh  In d ia n  Y am u naka lya jji i s  T y a g a ra ja *s  k r i t i ,  

"E ta v u n a ra "  w h ich  a ls o  ten d s  to  th e  downward movement,

The k r i t i  o c c u p ie s  th e  more u s u a l rang e  o f  mandra D ha- 

t a r a  Ga b u t b o th  th e  SG la k fa i^ a g ita  and T y a g a r a ja 's  

k r i t i  c o v e r a ra n g e  o f  tw e lv e  n o te s , Ma in  th e  SC ra g a  

does n o t p ro ceed  d i r e c t l y  in  a s c e n t b u t f i r s t  re s o lv e s  

to  Pa and in  d e s c e n t i s  o m it te d . T h is  i s  n o t  q u ite  th e  

p a t t e r n  in  th e  o th e r  Yam unakalyanx i l l u s t r a t i o n s  h e re .  

H ow ever, in  none o f  them do Ha and N i p la y  a p a r t i c u l a r l y  

im p o r ta n t  p a r t .  T h is  r e s t r a i n t  on Ha and N i  i s  a p p a r e n t ly  

a c o n tin u a n c e  o f  th e  t r a d i t i o n  a tta c h e d  to  th e  e a r ly  

K a ly a r t l ra g a .

To end th e  s u rv e y , we a re  in c lu d in g  f u r t h e r  ev id e n c e  

o f  d is c re p a n c y  betw een m u s ic a l th e o ry  and i l l u s t r a t i o n s .

F o llo w in g  i s  a t a b le  g iv in g  th e  as ce n d in g  and d escend ing
- 1p a t t e r n  o f  a ra g a  i n  th e  SC and th e  open in g  p hrase  o f

i t s  la k ^ a ^ ia g lta . The t h e o r e t ic a l  g rah a  n o te  i s  marked  

by th e  l e t t e r  G be low  i t  in  th e  f i r s t  co lum n. I t  w i l l  be 

n o te d  t h a t  in  some in s ta n c e s  th e  two s v a ra  p a t te r n s  a g re e .

1A f t e r  th e  d e s c r ip t io n  o f  th e  ra g a  in  P a r t  I  o f  th e  t e x t .
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Our short survey shows a change of svara patterns 
in some ragas and a close adherence to their likely 
tradition in others. Musical treatises are the source 
of many a raga's historical background and discrepancies 
between theory and illustration in our survey might mean 
the usual difficulty of making theory catch up with 
practice and/or the author1s reluctance to deviate from 
past descriptions of some ragas. The practice of making 
Sa the raga's all-rpurpose note quite often found in the 
SS and SC appears to be one cause for the disagreement 
between the authorfs theory and his illustrations* Com
pared to past texts, the SP, SS and SC, however, take 
more care to indicate the omission of a note or notes in 
a raga's ascent or descent, in paying particular attention 
to a raga's opening note or phrase, and in making known 
what a choice in a raga's initial and final note may 
entail.

Generally, the illustrations from our four texts 
give a fair picture of the change over the years that 
apparently develops in a raga's svara patterns or show 
traces of the past in the later examples of the raga, 
and determine to some extent what phrases might possibly 
distinguish one raga from another among ragas of the same 
mela and scale-size. The later texts contain practical
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information and useful directions which authors and 
scholars of the 20th centuries are to adopt in subsequent 
theories and collections of notated music of the ragas* 
For instance, the SP is perhaps one of the first, if not 
the first, after the codification of the svara system, 
to denote the use of accidentals in at least two of its 
ragas; the SS says which tanas are or are not permissable 
in a raga; and the SO gives in notation the ascending 
and descending pattern of 294 ragas (i.e., excluding the 
seventy-two heptatonic mela-ragas whose svara patterns 
move more or less in a straightforward manner).

The use of illustrations in musical treatises is 
not new. The early BD and SR illustrate their jatis and 
ragas with ak^iptikas or prastaras. But musical illus
trations are only useful when the scale of a raga can be 
determined with some degree of accuracy. This is the 
drawback the researcher faces when notating the BD and 
SR ragas. At best our notation of their illustrations 
is speculative. The SMK and CDP, on the other hand, 
offer no illustration of their ragas although their raga 
scales may be identified in Western notation with some 
measure of certainty. Hence, as far as our resources are 
concerned, it is only the RV, SP, SS and SC that depict 
the raga’s characteristics in true musical terms, even if
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their illustrations are limited in scope.
The musical illustrations clarify ambiguous 

statements that appear in a raga*s description, prove 
a raga's theoretical tessitura, or, confirm a raga*s 
range. They also show how chromaticism is handled in 
such modes as Suddhana^a, Varall and Saranga. And it 
is the ragasf illustrations that lend credence to our 
hypothesis that the nyasa in the 18th century, and 
perhaps earlier, refers to a pause within the music, not 
to the raga's final, Sa having become the ragas* common 
denominator of the final. Features not mentioned in 
theory but revealed by the illustrations are: the presence 
of leaps in such ragas as SsavarT, Sankarabharana and 
Totjl, the tendency to omit a note or notes in ascent in 
an otherwise heptatonic raga such as PurvT, or, the shape 
of a raga when different sets of notes are omitted in 
ascent and in descent, as in Desak^i. The illustrations 
further show that the concept of alpatva is not necessarily 
related to the restricted movements of a note in a raga 
but that the note can, in fact, be the raga's ainsa, as 
in the SP Kambodhl.

While the NS, BP and SR explain the structure and 
nature of their jatis or ragas by means of ten or thirteen 
lak$a$a, the progressive development of stringed and other
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musical instruments brings about the dissolution of 
their raga's classic structure and renders obsolete 
some laksa^a. The subsequent preoccupation of the SMK,
RV* and CDP with the codification of the svara system 
and with the establishment of a mela system to replace 
the former grama-desl method of raga classification, 
limits their attention on the raga's laksa$a to its 
graha, airisa, nyasa and scale size* Finally, the inclu
sion in the SP, SS and SC of other guidelines, such as, 
addidentals in a raga's scale, tanas, prayogas and 
prastaras typical of a raga as well as its ascending 
and descending svara pattern in notation, points to the 
development of other criteria for raga identification 
and marks the beginning of a new concept of ragalak^ana* 

The importance of notated music is made clear by the 
discrepancies that arise among our four texts concerning 
a raga's scale or lak^ana, whose illustrations of the 
raga's svara patterns nevertheless coincide, or, whose 
illustrations disagree despite agreement on the raga's 
scale and lak^a^a* While the guru remains the means to 
the assimilation and transference of ragas, notated music 
generates in the musician a critical sense of analysis 
that includes the assessment of a raga's svara patterns 
in all their ascending, descending and oblique movements*
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Gritical analysis invites discrimination that leads to 
the conservation of only the best that is traditional 
in a raga and allows scope for further creativity and 
fancy* Above all, critical analysis of a raga's svara 
patterns may open the way to the development of laksa^a 
or criteria that ought to make the ever-continuing 
identification of ragas a source of stimulation for the 
intellectual and music aficionado alike.
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